
  

                      
                   CITY CLERK'S DEPARTMENT 
                   Access to Information & Privacy Division 

   
 

 
City Hall  453 West 12th Avenue  Vancouver BC  V5Y 1V4  vancouver.ca 

City Clerk's Department  tel: 604.829.2002  fax: 604.873.7419 

File No.: 04-1000-20-2021-613 
 
 
January 19, 2022 
 
 

 
 
Dear
 
Re: Request for Access to Records under the Freedom of Information and Protection 

of Privacy Act (the “Act”) 
 
I am responding to your request of November 30, 2021 under the Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act, (the Act), for: 
 

1. List of active licenses for Pit Bull and Rottweiler dogs. 
2. List of reported incidents and corresponding details involving Pit Bull and 

Rottweiler dogs from January 1, 2020 to November 30, 2021. 
 
All responsive records are attached. Some information in the records has been severed, 
(blacked out), under s.15(1), s.15(1)(l), and s.22(1) of the Act.  You can read or download these 
sections here: http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/96165_00     
 
Under section 52 of the Act, and within 30 business days of receipt of this letter, you may ask 
the Information & Privacy Commissioner to review any matter related to the City’s response to 
your FOI request by writing to: Office of the Information & Privacy Commissioner, 
info@oipc.bc.ca or by phoning 250-387-5629. 
 
If you request a review, please provide the Commissioner’s office with:  1) the request number 
(#04-1000-20-2021-613); 2) a copy of this letter; 3) a copy of your original request; and 4) 
detailed reasons why you are seeking the review. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
[Signed by Cobi Falconer] 
 
 
Cobi Falconer, MAS, MLIS, CIPP/C 
Director, Access to Information & Privacy 
cobi.falconer@vancouver.ca   
453 W. 12th Avenue Vancouver BC V5Y 1V4 
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If you have any questions, please email us at foi@vancouver.ca and we will respond to you as 
soon as possible. Or you can call the Acting FOI Case Manager at 604-873-7407.  
 
Encl. (Response package) 
 
:ku 
 



Folder Number Address and Dog Name
2019  000 00 DL Out of Town Port Coquitlam BC
2019 000 00 DL Out of town North Vancouver BC 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL Out Of Town Sechelt BC
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL Out of Town Port Moody BC
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021  000 01 DL UBC  Vancouver BC
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2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL Out of Town Burnaby, BC
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
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2021  000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
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2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 02 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
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2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL Out of Town Burnaby BC
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
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2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 01 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL Out of Town New Westminster, BC
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL Out of Town New Westminster, BC 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
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2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL 
2021 000 00 DL
2022 000 00 DL 
2022 000 01 DL
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Folder Number Incident Type Incident Location Incident Date Incident Details

2020 176126 000 00 DG Human Attack
INTERSECTION: Hamilton ST & 
Robson ST Jan 3, 2020 14:52:00

Human Attack - DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - Both were grey, Two Pitbulls - Citizen reporting that they were waiting to cross the street at the 
above intersection(corner next to 345 Robson) and a man with two pitbulls walked by them. One of the pitbulls bit them through their clothes 
on their right leg. The bite marks are also there still. Citizen did not get the information of the dog owner at the time. INCIDENT Date/Time: Jan 
01 @ 1:30-2pm CLERKS NOTES: Advised ACO 11 of call but put in Supervisors name for reassignment - DB

2020 176454 000 00 DG Human Attack 1105 SEYMOUR ST Jan 4, 2020 14:57:07

Human Attack - CASE CLOSED PENDING CONTACT FROM ACTUAL VICTIM - Caller works at . .  The other day this 
black pit bull type dog bit one of our tenants. The Police where called and we where given a file #VA19-264-398. Police did attend at the time 
and moved them away. A notice was put up for tenants to call Staff if the owner and dog are seen around the building again. Staff received a call 
today (Jan 4/20) that owner and Dog are back. They are on the S/W side of Seymour and Helmcken St. Dog also barks a lot.  Dog belongs to a 
non transient person with no fixed address - EL

2020 179491 000 00 DG At Large Jan 8, 2020 16:16:55
At Large - White Pitbull - Concerned that dog could strangle himself, and looks to be abused. * NOTES -  ACO11 believe to be that 
belongs to 

2020 180065 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up 710 KEEFER ST Jan 9, 2020 12:57:33 Licensing Follow Up - MACLEAN PARK - ACO40 MK 
2020 180067 000 00 DG Off Leash 710 KEEFER ST Jan 9, 2020 12:58:11 Off Leash - MACLEAN PARK - ACO40 MK 

2020 180721 000 00 DG Human Attack Jan 10, 2020 14:39:31

Human Attack - CASE CLOSED DUE TO LACK OF DOG OWNER ID - Grey/silver Pitbull - PS Description: Dog attack, union street approximately 
12:50pm.   Was walking my dog down Union Street. A man walked out of the house located at 

 Our dogs barked at each other but we kept walking toward Jackson street. They did not engage further.  I crossed the road to loop 
back toward home  I saw the owner putting something into his car. Car is a Maybe a Toyota or 
Ford? I couldn’t see his pit bull so we just walked down the actual road. After passing the owner (who was on the side walk) and a few cars in 
front of him we crossed bt two cars to get out of the road bc I didn’t see him with his dog. When we walked by the cars I saw his dog unleashed 
on the sidewalk.  His pitbull was unleashed, started growling then ran toward my dog and me between cars. The dog latched on to my dogs neck 
and face. I pulled my dog away and tried to reach down to help. The pitbull scratched my leg, tearing my leggings and I have scratches that 
broke the skin on my legs. It’s my left leg inner thigh area by knee,   The owner kept yelling out holy fuck over and over and did nothing to assist 
until I told him to get his dog as the situation was escalating quickly.   Luckily my dog had on a raincoat which I think helped him to not get 
injured. It’s a miracle.   I did not get the owners info but I think he lives at  I did see him come out of the house with another male 
friend.   We are ok but shaken up. This pitbull was extremely strong and is a danger to the community. Kids live around here and at the 
residence building the pitbull was unleashed in front of.   I wasn’t sure how to classify this as my dog is not physically injured. I do have a bad 
scratch but I’m ok. A small hole was torn in my leggings.  Thank you  Photo attached CLERKS NOTES: Un-truncation requested.  No 
dogs currently associated with address provided.  Advised ACS 12 of call by radio for assignment - DB UPDATE: Jan 11/20 - Lagan 101013666920 
received from complainant advising address provided in complaint was incorrect, updated to  there is a dog associated 
with new address with a current valid licence but it does not match the breed in the complaint and there is no aggression history so did not 
associated people ID's - DB

2020 181901 000 00 DG Human Attack 2300 BLK Cambridge Street Jan 14, 2020 14:02:29

Human Attack - Black Pitbull.  Citizen got bit at the 2300 block on Cambridge (mid block) while he was heading home. He says the dog came 
around him and bit the citizen in the right hamstring and punctured the citizen. He says it was a bite and release that went through jeans/ long 
johns and flesh. Aggressive dog and citizen is concerned because he has heard this dog has attacked before. *A neighbor nearby who assisted 

says the dog has attacked before and the citizen helped nto the lobby etc. He is concerned for safety of children etc. in the area. Dog 
had a collar and leash but leash was tucked up into the collar. At first the owner was behind the citizen and after the bite the citizen was 
concerned about the dog as it was standing in front of nd then owner called out to the dog and then the dog moved away and then she 
went up the street to get the dog. He says then she said sorry, i am sorry as she was further away and walked away (not sure if dog is in good 
care as she seemed to be talking to herself). Called 9-1-1 got an ambulance there and went to the hospital got patched up and shots. He says he 
is thinks there might be a white spot on the body of the dog but not sure. Police file report Police Department case number: 
208586

2020 183634 000 00 DG Police/Emergency Calls Jan 18, 2020 09:01:25

Police/Emergency Calls - 2 Pit Bulls, Friendly. 2 friendly pitbulls need to be taken away, owner is in custody. Lots of police on site, file number is 
VA20-11269. Call is on the 10th floor. Contact  
NOTES: ACS 12 contacted VPD and learned the unit # adding the 1 dog owner to the file. 2nd dog is not listed in our files - ACS 12. 
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2020 186295 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Jan 23, 2020 10:04:38

At Large/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Unknown colour, Pitt Bull - The dog, has had attacked in the past and is required to wear a muzzle 
when in the public but the dog has free rein in the building and is currently roaming around the 4th floor freely, without an owner and without a 
muzzle. This is an ongoing issue. The owner has no control over either of the pitbulls in his possession. She is also concerned about the well 
being of the dogs and will be contacting SPCA. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACO's on duty for assignment - DB
ACS37: I searched Amanda and found the DO,  so I added him to the call, he lives in is Considered Aggressive ...long 
history

2020 189129 000 00 DG Holding Stray Jan 25, 2020 15:03:40 Holding Stray - Bully Mix - Dark brown with white spots. lease pick up the dog before 4:30, citizen will have to  leave at that time.

2020 190567 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Jan 27, 2020 16:19:04

At Large/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - The front door of the house is open and the dog is running on the road and approached citizen in a form 
of attack and citizen was walking her dog and went inside and the dog was going around cars and citizen has a video footage of the dog 
and also there has been other complaints of the dog being off leash and was informed by officer to keep a log and citizen has recordings of that 
as well. This dog is running around attacking other dogs. She has video of it shaking her neighbour's  around. Dog lives at - 
in the same as the COMP. Dog's name is a large tan coloured Pitbull.
Note ACS37:  16:54:  I phoned the COMP to get an update and she said the owner had called his dog inside. Dog owner's name is 
and he lives at in the same building but as the COMP. She says his dog probably not licensed. As of 19:00 there had been no 
reports of a dog attack in the area.  

2020 190885 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jan 28, 2020 14:05:07

Animal Attack - ***ANONYMOUS*** 
Caramel coloured - Pitbull/Chow.  Dog attacked a small white Pekingese and it required 26 stitches on her stomach, 3 surgeries and also just 
had a litter of puppies.  This happened Jan 18th.  The Pitbull X Chow is very aggressive. It mauls other dogs The caller said it is not the dogs fault. 
He think she is frustrated and it causes aggressive tendencies because it is not trained properly. This dog lives the same floor and the caller has 
two dogs of his own and is scared for their safety and this a dog friendly building and lots of dogs. The owner lets him run off leash.  The owner 
of  the Pekingese told him that the vet bills totalled $1,500 and he just laughed at her, used derogatory terms and told her to F off, that he is an 

and to try and get the money from him.  Its a big joke to him.  The owner of the Pitbull is and dog's name is The 
Pitbull is not healthy, has sores and scratches. He call SPCA regarding the welfare of the dog.

Clerk notes:  I ran the owner name and nothing came up in our system.
Note ACS37: anonymous, no way to contact COMP or DO, closed

2020 192267 000 00 DG Holding Stray Jan 31, 2020 19:20:33

Holding Stray -  In their back yard crying. The dog is not contained. They had him in the house but cannot keep him there.
ACO11 called and they cannot bring the dog in the house and also cannot drive to any Veterinary Hospital. COMP will secure the dog on the 
patio.

2020 192554 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Feb 1, 2020 15:59:09

Containment/Aggression - white and brown, and also brindle, Pitbulls, Citizen is calling on behalf of a friend that lives in 
 Citizen walks his friend's husky dog for him 3 times a day. He is reporting that there are two separate owners living 

within called at both that let their pitbulls run free in the common hallways of 
the building and also in the outside area for residents off of  Citizen said that this morning at approx. 9:00 AM on February 1, 
2019, he was coming back from a walk with his friend's Husky dog, when he saw 2 pitbulls, one named (white and brown) and one named 

(brindle) off leash in the front yard of the building. The owner's name of these two pitbulls is They're not sure if he lives in the 
 But both buildings share a common outdoor space. Citizen yelled at the owner of the pitbulls to put 

them on a leash. The owner of the pitbulls yelled back but eventually took them inside the building. Citizen is very concerned for safety since 
the husky dog has been attacked in the past by the pitbull named (back in September, 2019). Citizen mentioned that there is also another 
resident living in the building that has one small white and brown male pitbull that is also often off leash in the hallways and outside. They have 
spoken to the management of the facility, but nothing seems to ever change. They are supposed to be on leash, even within the facility, at all 
times.Citizen said staff at would know exactly who these pitbulls are, and who their owners are. Citizen said all 3 pitbulls are 
aggressive, and they are having to check the hallways and outdoor space to make sure it's safe before exiting to go for walks. CLERKS NOTES: 
Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment.  Dog complainant references as walking for his friend is currently licenced with no history, there 
are only two dogs currently licenced at the address's provided, neither fitting description or details provided for alleged offending dogs - DB
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2020 193692 000 00 DG Animal Attack 101 E WATERFRONT ROAD Feb 4, 2020 12:38:24

Animal Attack - CASE CLOSED PENDING IDENTIFICATION OF DOG AND DOG OWNER - CRAB PARK - Grey Pitbull - Punctured wound in citizen's 
dog's neck. Citizen was attacked directly. Citizen was running in Crab Park with his dog at 8am on February 4, 2020. Out of nowhere, an off-leash 
grey 100 pound pitbull came up to them and attacked his dog by biting his neck. His dog now has a punctured wound, but no blood or anything. 
Citizen is not injured. The grey pitbull was wearing a human t-shirt and the owner appears to be a 

who may not speak English. Citizen says he frequents the neighbourhood and park. Citizen had to separate the two dogs 
by grabbing the pitbull by the hind legs and that's when the pitbull's owner was able to take control of his dog. Citizen is concerned because the 
dog weighs just as much as his owner and does not seem to be able to physically handle his dog. The owner started cussing in 
afterwards. CLERKS NOTES: There is a DL associated with complainant but it was cancelled, current DL associated with different person is in 
renewal status, complainant isn't on the current DL. Dispatched to ACS's on duty for assignment - DB

2020 193713 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Feb 4, 2020 13:06:07

Off Leash/Aggression - White with brown ring around left eye.  large pitbull.  Dog came running at him from 60 feet away and lunged up at him 
growling and barking, luckliy did not bite, dog is always off leash and un attended in the complex, He had to hit it with a snow shovel to get it off 
of him. Not sure if from there are two very similar dogs at large today's dog is the white with brown 
ring around the eye.  was at large at 8:30 am this morning. would like a call back from ACO. - AN clerk notes:  checked both addresses no 
license on file.  UPDATE: Feb 07/20 - Lagan 101013760764, follow up requested, forwarded request to ACO11 MA - DB

2020 195236 000 00 DG Human Attack 600 Blk Helmcken St Feb 7, 2020 11:09:54

Human Attack - This report was call in by VPD Constable Connie Dukay.  VPD File # 19-264398.  The incident occurred on Dec 30/19 however 
just reported on Feb 07/20 @ 1115hrs....

On Dec 30/20 approx. 1920 hrs, was walking along 600 blk of Helmcken St when a tan coloured pitbull type dog who was tied to 
a shopping cart lunged at citizen and bit him on right calf.  Citizen suffered two small puncture wounds.  D/O's name is who is a 

.  Last know registered contact is

Citizen does not speak to well English, however can speak to  - EL

Clerk Notes:  There was a people record already created for however nil DL or comments on file - EL

2020 196379 000 00 DG Human Attack Feb 10, 2020 11:54:34

Human Attack - DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - I was on the playground of Lord Strathcona Elementary School with my dog when the pit bull came 
charging across the field and attacked my dog as we were leaving the school yard. My dog is super happy and friendly and this attack was 
unprovoked.  My dog was on leash and the pit bull was not.   I got bit on my left hand and sustained bruising on both of my legs and arms as I 
was knocked down trying to fight to get the pit bull off of my dog.  My dog sustained injuries and bites as well as being traumatized by the 
experience.  The incident occurred just after 1:00 on Sunday, February 9.  

911 was called at 1:14.
911 was called again at 1:31. 

AT NO TIME WAS THIS EMERGENCY RESPONDED TO BY VPD.  I WILL BE FOLLOWING UP AND LODGING A COMPLAINT AS THIS IS COMPLETELY 
UNACCEPTABLE THAT A HUMAN AND A DOG WERE ATTACKED AND INJURED WITH NO RESPONSE FROM OUR POLICE DEPARTMENT.

The violent attack was witnessed by a father (and his young daughter) who refused to stay and offer evidence to the police (that never showed).  
The owner of the dog also left.  I was able to track him and the dog down on and have attached his picture with the dog.

911  phoned to follow up at 2:18 to take a statement and provide a police file number.  No explanation was given as to why VPD never showed.  
I have still not been contacted.

File #2020-259-31

This attacked occurred at a public park in my city of   The complete lack of support for my safety and for the safety of my dog is 
completely shameful and unacceptable and I demand follow up.
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2020 196418 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Feb 10, 2020 13:12:22 Licensing Follow Up - Renewal

2020 196953 000 00 DG Human Attack Feb 10, 2020 10:27:54

Human Attack - grey pitbull mastiff cross. bit on the face.  aggressive dog, possible repeat offence. called regarding 
this attack. The dog is left to roam the hallways without a muzzle. The dogs name he is a grey pitt bull with a history of attacking. Last night 
the victim was left with 16 stiches and is still in the hospital.
2020/02/10 21:40:22 ~~  VPD Constable Blackman called back to update the report advising the victim's suite is Please 
take the necessary precautions if/when entering the residence.
VPD file 2020-26831, officer 2868 Cnst Blackman, Unit number is building Dog's name is  owner should be 

Left message at at 858pm with details.

clerk notes: ***Considered Aggressive***  dog is not licensed. 

2020 200048 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Feb 15, 2020 15:16:11

Containment/Aggression - Mainly black with brown markings, PS Description: Hi, I was walking by a man with a dog and the dog jumped on me. 
The dog was muzzled and growling, I tried to walk as far away as possible on the sidewalk. The man obviously didn’t control the dog on the 
leash. He should be more aware of the dog since it is fairly big like him. I am very shaken by this and hopefully he will be warned so no one else 
has to be scared. Photo was taken at the end of the block since this is my neighbourhood. Photo attached CLERKS NOTES: No dogs associated 
with address provided or with complainant, Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2020 201241 000 00 DG Patrol Feb 18, 2020 15:50:37 Patrol - EMERY BARNES PARK - ACO 11 MA

2020 205363 000 00 DG Other-Animal Concerns Feb 26, 2020 15:30:29

Other-Animal Concerns - Bylaw Inquiry - Citizen says the same dog bit two different dogs within a few months of each other.  *She knows the 
dog resides at the attacking dog is often aggressive but wants to know if the City gets involved at all etcetera - she just 
wants more information in regards to City bylaws. She knows the previous dog bite was reported to us and she feels as if the other dog bit has 
been reported as well and she can find out if required. says she is petrified of the situation and is worried becuase she has a small dog 
too.  but does not want the incidient occuring for a 3rd time etc.  as  
CLERK NOTE - 2 dogs licensed at reported address.  History DG 20-183634.  ACO10 MG / VPD Holding Stray request 
01/18/2020.  Referred to AC Supervisor for assignment - ajh

2020 205815 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Feb 27, 2020 12:41:14

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Black/white Pitbull mix - Citizen is the
Sunday, the dog in question attacked one of the employee's and has a video footage, citizen doesn't know if the employee was 
injured or not, but the dog has a history of being aggressive and biting in the past, citizen said he has given the owner multiple warnings to keep 
the dog on leash and muzzel to prevent incidents like this, but is being ignored. The dog lives with new owner the dog first 
owner is in CLERKS NOTES: No dogs currently licenced at either Unit provided. Dispatched to ACS's on duty for assignment - DB

2020 207869 000 00 DG Animal Attack Feb 29, 2020 16:37:14

Animal Attack - EVERETT CROWLEY PARK - NO STATEMENT - Grey Pitbull - Caller describes a Pit Bull in the off leash dog area of this park 
attacked his dog. There are injuries so he is taking his dog to vet. Owner of attacking dog left the area immediately. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs 
associated with name or number of victim dog found.  Assigned to Supervisor for follow up tomorrow as no ACO's on duty after 4:30pm today - 
DB

2020 208915 000 00 DG Animal Attack Mar 2, 2020 14:00:40

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Black/Grey Pitubll Mix.  Caller's dog was bitten on the nose. The owner showed very little regard and walked 
away shortly after the bite, without apologizing. The caller asked the dog owner if his dog was good with other dogs but he did not answer and 
abruptly brought his dog over to the dog that was bitten. Caller's dog was bitten on the nose. March  02, 2020 12:10 pm.  

2020 209367 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Mar 3, 2020 09:51:02

Licensing Follow Up - The front door of the house is open and the dog is running on the road and approached citizen in a form of attack and 
citizen was walking her and went inside and the dog was going around cars and citizen has a video footage of the dog and also there 
has been other complaints of the dog being off leash and was informed by officer to keep a log and citizen has recordings of that as well. This 
dog is running around attacking other dogs. She has video of it shaking her neighbour's around. Dog lives at - in the same 

as the COMP. Dog's name is a large tan coloured Pitbull.
Note ACS37:  16:54:  I phoned the COMP to get an update and she said the owner had called his dog inside. Dog owner's name is 
and he lives at in the same building but as the COMP. She says his dog probably not licensed. As of 19:00 there had been no 
reports of a dog attack in the area.  
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2020 213258 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Mar 12, 2020 09:24:14

Licensing Follow Up -  As Per Property Use there are 3 dogs at this residence. 
Dispatch Note - No D/L at this address.

There is a house in my neighbourhood that seems to be acting as a farm house of some kind. I hear chickens, and also what can be turkeys, and 
ducks. I have gone over the city bylaws and have noticed that they are not allowed many of these animals. I don?t know if they are mistreating 
them or not,? but it cannot be sanitary. The noise is becoming a nuisance early in the morning too. I can thanks for your time.

Dispatch Note - Complaint provided no phone number, email address is 
Dispatch Note - No D/L at this address.

2020 213278 000 00 DG Animal Attack Mar 12, 2020 10:09:29

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - dog bit by dog - injured. Large brown pitbull mix. Aggressive dog. Small dog was killed in the attack. BCSPCA 
took a report from a witness of a dog attack which resulted in a small dog dying.  This took place at a shelter addressed on March 
10th.  The witness is a staff member at the who was there at the time of the attack and there is video footage of the incident.  His name 
is the phone number for the and all staff are aware of the incident.   The owner of the 
attacking dog resides in and his name is  The attacking dog is described as a brown short haired pitt bull 
mix.   The only information available on the dog that was killed is it was a small dog and has since been cremated.  SPCA has a cruelty report 
filed but they are not able to address the aggressive nature of the dog.  Called in by Dane with the SPCA 
CLERK NOTES: No licenced dog under owner name given - SK

2020 214718 000 00 DG Animal Attack Mar 16, 2020 15:41:01

Animal Attack - D/O UNKNOWN - Black and White Pit bull - Was in park in the running track area with dog on leash, woman was playing fetch 
with her dog off leash. Dog charged them and latched onto dogs head, owner could not pull her dog off. Some people came over to help and 
this seemed to distract the attacking dog and able to pull dog being attached away. left right away to help calm her dog and get medical 
attention. Puncture under eye, on cheek and across nose, not deep. Vet put on antibiotics. Attacking dog looks young and healthy, wearing pink 
harness. Has seen the dog and owner before cutting through other community garden in the park, near the seniors home. 

2020 216496 000 00 DG Animal Attack Mar 20, 2020 09:37:17

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - two pitbulls started fighting and 5 people had to stop the fight, one women was bit pretty bad while trying to 
brake up the fight. there are two pitbulls in this building that are extremely aggressive. One's name is and the other ones 
name is  These two dogs have fought before. They need to have muzzles on at all times for the safety of people and other 
dogs. there have been multiple complaints about these two dogs, they are very aggressive and their owners aren't really capable to dealing with 
them. Please call back, thanks. 

Clerk Notes- Mulitple history on this   There is 3 dogs residing at this address of which only 1 is currently licensed - 

There is nil dogs currently registered in - EL

2020 217959 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Mar 24, 2020 12:18:19

At Large/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Brown, black Rottweiler colouring. Maybe a Rottweiler. I was walking along Pandora heading west 
towards Templeton this morning (8:30am-9:00am). On the north end of the street, a man was walking also heading west when suddenly I heard 
loud very aggressive growling and barking. A large unleashed dog was loose walking around in front of building Thankfully the 
man was able to run away. I turned around and noticed that the dog was in the bushes.
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2020 218542 000 00 DG Human Attack Mar 26, 2020 10:59:47

Human Attack - To whom it concerns;

This morning I was exiting my ROOM, when a new tenant at the NORTH END of the and her DOG, grey short haired Pitbull, which 
has already show willingness to attack (2) two resident CATS when the DOG broke free from its OWNER & attacked me, without 
provocation or warning, it would have attacked the female tenant of as she was entering her room if I hadn't been between them, the 
Owner put its MUZZLE on after the DOG attacked me, therefore she had prior need to STOP the DOG from previous attacks if she carries the 
MUZZLE with her!

Also, Management of the  Vancouver, BC,  are failing in their DUTY OF CARE, by knowingly placing a 
know VICIOUS DOG on the same floor as (2) two previous resident CATS, & failing to foresee the outcome that happened. 

I have attached a few of many injury photos taken hours after the attack when I got the BLEEDING to STOP.

 has made a written statement, (2) two pictures also attached, of her statement, please have the URGENT 
matter dealt with immediately before another ATTACK occurs!

This email is confidential (both the message and any attachments) and is protected by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy 
Act. It is only for the use of the intended recipient. Any distribution, copying, or other use by anyone else without my express permission is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please permanently delete the email and any attachments immediately 
and notify me by telephone or email

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.

2020 222213 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Apr 3, 2020 08:51:23

Containment/ Aggression  - CASE CLOSED DUE TO NO ACTUAL ATTACK TAKING PLACE - VPD Non-Emergency received a call from a witness 
 as she was walking by noticed the pitbull, that lives at got loose and chased a person down the 

street very aggressively. The other person was not was not injured. VPD just wanted to notify Animal Services of aggressive dog.VPD File # VA20-
59943

Clerk Notes - There are multiple barking and impound history on file.  Change of ownership from in year 2015 - EL

2020 222277 000 00 DG Barking Apr 3, 2020 13:50:13

Barking - 1st Barking - Brown and Grey Pitbull,  Citizen wants to put a complaint about her neighbour’s Pit bull. The neighbour would keep the 
pit bull inside the house for majority of the day however every time the Pit bull is outside, the pit bull starts barking. Citizen is concern because 
between ence and the neighbours fence there is a small hole and she is concern for her child when they are in the backyard. Citizen is 
requesting that ACO to please remind the owner to keep the Pit bull inside away the windows and if the Pit bull is outside to put a muzzle on 
the Pit bull.  Also the citizen is requesting they secure their flimsy gate. CLERKS NOTES: Previous complaints attended by ACO4 FF, dog is in 
renewal status with extensive history.  Emailed to advise of new call - DB

2020 223351 000 00 DG Police/Emergency Calls
INTERSECTION BUTE ST& 
DAVIE Apr 6, 2020 19:26:16

Police/Emergency Calls - CONNECTED TO DG20-223650 - VPD called backline and requested an officer on scene at Jim Deva Plaza. A pitbull 
attacked a person and is still running around. VPD File number 62157. 3 Officers are on scene. 

2020 223591 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Apr 7, 2020 10:01:18 Licensing Follow Up - dog license in renewal status. 

2020 223639 000 00 DG Other-Animal Concerns Apr 6, 2020 13:58:58
Other-Animal Concerns - While on foot patrol ACO 02 & ACO 40 were approached by a frantic man stating that someone is throwing Gatorade 
in their dogs face, punching the dog, and the dog is lunging at citizens. See notes for further ACO correspondence.

2020 223650 000 00 DG Human Attack
INTERSECTION: Davie St & 
Thurlow Apr 7, 2020 15:27:30

Human Attack - CONNECTED TO DG20223351- - Citizen was attacked by a homeless persons dog yesterday. He went to the clinic and received 
the tetanus shot and antibiotics but he is concerned about rabies. He understands that he would need to have that shot within 24 hours of the 
attack so he is wondering if you have tested the dog or have any details of the dogs history. The VPD officer told him the dog is now in your 
possession. VPD File # 20-62157. Officer Kacey Scurrah badge #3165. Citizen had a number of cuts on the back of his leg. He had a tetanus shot 
and antibiotics.  pitbull dog dark brown white spot on chest.  attack : April 06/20 - 7pm. - AN
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2020 224288 000 00 DG Barking Apr 8, 2020 09:28:40

Barking - 1st Barking.  light brown pitbull x.  Dog won’t stop barking since they got the dog, 2 weeks ago. Loud, obnoxious barking day and night

clerknotes:  no license on file.  

2020 224292 000 00 DG Human Attack Apr 9, 2020 09:45:36

Human Attack - brown a rottweiler like dog.  Caller works for Canada Post. The dog came charging and jumping up on her while she was 
delivering the mails. The dog and the owner were in the front lawn. The owner stopped the dog but caller is suffering from a bruised wrist. 

clerknotes: dog licensed; previous human attack DG 19-266188; 

2020 225824 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression 300 block of E 34th AV Apr 14, 2020 10:04:01

Off Leash/Aggression - I live at and at 7am this morning was walking my dog on leash and 2 unleashed Pitt bulls 
appeared quickly from the alley at the west end my street and came up to me and my dog who reacted by barking as he was on leash. Their 
owner followed a minute behind them - a male with long-ish light brown hair wearing a brown plaid jacket and the dogs returned to him. No 
damage - just a huge scare for me. I know you folks are busy but I’ve seen this man and his dogs before in the same area and the breed is quite 
scary to have off leash - I am asking is there a by-law that dogs be kept on leash, particularly Pitt Bull breed?  2 dogs: 1 light brown and one a 
darker brown.  pitbulls.Thank you.

2020 226280 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Apr 15, 2020 13:08:49

Licensing Follow Up -  light brown pitbull x.  Dog won’t stop barking since they got the dog, 2 weeks ago. Loud, obnoxious barking day and night.
Dog owner

clerknotes:  no license on file.  

2020 226348 000 00 DG Human Attack Apr 15, 2020 15:44:02

Human Attack - Brown pittbull.  The pitbull attacked cat and also bit her left leg. The incident happened in a shared backyard space 
within the building.   The pitbull lives on the second floor of this building. There is a possibility of another attack if they come in contact again. 

clerknotes:  FYI no phone number was given - AN ACS 12 looked up the phone number for the building 

2020 227835 000 00 DG Police/Emergency Calls 600 - 699 Helmcken St Apr 20, 2020 08:10:25
Police/Emergency Calls - VPD is requesting assistance to seize a dog. Potentially regarding but no confirmed details at this time.   
Please contact Cst Scurrah at

2020 228617 000 00 DG Off Leash Apr 22, 2020 14:09:36 Off Leash - Emery Barnes Park -  ACO28 DM

2020 229394 000 00 DG Human Attack Apr 24, 2020 19:47:33

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - Blonde pitbull. It was around 11:20pm on Friday April 24th. I was standing in the elevator going down to the 
lobby in my building. When the elevator doors opened to the lobby. A large blonde pitbull came sprinting towards me. It came inside the 
elevator and bit into my pelvis and wouldn't let go until one of the owner's grabbed her leash. From my understanding, security footage was 
recovered from the building at the time of the incident. According to the security footage, upon entering the building, the two owners did not 
have the dog on a leash. After the dog bit me, I was in the lobby with the female owner trying to deal with the pain. The owner apologized and 
offered me a bandaid. We did not exchange any contact information. The owner did tell me that they are aware that the dog has a fear of 
people coming out of elevators yet they did not keep the dog on a leash when they entered the building near the elevators. According to the 
building maintenance man, the footage shows the dog is over 30 lbs which is against building policy as the limit of size for a dog in the building is 
less than 30 lbs. The maintenance man also confirmed that the couple living in the building do not own that dog as the dog is one of their 
parent's dog that they are watching. The dog left two marks on my pelvis area as well as a hole in my vape. I have attached photos of the marks 
on my body as well as the device.I can be contacted either through phone or email:
CLERK NOTES: No photos were attached - SK

2020 230270 000 00 DG Other-Animal Concerns Apr 26, 2020 11:12:40
Other-Animal Concerns -  SPCA Assist - Pit bull, black with white stripe, male, unaltered - Dog Owners

 SPCA attended for animal welfare check with assistance from ACO 41.
2020 230778 000 00 DG Patrol Apr 28, 2020 19:57:38 Patrol - Thornton Park -  1340-1355 hrs | 1 on  leash | 1 owner | ACO11 MA
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2020 231573 000 00 DG Human Attack Apr 29, 2020 11:02:55

Human Attack - grey and white.  pitbull terrier. A staff member was attacked at approximately 4AM when taking a tenants dog out for a walk.

Staff was going to help the tenant by taking the dog for a walk(as the dog was wimpering). When walking the dog the dogs leg was caught up on 
their leash and when the staff was untangling the leg and kneeling down in front of the dog the dog lunged at their right forearm. The dog bit 
the back of the forearm and chewed a large piece of flesh out exposing the muscle.

Citizen said that the dog is yelled at and mistreated(not taken for walks and defecates/urinates in hallways or tenants suite). Suite is also not 
large enough to accomodate the dog.   Dog is in room n the building.

Historic info - Mar 17/19 - Human Attack DG 19-210133 - ACO 41 DB
Mar 15/19 - Containment Aggression DG 19-209489 - ACS 12
Feb 21/19 - Human Attack DG 19-198570 - ACS 37

2020 231594 000 00 DG Human Attack Apr 29, 2020 12:35:02

Human Attack - DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - Possibly white pitbull.  There were 2 pitbulls in front of the 7-11 sitting with a group of 3 people. 
When walked by one of the pitbulls attacked and bit his right leg. His right pant leg was torn off. The citizen is bruised and may require a 
tetanus shot.  Yes, it is possible this dog may attack another pedestrian MAY 12/20 UPDATE: Lagan 101013996877, request for follow up from 
ACO received today, forwarded request by email - DB

2020 235426 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression May 6, 2020 18:48:41

Containment/Aggression - Black/Red Rottweiler - PS Description: At 3.30 this afternoon I wanted to go outside to do some groceries. So when I 
opened my door, I saw the owner of the dog and two more ladies outside their house along with their dog. From previous experience, I knew 
the dog was violent towards me so I stopped in front of my door and waited for them to take their dog inside their house. The dog wasn't on the 
leash so I didn't dare to move. The guy then held the dog and they asked me to go. I then asked them are you sure and they said. After that, I 
locked my house and went out. After crossing one house through the footpath, I heard a scream and saw the dog running after me. There was 
no leash what so ever and as soon I realized the dog is after me, I couldn't do anything other than standing. The dog tried to bite me and push 
me with its furious barking. I fell on the road and twisted my ankle. This thing continued for almost 20 seconds which felt like one hour to me.  
Then the owner came running and took the dog and since then I haven't been able to walk and I have to do an X-Ray tomorrow of my right leg.  
For this dog, I have been psychologically ill and I am scared whenever I come back home. I have contacted you guys before regarding this and I 
don't know how long I have to suffer for this.  Please I request you guys to do something about it. CLERKS NOTES: Dog lives at 
based on previous complaint, assigned to ACO 23, DG 19-260872 Jun 28/19, dog is currently licenced with no other history.  Dispatched to ACS 
37 by radio for assignment - DB

2020 235440 000 00 DG Off Leash May 6, 2020 19:40:55 Off Leash - Emery Barnes Park - Foot -1812 - 1820 | 7 on | 1 off | 8 D/O - ACO28 DM

2020 235729 000 00 DG Animal Attack May 6, 2020 09:51:22

Animal Attack - Beige Pitbull Retriever.  Between 0815-0845A Weds 6th - my dog was attacked by  a 12 year old Pitbull 
Retriever inside the lobby elevator waiting area at  Vancouver. Security cameras are installed near elevators where 
attack occurred. is newly fostered by my neighbor for under two weeks. I brought  to Vancouver Animal Emergency 
where she was treated to puncture wound on right side and bruised swell on the left. Will be taking medication for a week.

Clerk notes: dog's license in renewal status  expired Nov 2017.  
2020 235870 000 00 DG Animal Attack May 7, 2020 16:06:30 Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Dark brown & white.  Pitbull Kind. 

2020 236680 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression May 8, 2020 17:29:23

Containment/Aggression - white pitbull. Pitbull had the small dog in it's mouth. It appears that there are no injuries. The dog is a rescue that has 
been living there for a couple of years. The suite where the dog lives has a glass door that opens into the common courtyard for these three 
buildings. The dog is triggered by small dogs. It has lunged several times at others dogs. It is fine with people. The caller and had 
to stop bringing them down to the courtyard is concerned that a small dog is going to get badly injured.
CLERK NOTES: Could not find licence for complainant under name or phone number given - SK
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2020 237018 000 00 DG Animal Attack May 9, 2020 11:10:38

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Dark Brindle Pit bull - The citizens dog is being attacked by two dogs in the building.  The one dog that 
currently lives in the building is in  It is a large pit bull and is not on a leash. Today left his room with his pit bull on a leash and it 
was attached inside the building by the dog called (pit bull). The other dog has which is a Golden Retriever and Pit bull mix was kicked 
out of the building because it was attacking dog.  The owner and this dog hang out outside the building. Today he left the building and got half 
way down the street when both dogs came running after him and his dog and pinned him against a fence. It took five people to break them 
apart. His dogs ear was injured again. both dogs were off leash. His dog was on a leash.  This is a complex issue and its best to speak to
The dogs seem to be free roaming in the building and outside and they know to hide when they are in trouble. He does not know what else to 
do. His dog has several scars from being constantly attacked. CLERK NOTES: Some aggression history on file for alleged offending dog  
licence is in renewal status, exp. Aug 02,2019.  Dispatched to ACS 12 in person for assignment - DB
NOTES: ACS 12 fielded a call this AM from VPD about using his dog as a weapon. Please contact Const FEALING re 
additional information that may be helpful in t his investigation.  

2020 238136 000 00 DG Police/Emergency Calls May 11, 2020 19:11:55
Police/Emergency Calls - Animal Attack - VPD Dispatch called asking for assistance seizing a black pittbull in Emery Barnes Park. File # VA 20-
84089. Officer Lail is on scene. 

2020 238541 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression May 12, 2020 13:35:09

Containment/Aggression - Submitted as Other - unmuzzled pittbull in the common area of this COV owned building - is a mental health 
care worker  He said that the tenant that lives in has her pittbull unmuzzled and in the hallway. Citizen intercommed the 
tenant and advised her she can't have her dog in the hallway unattended and she told him to F off. Citizen is looking for assitance from animal 
control. I asked if the dog was aggressive and he said no. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs currently associated with Unit provided. Dispatched to ACS's 
on duty for assignment - DB

2020 239682 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up May 14, 2020 15:26:59

Licensing Follow Up - Containment/Aggression - Submitted as Other - unmuzzled pittbull in the common area of this COV owned building - 
is a mental health care worker in the building. He said that the tenant that lives in has her pittbull unmuzzled and in the 

hallway. Citizen intercommed the tenant and advised her she can't have her dog in the hallway unattended and she told him to F off. Citizen is 
looking for assitance from animal control. I asked if the dog was aggressive and he said no. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs currently associated with 
Unit provided. Dispatched to ACS's on duty for assignment - DB

2020 240903 000 00 DG Human Attack May 17, 2020 09:19:58

Human Attack - The incident took place at  Resident A was chatting with Resident B with Resident B's door ajar. 
Resident B's two black dogs came at Resident A; one dog ended up biting Resident A. Resident B and a guest helped hold the dogs back and 
Resident C helped Resident A. Workers at responded but Resident B declined help. Resident C helped dress the wounds on 
Resident A's inner and outer left leg and lower abdomen. Ambulance was called and paramedics checked on Resident A. Resident A declined to 
go to the hospital and paramedics advise Resident B to go to a walk-in clinic

2020 240921 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression May 17, 2020 11:08:50

Containment/Aggression -  VPD calling in as the third party. There is a large pitbull that was rescued at the address. He got loose from his leash 
and is enclosed in the back yard. Dog is snapping at everyone. They have a vet onsite and still cannot control the dog. Requesting for Animal 
control to help. Resident of this address:  VPD file 20-87728  Update - as of 1123 hrs.. VPD called to cancel ACOs to 
attend due vet has now left. - EL Clerk Notes - Dog was originally adopted from and apparently suffers from  Vet is to 
euthanize dog however cannot control.  VPD is requesting AS to assist - EL

2020 241424 000 00 DG Patrol May 13, 2020 22:31:01 Patrol - Thornton Park -  1734-1745 hrs | 1 on  leash | 1 owner | ACO11 MA

2020 241730 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression May 19, 2020 11:23:55

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Caller has also reported to VPD, as they allege the owner was also aggressive and physically 
abusive. Caller says there are witnesses and video of the incident. VPD file 20-88429.  aggressive dog and owner live in building.  Black and 
Brown Rottweiler.  No injuries.  

CLERK NOTES:  Searched through DL's in the building could not see any DL's for a Rottweiler.   - AN

2020 242279 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression May 20, 2020 11:36:04

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Brown Pitbull - PS Description: there is a large dog, previously very agressive on several occasions 
on a 20-30 foot lanyard in front of the building. belongs to LERKS NOTES: Previous case DG 20-238541 assigned to 
ACO 23, dog is currently licenced. Number provided is for the  Dispatched to ACS 37 by radio for assignment - DB

2020 242316 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression May 20, 2020 13:18:29
Off Leash/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Black Rottweiler -  PS Description: off leash and got chased CLERKS NOTES: Dog fitting description is 
currently licenced at address with no history.  Will dispatch to ACS's on duty when out of meeting - DB

2020 242944 000 00 DG Holding Stray May 21, 2020 18:59:53

Holding Stray URGENT - VPD assist, Pitbull - Request from VPD to pick up pitbull from vehicle where everyone is being arrested. VPD File# 20-
90318. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACO 11 owners are being detained - provided 15 min ETA, ACS 37 is aware of call as per radio trasmission - 
DB
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2020 244115 000 00 DG Human Attack May 24, 2020 15:57:23

Human Attack - No Statement - Blue Pitbull mix.  Caller said neighbor's dog broke through fence and bit her hand, recurring problem with 
vicious dog not muzzled.  Dog's name is Please call her to advise. Caller said neighbor's dog broke through fence and bit her hand, 
recurring problem with vicious dog not muzzled.

clerk notes;  no license for a dog named in the building.

2020 245100 000 00 DG Waste Not Picked Up May 26, 2020 13:23:02

Waste Not Picked Up - The neighbour is consistently using a hose to push the larte pitbull type dog waste from her yard. It is ending up in the 
back yard of this caller. The caller states that a neighbour on the other side complained to BC housing about the same issue and the caller 
reported that it was racoons waste.

Clerk Notes - There is nil dog currently licensed at this address - EL

2020 245109 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression May 26, 2020 13:30:29

Off Leash/Aggression - dog owners were in a verbal altercation with another tenant, and when the other tenant dissed them too hard they 
dropped the leash and the dog lunged. luckily a staff member who knows the dog was standing between and grabbed the dog by the collar. 
dogs name 

Clerk Notes - Telephone number traces back to - EL

2020 246238 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled May 28, 2020 12:22:43

Aggressive Not Muzzled - grey and white.  pitbull terrier. belonging to
Historic info - Mar 17/19 - Human Attack DG 19-210133 - ACO 41 DB
Mar 15/19 - Containment Aggression DG 19-209489 - ACS 12
Feb 21/19 - Human Attack DG 19-198570 - ACS 37

2020 246374 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression May 28, 2020 17:55:38 Off Leash/Aggression - Caller said "in fear of my life" due to pit bull loose in her building, from   Owner dog name 

2020 246724 000 00 DG Animal Attack
INTERSECTION E 1ST AV & 
SCOTIA ST May 29, 2020 12:35:31

Animal Attack - The incident took place at an off-leash gravel park at 1st Avenue and Scotia St. directly adjacent to Red Truck Brewery at 
approximately 1:16pm on Tuesday, May 26th, 2020. I entered the park with my  where I saw 3 women and 
several dogs, all of whom were there together. The woman and owner of the Rottweiler, who was later identified as 

informed me that her "puppy didn't know their own strength".  I have frequented this park since adopting my 
puppy and know my puppy is comfortable around larger dogs and rough play so acknowledged her statement and entered. As my puppy went 
over to introduce herself, without ever making contact, the Rottweiler lunged in an unplayful, predatory manner and started to give chase as 

yelped incessantly and ran until she was cornered at the entrance of the park. I attempted to separate the two but was unable to as the 
Rottweiler had latched on to my puppy's leg. Luckily, a good samaritan ran over from across the street and assisted me, distracting the 
Rottweiler and giving me enough time to get my puppy out of the park. The incident happened over the course of a few minutes. My puppy 
defecated in the process, sustained several punctures, and after giving a few painful steps, refused to walk. The good samaritan gave me his 
number, I carried my puppy back to my apartment, got my car keys, and got her to the vet immediately (Vancouver BCSPCA Hospital) where 
they were able to tend to her promptly. As she was not putting any weight on her front leg, they suspected she may have sustained a broken leg 
and sedated her for x-rays. Thankfully, she didn't have a broken leg but was put on antibiotics and pain killers for a week with a follow-up exam 
to check her progress. As per the suggestion of my vet, I am filing this report as the dog engaged in predatory behaviour and not rough play. Had 
it not been for the good samaritan, I don't think that would have been able to assist me in getting her dog off of my puppy as she is 

and her dog was unresponsive to her commands. I feel obligated to file a complaint as I feel 
fortunate that I was able to separate them within a minute of the altercation and that will make a full recovery, but in a large park with a 
smaller dog or child, the outcome may be different.
CLERK NOTES: is d/o of alleged attacking dog licenced under tag#  History on DL. Unable to find licence 
for complainant with phone number or email given - SK

2020 247307 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up May 26, 2020 11:43:25

Licensing Follow Up - The neighbour is consistently using a hose to push the large pitbull type dog waste from her yard. It is ending up in the 
back yard of this caller. The caller states that a neighbour on the other side complained to BC housing about the same issue and the caller 
reported that it was racoons waste.

Clerk Notes - There is nil dog currently licensed at this address - EL

2020 247315 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled 1166 MAIN ST May 31, 2020 12:12:10
Aggressive Not Muzzled -  Upgraded from At Large/Aggression -  Off leash pitbull in the park, in distress & aggressive - Called in by Park Ranger 
who's on site.  Cross Ref DG20-247272
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2020 247686 000 00 DG Barking Jun 1, 2020 09:51:33

Barking - 2nd Barking Beige Tan Grey. Pitbull and Pomeranian.  

previous Barking DG 20-247316.

2020 247868 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression 6875 YEW ST Jun 1, 2020 16:42:45

At Large/Aggression  - Brindle / Brown Pitbull.  were walking their 2 ridgebacks, at the NWC of this park there was this pitbull 
on its own with no collar. This dog saw them and charged in their direction. both picked up their large dogs so that there be 
no confrontation with this pittbull. This pitbull now in front of them and growling. There was a gardener near by shouting at this dog, eventually 
it turned around but periodcally wanting to return. proceeded on home, but were able to see the dog attempting to 
approach this gardener. It is about 85 lbs, no collar and no other human in sight. It appears that when there is someone around this dog is 
gravitated to them. 
2nd call via lagan# 101014052924.  Dog reported as chasing other dogs in the park - ajh
ACS37: XREF 20-247850 same complaint/different caller

2020 248228 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up 6875 YEW ST Jun 1, 2020 12:07:37

Licensing Follow Up - Brindle / Brown Pitbull. were walking their 2 ridgebacks, at the NWC of this park there was this pitbull 
on its own with no collar. This dog saw them and charged in their direction. both picked up their large dogs so that there be 
no confrontation with this pittbull. This pitbull now in front of them and growling. There was a gardener near by shouting at this dog, eventually 
it turned around but periodcally wanting to return. proceeded on home, but were able to see the dog attempting to 
approach this gardener. It is about 85 lbs, no collar and no other human in sight. It appears that when there is someone around this dog is 
gravitated to them. 
2nd call via lagan# 101014052924.  Dog reported as chasing other dogs in the park - ajh
ACS37: XREF 20-247850 same complaint/different caller

2020 248782 000 00 DG Holding Stray 555 W HASTINGS ST Jun 3, 2020 16:12:17 Holding Stray - Black and White pitbull.  in front of the dollarama.  asap as the person has to leave soon

2020 249135 000 00 DG Animal Attack 1410 W 72ND AV Jun 3, 2020 10:27:54

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - black pitbull.  Citizen was in the park with her dog, an off-leash pitbull came near her dog. Her dog barked at 
the dog and the pitbull lunged at her dog. The dog owner for the pitbull came up and asked if the dog was okay. Citizen didn't see anything 
visible and advised she thinks the dog is fine as the dog didn't appear to be in distress. When she got home she noticed a deep gash on her dog's 
shoulder. She took the dog to the vet and the dog had to have stitches and be put on antibiotics.  Citizen is concerned as the dog should not 
have been off leash when there are dogs and children nearby.  Please contact citizen to discuss further.

2020 249640 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Jun 5, 2020 12:26:45

Off Leash Aggression - at Canada Post at Canada Post. One of his employees was delivering mail at 11:30am and was 
charged and chased by a 90 lb chocolate brown Rotweiler cross. The mailman attempted to block the dog with the mail he was carrying, and the 
dog bit a chunk of it. The mailman was able to get away, and the dog retreated. At the time of incident, the mailman was walking in the area 
and the dog was loose on the street off leash with the dog owner in sight. This is an ongoing issue with Canada Post and this resident. The 
resident's name is with contact number There were no reported injuries but mailman is shaken up from incident. 

reports the dog should be contained now. 

2020 250327 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jun 6, 2020 11:10:04

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Caller was with a friend in the rear of this address when a dog came charging out of the open 
garage door of the business across the lane and tried to bite the friend's leg.  The two men were able to escape unmarked but said the dog 
displayed significant aggression.  The dog had on a leash but the owner was not holding the leash and was still inside the building still - 
eventually the owner grabbed the dog and threw it in the car before leaving shortly thereafter.  The garage where the dog came from is 
associated with the business,  brown and white pitbull.  no injuries.  the dog displayed significant aggression.  

2020 250785 000 00 DG Human Attack Jun 8, 2020 13:42:51
Human Attack -  Reported by building manager to ACO 41. was bitten on the 
ankle by on May 28th at 7:45am. Video footage available.

2020 250842 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jun 8, 2020 16:00:57

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Black and white pitbull mix.  Unprovoked dog attack. Walking in our court yard to our front door when the dog 
came out from under a bush very aggressively lunging at my dog. From what we know it’s a rescue and is wry aggressive. The dog owner kicked 
his dog after the incident.

clerknotes:  complainants DL expired may 16, 2018
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2020 251633 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jun 9, 2020 10:12:35

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Black and tan rottweiler.  with a Rottweiler lives in the of this property. 
The dog was not on leash and the property owner let the dog out and it rushed the citizen and her two dog trying to bite them. The citizen 
started kicking the dog to get the Rottweiler away.  The owner hit the dog with the metal part of the leash to try and stop him but the dog got 
away again and rushed at the citizen again. The dog did not injure the citizen or the dogs this evening but this is only because the owner was 
able to get a hold of it. The dog is very aggressive and has had similar incidents in the past. incident occurred Jun 09 at 20:20.  

clerknotes:  no license on file. 

2020 251638 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jun 9, 2020 10:26:52

Animal Attack - ***WITNESS CALL IN***
Mastiff? large breed.  dog attacked by dog.  
caller saw this large dog that lives at attack another smaller dog on leash tonight at the park. The large dog was not on a leash
The dog that attacked this other dog in the park tonight lives at There has been previous complaints about this dog (case# 
101013932258) The owners told the animal control officer that the dog was only going to be there for a month, its been well over that.
Tonight the dog that lives at this address was off leash at the park and ran and attacked another little dog that was on a leash. is unsure if 
the dog was hurt or if the women was going to report it, but it was a pretty bad attack and this dog is known for being out of control. 

clerk notes:  no license on file.  "C" previously called in for a barking complaint on April 16, 2020.   

2020 253225 000 00 DG Human Attack Jun 14, 2020 17:18:45

Human Attack - brown unknown breed, like Rottweiler. Medium size. Off leash dog attacked her baby, so will go to the Children's Hospital. 
Caller said the dog attacked her baby but owner would not give any info. VPD file #20-105444. Occurred at 3:30PM. UPDATE: Jun 23/20 - 
Created people ID and submitted to Prosecution Office by email - DB

2020 254592 000 00 DG Police/Emergency Calls Jun 17, 2020 18:45:09 Police Call - Please assist VPD in collecting dog as d/o being arrested.  VPD File  VA 20-107336  Contact:    Constable KINE
2020 255291 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Jun 19, 2020 14:06:40 Licensing Follow Up - Generated from call DG20-251638

2020 255322 000 00 DG Animal Attack 2390 W 10TH AV Jun 19, 2020 16:11:44
Animal Attack - 2 pit bulls on leash escaped from the owner and attacked the dog. ACO11 flagged by witness. Dog owner is waiting at Vet 
hospital. CLERKS NOTES: UPDATE Jun 26/20 - Statement received in VAS Inbox, forwarded to ACO11 MA by email - DB

2020 255918 000 00 DG At Large Jun 21, 2020 16:20:33

At Large - Black pitbull.  Concern for dog's safety. Dog was running loose out onto E 41st Ave, which is a busy road.  A black Pit Bull with no collar 
ran out onto E 41st. The citizen almost hit the dog. He said that it went into the yard at but he couldn't tell whether it lives there. 
There is no fence around that property. He is concerned the dog could get hit by a car. 

2020 255934 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled 1169 RICHARDS ST Jun 21, 2020 19:52:23

Aggressive Not Muzzled - Dark brown or black. Concern for people's safety. This dog has attacked before. It is unmuzzled beside a children's 
playground. Citizen said that there is a man sitting on a bench in Emery Barnes Park at Davie & Seymour with an unmuzzled vicious dog. She said 
that the dog is on a leash but it has attacked people before so she is very worried. She also said that the dog has been impounded by Animal 
Control the last time it attacked somebody, but the owner was able to get it back. She believes the dog is female. The owner has

She does not know where the dog lives.

2020 256186 000 00 DG Human Attack Jun 22, 2020 11:38:54

Human Attack - rottweiler cross.  Yesterday afternoon (Sunday June 21), my family was having a picnic near the playground in the ON-LEASH 
area of Burrardview park. At about 5:30 p.m. a large black Rottweiler (or perhaps a Rottweiler mix) came bounding up the hill (from the off-
leash area and into the on-leash area). He ran onto our picnic blanket to try to get our pizza. He then knocked over our daughter who 
was standing up with a slice of pizza in her hand and tried to grab the pizza out of her hand, but the dog bit her hand instead, leaving a red bite 
mark. Our daughter began screaming and my husband immediately picked her up while I sheltered our other daughter. The dog remained near 
us eating the pizza until another person nearby grabbed him and led him away. At no point did the dog's owner attempt to retrieve or control 
the dog. Furthermore, he threatened to physically assault my husband when my husband asked him to leash his dog or leave the park. He also 
refused to give us his name or contact information, but we took a photo of the owner and the dog, which is attached. We also have a photo of 
our daughter's bitten hand, but could only upload one photo. There were multiple witnesses to the attack, and we have contact information for 
a few of them. You can also reach me at Thank you.

2020 256316 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled 1169 RICHARDS ST Jun 22, 2020 19:45:38 Aggressive Not Muzzled - Dark brown or black. Concern for people's safety. Today our office received two calls.
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2020 256987 000 00 DG Human Attack Jun 24, 2020 09:24:08

Human Attack - Black Large Pit Bull type.  Last night at approximately 10:15, my dog (on leash) and I were chased by a large pit bull type dog as 
we rounded the corner of 12th and Kingsway past the Biltmore. The dog was with a group of people (possibly residents or guests of residents) at 
the Biltmore Hotel. The group of people were hanging out around the front door of the residence there. The dog was off leash and charged 
about 50 feet at us as we came around the corner before its owner was able to catch up to it, grab it and pull it back. This is the second time my 
dog and I have been chased by this dog in approximately the same location. The first time was approximately 1 week ago about half way down 
the block towards the garbage area of the Biltmore. The dog was also off leash on that occasion. There are many children and dogs in this 
neighborhood - I certainly expect that something can be done about this dog before an injury occurs. In the interim, I am fearful of walking on 
the sidewalk due to this terrorizing dog.

2020 257470 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jun 25, 2020 10:20:16

Containment/Aggression - NO VICTIM STATEMENT - (Changed from Aggressive Not Muzzled) - 
here. He states there is currently an open file regarding this dog and since then it has bit more people. Yesterday another person was attacked 
(he did not witness but his staff did). You cannot go near the dog with or without a muzzel, everytime you walk past it lunges at you. The owner 
of the dog is making no effort to re-home it and for the safety of staff and other residents he needs this dog removed from the facility and 
cannot have this happening anymore.  The dog resides in  Black and white pittbull mix.  

clerk notes: 
June 25, 2020 at 14:40 the dog bit someone else is NOT a witness to this bite, explained to 3-1-1 victim must file a complaint regarding 
the animal attack - AN
 A case was created previously, "DG 20-205815" ACO 34 attended this call.<---Same complainant. No license under - AN

2020 257506 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jun 24, 2020 11:41:03

Containment/Aggression - white with Brown pitbull mix.  second time dog has been aggressive towards caller

clerk notes: no license on file. 

2020 258331 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jun 27, 2020 17:02:55

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT -  large, brown Pitt Bull. dog was attacked by neighbours pitbull at requiring  
dog to be rushed to the vet, vet bill is over $1000.  As per citizen, neighbours dog is quite aggressive. family installed a chicken wire fence 
between their properties for safety, but the dog has chewed through them. Neighbour did offer to pay for the vet bill, however 
concerned with the safety of the neighbourhood. He has recreated a callback to speak about the matter further. Advised of SLA. 
CLERK NOTES: Dog licenced under tag# SK

2020 258940 000 00 DG Other-Animal Concerns Jun 29, 2020 12:28:20

Dog Seizure - Seizure of Aggressive Dog from owner  ACO 41 and ACO 02 seizing 
 in relation to DG20-231573 Human Attack and DG20-246238 Aggressive Not Muzzled. VPD in attendance, is 

assisting. has attacked 2 staff members (sending one to hospital) and 1 contract security guard, has been Considered 
Aggressive and is frequently walking hallways of building without muzzle or leash. is also unlicensed. VPD File VA#20-114905. ACS37: 
ACS 37 also attending to assist. 

2020 259711 000 00 DG Off Leash Jun 22, 2020 19:16:26
Off Leash - black and white. Caller says this is where the dog lives. Owner walks it off leash daily at Sunset Park from 430-530pm.
Clerk notes: Black and white pit bull licenced under tag# at the address given. Call was entered into Amanda on June 30/20 - SK

2020 260348 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 2, 2020 17:43:41

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - was walking my dog on a leash down East 3rd Avenue around 3pm Thursday July 2nd when a white pit bull 
type dog flew out of The door of was open. This white pit bull had no collar, harness or leash. The white pit bull 
immediately attacked my dog, biting it on the nose and then the throat. The owner had two small children and proceeded to berate me. 
Meanwhile, my dog was peacefully on a walk with me, on a leash. Her dog was unleashed, unprovoked and extremely violent.
CLERK NOTES: No dog licenced at address given. Complainant's dog licence expired July 29/2019 - SK
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2020 261229 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jul 5, 2020 16:57:53

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - tan, pitbull. Citizen's dog was attacked but there are no injuries. Citizen says the owner of the 
attacking dog is a female Citizen states she is always with a man who he believes Citizen says the woman 
always walks with  Citizen states the dog's name is Citizen says has been attacking dogs for a long time but no one 
reports it. Today, citizen’s dog was sniffing bushes and was glaring at his dog and then leaped for his dog's neck. Citizen's dog was charged 
from about 20 feet away. Citizen says he has seen this dog attack dogs several times in the past. There are regulars at the park that do their best 
to avoid Citizen says they are at the park almost daily from about  Citizen's dog was not injured as he grabbed his dog in 
time. Citizen is wondering if it would be legal to spray the dog with wasp spray if his dog is attacked in the future. Citizen believes the owner and 
the dog live on the  Please contact citizen back to discuss. 

2020 262442 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Jul 8, 2020 16:14:45

Licensing Follow Up - Animal Attack - The incident took place at an off-leash gravel park at 1st Avenue and Scotia St. directly adjacent to Red 
Truck Brewery at approximately 1:16pm on Tuesday, May 26th, 2020. I entered the park with my where I 
saw 3 women and several dogs, all of whom were there together. The woman and owner of the Rottweiler, who was later identified as

informed me that her "puppy didn't know their own strength".  I have frequented this park 
since adopting my puppy and know my puppy is comfortable around larger dogs and rough play so acknowledged her statement and entered. 
As my puppy went over to introduce herself, without ever making contact, the Rottweiler lunged in an unplayful, predatory manner and started 
to give chase as yelped incessantly and ran until she was cornered at the entrance of the park. I attempted to separate the two but was 
unable to as the Rottweiler had latched on to my puppy's leg. Luckily, a good samaritan ran over from across the street and assisted me, 
distracting the Rottweiler and giving me enough time to get my puppy out of the park. The incident happened over the course of a few minutes. 
My puppy defecated in the process, sustained several punctures, and after giving a few painful steps, refused to walk. The good samaritan gave 
me his number, I carried my puppy back to my apartment, got my car keys, and got her to the vet immediately (Vancouver BCSPCA Hospital) 
where they were able to tend to her promptly. As she was not putting any weight on her front leg, they suspected she may have sustained a 
broken leg and sedated her for x-rays. Thankfully, she didn't have a broken leg but was put on antibiotics and pain killers for a week with a 
follow-up exam to check her progress. As per the suggestion of my vet, I am filing this report as the dog engaged in predatory behaviour and not 
rough play. Had it not been for the good samaritan, I don't think that would have been able to assist me in getting her dog off of my puppy 
as she is  and her dog was unresponsive to her commands. I feel obligated to file a complaint as I 
feel fortunate that I was able to separate them within a minute of the altercation and that Lemon will make a full recovery, but in a large park 
with a smaller dog or child, the outcome may be different.
CLERK NOTES: is d/o of alleged attacking dog licenced under tag#  History on DL. Unable to find licence 
for complainant with phone number or email given - SK

2020 262934 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Jul 9, 2020 18:55:46
Off Leash/Aggression - This brown pit bull X type dog was off leash and has a history of attacking dogs.  My dog was on leash and this dog came 
straight for my dog about 50 meters just to bite her.  I was screaming for help and the owner was useless .

2020 262944 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Jul 9, 2020 19:35:26
Licensing Follow up - Animal Attack 20-260348 DG
Attacking dog lives at 

2020 263589 000 00 DG At Large Jul 11, 2020 11:40:52

At Large - Light tan brown Pit bull -  Citizen states these people just moved in yesterday and while they were loading/unloading the vehicle the 
dog was off leash. She is concerned for her children and thought vancouver would have bylaws for pitt bulls (like mandatory muzzle). She also 
reports the dog is likely unlicenced. Although the dog did not display any aggressive behaviour she is concerned it could just take off not being 
on a leash and has safety concerns. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB
CLERKS NOTES: Received follow up call via lagan from dog owner see 101014181660, forwarded to ACO 28 and supervisor for follow up. - AKH 

2020 264217 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 12, 2020 10:33:43

Animal Attack - white pitbull. I was walking my dog on leash. A pitbull 20 feet away started running towards my dog. And he jumped up and 
grabbed, and started biting my dog and wouldn’t let go. The pit bull owner and her friends tried to hit & later sprayed water and hoped to take 
pitbull off my dog. But still for about five minutes the pitbull kept clenching his teeth on my dogs neck and ear. He finally let go of my dog since 
my dog was not moving. I took my dog to emergency and she’s now in surgery.
CLERK NOTES: Call entered into Amanda on Jul 13/20 - SK
ACS 37: see notes in Comments
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2020 264301 000 00 DG Human Attack 1204 BEACH AV Jul 13, 2020 15:02:21

Human Attack - Incident Date/Time: July 12th, 2020, midday. Black & Brown Rottweiler X. The dog bit through her slacks and were soaked with 
blood. The hospital stitched her up, gave her a tetanus shot and antibiotics.  She was walking on the bike path by the Concession Stand at 
Sunset Beach. She stopped to take a picture of the flowers and out of nowhere she felt a pain in her leg.  The dog with no warning came up and 
bit her.  The owner was lying the grass and was not holding the leash. He got up and said "why does she always do that?" He said he was going 
to the washroom and then took off.  There was a witness who saw and helped her call 911 waited for her.  There happened to be a fire truck 
nearby and they attended to her while they waited for the ambulance.  The dog bit through her slacks and were soaked with blood. The hospital 
stitched her up, gave her a tetanus shot and antibiotics.  The witness has seen the dog before and thinks the owner is
ACS37: phoned the complainant and advised a call had been assigned.

2020 265447 000 00 DG At Large Jul 16, 2020 09:19:41

At Large - Citizen advises that the a medium white pitbull type  dog was wandering loose. They tried knocking on the door but there was no 
answer. Then after the dog was on the deck at the house so it appears like the owners just let it out to wander and then brought back in. There 
is a day care right across the street so that adds to the concern.

Clerk Notes - There is nil dog currently registered at this address - EL

2020 266107 000 00 DG Human Attack Jul 17, 2020 16:45:13

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - (Changed from Off Leash Aggression) - The citizen was walking his dog 
down the sidewalk when a pit bull named an up to him and his dog.  The citizen stated he knows the owner 

male) who hangs around the location   The citizen stated that has made threats to him in the past.  The citizen stated 
that ran up and was being aggressive to and the citizen bent down and lifted away and talking to (asking him to control 
his dog). The citizen stated that then bit down on his right  bicep (didn’t break the skin) and was yelling at the citizen.  The citizen 
stated he left the location with his guide dog and at present (hasn’t sought any medical treatment). 

Clerk Notes - Complainant shows  and not registered as a Service Animal - EL

2020 266532 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Jul 16, 2020 19:13:17

Licensing Follow Up - person who resides in of indicated address allows dogs to walk without holding leash. Picture taken at or around 
5:36 p.m. on July 10th, 2020 - see photo attached 

Clerk Notes - There is currently nil dogs registered in of this building  - EL

2020 267269 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 20, 2020 14:19:30
Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Brown Medium Size Pitbull -  says his dog likely has a broken leg. Also, someone tried to pull the pitbull 
away. The pitbull latched onto their hand which was bleeding after.  Injuries to humans and dogs. The dog is very violent.

2020 267790 000 00 DG Off Leash 1204 BEACH AV Jul 21, 2020 16:15:42
Off Leash - Sunset Beach Park - Bike - 1415 - 1510 | 24 on leash | 4 off leash | 3 on the beach | 28 D/O | AC 24198 | 4.2 x 2 | 4.4 x 2 | AC 24199 
| 4.2 | 4.4 - ACO28 DM

2020 268759 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 22, 2020 08:41:29

Animal Attack - CROSS REF DG20-268764 - Black/Brown Yorkshire Terrier - PS Description: I was walking my 2 dogs on
(address listed above is an approximation, but i can find the exact house at a later date) when a Yorkshire Terrier ran out of its yard and charged 
me and my dogs. The dog was not on leash and the gate to the house was open. The dog kept running back into its yard and running back to us 
on the sidewalk while barking, but the owner could not call her dog back. One of the times it ran at us, one of my dogs grabbed ahold of the dog 
by the face. No information was exchanged with the owner of the dog. Please call for more information and next steps. CLERKS NOTES: Entered 
address as provided.  Found dog fitting description in renewal status at has aggression complaint from 2019, associated info as 
seems very likely is a match.  Dispatched to ACS 12 in person for assignment - DB
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2020 269307 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 24, 2020 12:02:23

Animal/Human Attack - MONTESSORI SCHOOL - Black & Grey Pitbull - Both dog bit by dog and human bit by dog - injured. Citizen says her and 
her dog who was on a leash were walking by when the pitbull attacked both her dog and her. She says her dog was in animal emergency until 10 
PM last night she had 13 stitches from should to shoulder and a gash. Citizen had to get stitches too as she was bit on the nose arm and 
has scratches.  Ambulance came as she was in shock and she was horrifying. Dog owner did stay with dog and dog owner accepts responsiblity 
but does not think this is okay. Citizen says the dog was unleashed and unmuzzled and has a history of violence. She says this is a huge safety 
concern as children play here often as it is a school. She says the dog 
has attacked before as the owner was forthcoming and phoned to checked in on her and has nothing against the owner but says as a dog owner 
this is irresponsible. She says it is not the dog's fault as this is irresponsible pet ownership. She says something needs to happen such as fines 
etc. The dog owners name is and dog's name is color is: black and grey breed is a pitbull. His phone no. is
address is: and the people who drove to the hospital (says they had to remove their dog as well to the other side of 
the road when this man and has walked by before so there is concern in the neighborhood). *Not sure about dog size bc it happened fast 
(dog was probably medium to large in size). dog has witnesses too and their contact info. is: nd 

and their no. is:  would like a call back. Also the attack happened 
at the back of the preschool. CLERKS NOTES: Alleged offending dog is currently licenced with aggression history.  Dispatched to ACS 12 in person 
for assignment - DB

2020 269707 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jul 25, 2020 12:35:26

Containment/Aggression - Caller is reporting the brown pit bull type dog that resides at this address is regularly roaming about the 
neighbourhood unattended.  There is only a 4 ft piece of plywood at the side of the house to contain the dog which is clearly not sufficient given 
the number of times the dog has been unattended in the area.  This has happened at least twice in the past week and numerous times in the 
last few years.  Caller is not sure if the dog is aggressive but does not wish to interact with the dog.  Caller has spoken with the owner about the 
issue but the owner does not seem to be receptive.  Caller has video footage if required.

Clerk Notes - There was a Staffordshire bull terrier who has not been residing at that address since 2015 - EL

2020 270116 000 00 DG Animal Attack
INTERSECTION:  E Pender St & 
Princess Av Jul 26, 2020 13:14:17

Animal Attack - SOC UNKNOWN - .  2 dogs unknown.  Caller was walking his dog, there was a lady with 2 dogs on a leash, first one dog came at 
the callers dog then the other, the lady walked away without exchanging any information.
Injuries: caller has bites on his hand, his dog has punctures and teeth marks on its leg, leg is swollen. does not have a phone number, he 
lives at the  He does not have an email address. 

was calling from his vets office from phone number

clerk notes: as per the request of the complaint  he requests to only deal with ACO 11, as he has dealt with her previously. 
has also expressed that would rather communicate with ACO 11 received  call on the backline on July 26, 2020- AN

2020 270636 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Jul 25, 2020 12:08:30

Licensing Follow Up - Caller is reporting the brown pit bull type dog that resides at this address is regularly roaming about the neighbourhood 
unattended.  There is only a 4 ft piece of plywood at the side of the house to contain the dog which is clearly not sufficient given the number of 
times the dog has been unattended in the area.  This has happened at least twice in the past week and numerous times in the last few years.  
Caller is not sure if the dog is aggressive but does not wish to interact with the dog.  Caller has spoken with the owner about the issue but the 
owner does not seem to be receptive.  Caller has video footage if required.

Clerk Notes - There was a Staffordshire bull terrier who has not been residing at that address since 2015 - EL
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2020 272174 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 29, 2020 11:41:08

Animal Attack -  grey dog.  Dog bit dog. Injuries to dog tore all connective tissue in 15 cm diameter, Dog now has a stent to drain fluid. 1-1.5" 
long gash on back. Bite marks in back. Photos of injuries available on twitter:   Concerns about this dog being a repeat offender. 
Should this dog be muzzled? is dog.  were at Angus Beach off-leash dog park in Fraser River Park at 
11:30 am on Monday July 27th. A pitbull arrived 20 minutes later, and lunged at when he ran over to greet it avoided it buy 
running away. Later on, ran near to the pitbull while chasing his ball, when the pitbull lunged at him, and clamped on to his upper 
shoulders. Both dogs were on hind legs, and was crying out. The pitbull had a single syllable name, and the pitbull's owner pulled his dog 
off s Belgian Groendal x German Shepherd with thick hair. Injuries were not visible at the time of attack.) Man who owned the 
pitbull was a . There was a woman with him who had 
hair. Pitbull is described as short, stocky, wide, dark grey coat, with white under the neck that ran into his chest. 

requested information from other owners 3- 4 times. They would not provide it. 
She states that she has taken to social media to try to find the pitbull's owners (Twitter, FB, IG.) 

owner. did not provided number to CSR. She can be contacted for further details if required.

clerk notes: I do not know enough info to seek out if is licensed with the COV - AN 

2020 273856 000 00 DG At Large Aug 4, 2020 08:33:27

At Large - Medium brown pitbull type dog running around Vernon heading south.  The owner lives in the in the middle 
of the block. He just left on his electric scooter.

Clerk Notes - This call came in on Monday, Aug 3rd BC Day  @ 1738 hrs - ACO 04 Fred advised he will patrol area - EL

2020 273860 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Aug 3, 2020 08:47:18

Off Leash/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Medium grey pit bull type dog - Caller said terrorized by pit bull 2x already, off leash so is concerned 
that dog will attacked somebody.

Clerk Notes - There is many dogs in this building however caller has not identified Unit #  - EL

2020 273868 000 00 DG Barking Aug 3, 2020 09:06:52

Barking - Tan Pit bull x dog's name is Citizen reporting that the dog has been there for the last 2 months(and there have been issues with 
the dog since). Citizen said that the dog barks all days long, but more so at night. Last night it was barking from midnight to 4 AM. Citizen said 
that the dog is left outside in the back yard. 

Clerk Notes - Dogs license expired Oct 2019 - Previous AC warning issued by ACO 28 for 3.1 & 4.1 in 2018 - EL

2020 274530 000 00 DG Off Leash Aug 5, 2020 13:30:21
Off Leash - Hadden Park - 1330hrs ACO26 observed with his tan pitbull X lab looking dog off-leash along the walkway 
adjacent to park.   ACO26 gave him AC 23782 for 3.1 and 4.2 on site.  SL26

2020 274778 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 5, 2020 09:21:06

Animal Attack - CASE CLOSED PENDING DOG OWNER ID - Male Owner had pit bull unleashed. Pit bull bit my dog,  on the 
head puncturing his ears and mouth. I bent down to protect him and attempted to push off the pit bull.  My friend grabbed the pit bull and 
pulled him off. The restaurant manager came out and yelled at the owner and pit bull to back away. They left without any word. My dog and 
myself were bleeding.  I took my dog, to the Vet where he had to be sedated and received stitches for both his ear punctures. His 
punctures in his mouth are left open per Vet’s recommendation. He his now on anti inflammatory, antibiotics and pain killers.  Owner of the pit 
bull was

2020 274793 000 00 DG Human Attack Aug 6, 2020 10:18:43

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - is at   She has 
Yesterday evening in the hallway, she was bitten by one of the resident pit bulls. She was sent to the hospital with 2 puncture wounds. No one 
called the police.  He received a call from the resident's manager egarding the dog attack.  Per this dog has nipped staff several 
times before and they feel very unsafe with the dog as has a history of nipping. does not know if the dog was on a leash at the time of 
the attack as he only received a call late last night that his mom was bitten by the pit bull. phone number is 
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2020 276616 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression
INTERSECTION Broughton St & 
Davie St Aug 11, 2020 11:52:58

Containment/Aggression - was either able to pull back fast enough or owner pulled dog back before contact. However had muscle 
injured from twisting so quickly related to muscle problems in ribs. They were paralyzed and unable to move for 10 min after incident.  Dog 
lunges at people and other dogs, feels this dog should be wearing a muzzle. was walking on Davie St approx July 29 (unsure of day) early 
morning, saw man walking pitbull and other small dark coloured dog, went to step off walkway for social distancing and pitbull lunged at them. 
There was no growl or barking, just lunged at them. Owner pulled the dog back and said they are sorry, the dog never does this. Friend lives in 
building where man with dogs lives and confirmed address is  Friend witnessed woman entering building at the 
back with a small dog and man exiting with 2 dogs and pitbull lunged at small dog. Woman with small dog picked it up and somehow pitbull 
ended up off leash. This happened right beside London Drugs who confirmed they have a security camera recording 24 hours so this incident 
may have been caught on tape, today Aug 10 around 10:30am. will call to report details of this incident. asked for their info to be 
kept confidential, advised it's protected under FOIPPA.

2020 277884 000 00 DG Human Attack Aug 14, 2020 16:25:55

Human Attack -  Grey & White Pit bull attack happened while child was playing ball along the sidewalk near the playground.  Dog lunged when 
the child passed.  4 year old child had bite marks that punctured the skin.  Child was taken to BCCH and given antibiotics. Citizen was concerned 

dog owner denied bite took place claiming her child must have had the bite marks from before.  Dog owner let citizen know 
vaccinated but wouldn't provide any further contact information.Incident date was Aug 12th @ 1800 hrs.  VPD attended and provided email for 
citizen to report to AC.  She was told to also place report thru 311.  VPD File No. 20-142773

2020 278160 000 00 DG Human Attack Aug 14, 2020 08:19:18

Human Attack - Black Rottweiler - Puncture wounds on the right arm, Call was at the off leash dog park next to John Henry Elementary School.  
His dog was playing with one dog named when the owners decided to separate them.  As the caller was separating these dogs a dog 
named ntervened and bit the caller on his arm.  Caller is at the hospital emergency room getting the wound looked at an getting a 
Tetanus shot owner is is not responding to texts. CLERKS NOTES: Nothing comes up associated with the 
number provided for the alleged offending dog, there are about 7-8 Rottweilers named in renewal or issued status in Amanda. No DL 
comes up associated with number associated with complainant Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2020 278874 000 00 DG Animal Attack 8705 ANGUS DRIVE Aug 17, 2020 12:49:23

Animal Attack - DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - dog was focused on his own stick, dogs were not playing and pit-bull suddenly lunged and 
attacked. dog is not injured, he was standing near the dogs and was able to intervene. Female owner, black hair named  was not 
very receptive when suggested to muzzle the dog since the dog is very large. wanted to note that he has seen the dog here 
before and there were no issues, he is not sure what happened today. Witness to incident: 
CLERKS NOTES:  Photo's received from complainant forwarded to ACO 11 via email Aug 18/20. - AKH

2020 279407 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 18, 2020 17:25:40

Animal Attack - Dog bit by dog. Medium. Both amber red Pittbull. Two pitbulls attacked one dog. Cannot find the injured dog. Injured dog is a 
white dog who is covered in blood and is named Citizen says she was eating sushi by her place as she resides at beside 

and says incident occurred at the park by the playground area and the dog that got attacked wanted to say hi to 
Pomeranian and was coming to say hi. However the two pitbulls just ran towards and attacked neighbor is watching her 
Pomeranian but they are now looking for the injured dog. She says the dog owner(s) were kicking their dog to stop but they wouldn't stop 
attacking etc. The owners and the dogs who attacked went towards Burnaby. While on the phone the two females were walking towards 
Douglas St. and coming back to the Vancouver side.  - AKH
CLERKS NOTES:  Report appears to be witness account. Created DG and assigned to Supervisor but need to contact and have dog owner call. - 
AKH
ACS37 Notes: I attended the scene from the office, see notes in Comment page

2020 280831 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Aug 21, 2020 17:05:00

At Large/Aggression - Black and tan Rottweiler. Citizen was walking towards the convenience store. There was a dog tied up outside, as citizen 
was walking by the dog attacked him. The dog was onleash at the time of the attack. As well the attack was unprovoked. This poses as a safety 
concern for any other passerbys. Incident: 08/15/2020 5:30 pm. Dog owners information:
CLERKS NOTES: Assigned to Supervisor via email for dispatch on Aug 21/20. - AKH
ACS 12 ran the phone number provided from the dog owner and came back with 2 other Bite calls 19-268641 and 20-256186
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2020 281176 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 22, 2020 16:50:59

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Large Grey Pittbull - Citizen lives in the at this address and was waiting at the elevator with his dog when 
the other elevator came and a woman named with 4 dogs came and the pitbull attacked his dog.  His dog is fine now and no bite marks 
left.  Citizen says there is possibliy camera footage from staff if needed. dog licence # is Incident: 08/22/20 4:20pm - AKH
CLERKS NOTES: Assigned to Supervisor for dispatch, there are multiple Pitbull type dogs in the building but none is licensed to a  . - AKH

2020 281422 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 23, 2020 10:34:55

Animal Attack - CASE CLOSED PENDING MORE INFORMATION FROM COMPLAINANT - Dog bit by dog injured. Black some white Pit Bull mix. 
and her dog were both attacked by the pitbull while walking. They tried to flag down VPD officers to assist them but were waved away. 
is injured and will need to seek medical assistance. Her dog is also injured and may need to go to the Emergency Animal Clinic. Number 

was provided to also referred to VPD to report as attacking dog and owner still on scene. Incident: 08/23/2020 12:24pm
Second Call from Lagan 101014295398. Me and My dog were attacked by an off leash Dog around midnight august 23. I was in between the 
dogs trying to pull it off. My dog has a laceration on his rear right leg from the incident. Not sure who the owner was dog was part of a camp. 
Someone at the camp threatened us how we’re next if we’re not careful or something along those lines. - AKH
CLERKS NOTES: Assigned to Supervisor.  Photo of location for second call attached shows the Tapestry Parking Lot at Station St and Prior St. Dog 
who was attacked does not appear to be licenced. - AKH

2020 281835 000 00 DG Off Leash/Parks/Beaches 1300 PACIFIC BOULEVARD Aug 24, 2020 11:27:22 Of Leash/Parks/Beaches - David Lam - 1 x Pitbull.  Black & white spotted. Last seen at 11:00 hrs. 

2020 282299 000 00 DG Human Attack Aug 22, 2020 14:49:59

Human Attack - ***WITNESS ACCOUNT***

Large Pitbull. A different man named got bit in the arm. The dog took a big chunk out of his arm and he went to the clinic.  
Dog is vicious and apparently has bitten many people in the past. The dog as well as the owner of the dog have a long history with the VPD.  
Incident Time:  Aug 22, 2020 11:10 am.  Caller did not witness the incident, he is just calling to report it. He called VPD first (File number VA20-
148968), and VPD asked him to call us to get Animal Control to pick up the dog. The dog's name is who is possibly a Pitbull, tan colour. 

was on leash tied up to a fire hydrant in front of the hotel at . The dog is being babysat right now by a man named 
who appears to be in his 20's. owner name is (last name unknown) and they live in of the same 

building. When the victim walked past the he bit his arm and took a chunk out of it. There is blood all 
over the sidewalk in front of the building, and went to the clinic. Apparently took off with and walked down Hornby 
heading Northbound towards Helmcken St. has not been back inside the unit since this happened. 

Lagan 101014294745  same caller,  phoned back with an update on at 19:19, Sat Aug 22, says: “The citizen reported an 
animal attack earlier. He is phoning back to report that the staff have a video of the dog lunging and attacking people earlier. Any one at the 
hotel can be contacted for the video.  The actual time of the attack was 11:13AM.”

Lagan 101014299523  related to same case: VPD Constable Ian McNulty called to report that after watching the video the attack was 
unprovoked and the dog jumped onto the male as he was passed by on the sidewalk and after speaking to the building and area residents the 
dog has history of attacks. The owner has hidden the dog at the moment but he still comes to the time to time and 

 
 

ACS37: Aug 25: 14:59 I emailed Cst McNulty and asked him to phone me. I also phoned the and asked the desk clerk to ask the 
Victim to call me. He didn't want to give me the Victim's name over the phone.

2020 282646 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled 1166 MAIN ST Aug 26, 2020 11:16:52

Aggressive Not Muzzled - Upgraded from Containment/Aggression - grey pitbull.  Caller heard from other citizens that she is known in the area 
and that this has happened before - the dog seems aggressive, and the owner doesn't seem to care or want to take any precautions to avoid 
injuries/attacks.  incident time Aug 26, 2020 at 6:45 am.  
Caller and her partner were walking in Thornton park with their small dog, when this off leash pitbull came charging at their little dog. The caller 
picked up her dog and the pitbull seemed to lose inerest. The owner didn't seem to care, and was very aggressive towards them when they 
asked her to put the dog on a leash. Then the pitbull lunged towards the caller's partner as if it were going to attack (but didn't).
The owner is known in the area, she seems like she might
hair. She was sitting on a park bench in Thornton Park, other citizens in the area mentioned that this has happened to them before.
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2020 283160 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Aug 27, 2020 15:10:01

Licensing Follow Up - 1510hrs - Complainant, has two dogs: who have DLs in renewal 
status.  ACO26 gave her warning notice 24305AC for 3.1 x 2 and gave 3 days to renew since MA11 already had requested such and they have 
not done it.  Normally ACO gives 10 days as a standard.  SL26

2020 285142 000 00 DG Barking Aug 30, 2020 11:32:25 Barking - 2nd Barking.  black rottweiler.  Dog barking loudly in  Vancouver, through day and night hours.

2020 286000 000 00 DG Barking Sep 1, 2020 09:31:09

Barking - 3rd Barking.

Brown and Black Rottweiler and German Shepherd.  There are 2 barking dogs at this residence. The barking goes late into the night. Citizen 
advised this has been an ongoing issue. Previous case #: 101014142032.

clerknotes: previous history: Jul 03/20 - AC 23753 | 3.1 | ACO 26 SL - SK
Jul 02/20 - 2nd Barking | DG 20-260248 - SK
Jun 30/20 - 1st Barking | DG 20-259572 - SK

2020 288127 000 00 DG Off Leash Sep 6, 2020 19:12:19
Off Leash - Vanier Park - 1705 - 1750 | 7 on | 7 off | 14 D/O | AC 24459 |4.2 | AC 24460 | 4.2 - ACO28 DM

2020 289071 000 00 DG Holding Stray Sep 9, 2020 08:19:08

Holding Stray - two pitbulls.  White and brown.  Owner arrested by VPD and 2 pitt bulls (1 male and 1 female) dropped off at the animal hospital 
by VPD. VPD File# 20-160305. Owner's name: UPDATE: Sep 22/20 - Male dog stolen from owned female 
dog owner is - DB

2020 289524 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 10, 2020 11:19:26

Containment/Aggression - Tan Pitbull.  A man from cuts through thier property from the lane to the front and then stands on 
their front lawn with the dog which is very aggressive and does not have a muzzle on.   Sep 10, 2020 6:40 am.  Usually comes this way every 2 -3 
hours to the front yard with the dog, and dog was drinking the water in the ash tray - as this dog has been agressive before he is worried 
someone else might be hurt.  He just won't stay off the private property.  Citizen likes to use the side door and always has to watch to make 
sure he's not there.

clerk notes:  history 
Sep 01/20 - AC 24054 | 4.2 | ACO23 BKM - DB
Aug 31/20 - AC 24405 | 4.2 & 4.14 | ACO34 SL - DB
Aug 26/20 - Containment/Aggression | DG 20-283041 - DB
Aug 21/20 - Licensing Follow up| DG 20-280821 - AKH
Aug 20/20 - AC 24243 | 3.1 | 4.14 | ACO34 SL - AKH
Aug 11/20 - Containment/Aggression| DG 20-277011- AKH
Aug 11/20 - Aggressive not Muzzled | DG 20-276695 - DB
Aug 11/20 - Containment/Aggression | DG 20-276616 - DB

2020 289593 000 00 DG Animal Attack
INTERSECTION: Davie ST & 
Howe ST Sep 10, 2020 14:44:50

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - White w/ black pitbull - was walking his French bulldog outside his apartment when a Pitbull, on leash, 
went the length of leash and clamed down on his Frenchie's head. His Frenchie has scratches behind his ear and a puncture would under his 
throat. Pitbull would not release Frenchie's head. ad to use force to pry him away. The Pitbull was female. Her owner is 

advised that her Pitbull was licenced in INCIDENT DATE/TIME: Sep 10 @ 11:45am CLERKS NOTES: There is a 
couple in our system but not associated with that number & breed - one is corgi & one is a great dane.  Dispatched to ACS 37 by 
jabber for assignment - DB

2020 289905 000 00 DG At Large Sep 10, 2020 21:21:00

At large - Grey Pit Bull - Dog is running around quite often off leash and goes into the street. Today the Pitbull approached the citizen's dog 
while walking and he was worried as he did not know how the dog was going to act. The dog does not seem agressive but you never know how 
it might act. Dog is often seen running around at large along the 6100 block Churchill between W. 45th to W. 47th Ave. He has seen the dog 
with a in the past, however he does not know where she lives. 

2020 291054 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 14, 2020 13:54:52

Containment/ Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Building manager called to report an incident on Sept 12 where the dog in 
attacked someone outside of the building. He doesn't know if there were any injuries or not. He has reported 6-7 previous attacks. 

Clerk Notes - There are 2 known complaints for of this building however currently still no license or confirmed d/o. EL
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2020 291152 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Sep 14, 2020 19:41:10

Licensing Follow Up - In response to the dog owner making this at large call as there was a Rottweiler in the rear yard: 
Caller is trying to contain a stray but can't get too close - currently located in front of his home at but dog is moving, caller is trying 
to stay with the dog. Please call citizen when you are in the area. Dog is a White lab - has a tag but caller can't get close enough to see. - ACO26 
observed that there was a dog in the back yard and the DL is in renewal.  SL26

2020 292934 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 18, 2020 11:48:49

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Black & white Pitbull, Dog is very aggressive. Early this moring between 3:00 am and 5:00 am the 
dog lunged at the staff person, he was muzzled and on a leash but the owner did nothing to contain and control the dog. There have been other 
reports of issues with this dog that lives in Previous reported - 101014124694, 101014358279. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs currently 
associated with Unit provided. Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2020 293789 000 00 DG Barking Sep 20, 2020 15:12:32

Barking - 3rd. Black & Brown Doberman. Ongoing issue of barking dog. This is the 4th complaint regarding this. She did those through 
VanConnect but unable to find those cases. Citizen said they put the dog out on the balcony and he barks all day long when they do that. Before 
it was happening the police showed up and they brought the dog in. Now they went back to letting the dog out again. Citizen would like a follow 
up via email: 
Clerk Notes: previous barking calls assigned to ACO 04, emailed to advise of call - SK

2020 294997 000 00 DG Human Attack Sep 22, 2020 09:53:35

Human Attack - grey Pitbull.  Citizen resides at  He was taking the elevator down. It stopped on the second floor. As the elevator 
opened a pitbull came charging in off leash. The dog lunged at the citizen and his dogs. Citizen luckily was able to fight the dog off, however the 
dog was very vicious and bite the citizens calf.   The dog owner who lives in the building in didn't apologize and got very aggressive 
asking the citizen to come out of the elevator and fight him. He tried stopping the elevator and threatening the citizen. Citizen has reported the 
incident to the police however they advised it they cannot do anything and it needs to be reported to animal services. Police file #: 20-169036. 
Citizen is also concerned for other residents in the building as he is and had a difficult time fighting the dog off as it was very 
vicious. He is concerned for the safety of children in the building.  Please follow-up with on this request. also has video footage of the 
incident as the elevator camera recorded the footage. To obtain video footage please contact the building manager 

He also has the name and contact of the dog owner for the pitbull. His name is and he resides in contact #: 

2020 295074 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 23, 2020 15:33:48 Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - White American Bulldog.  Dog charged small child in hallway  Dogs name is

2020 295889 000 00 DG Ticketing Sep 25, 2020 15:40:57

Ticketing - Spanish Bank Beach Park - 3.1 | 4.2 - 1540hrs ACO26 observed with her male tan and white pitbull named off 
leash and unlicensed on the walking path directly North of the Spanish Banks West concesssion.  ACO26 gave warning notice 24352AC for 3.1 
and 4.2 on site and 10 days to purchase a dog license.  SL26

2020 296904 000 00 DG Off Leash/Waste Sep 28, 2020 14:30:41

Off Leash/Waste - black and white mixed.  The residents of on a regular basis let their dog out to freely roam the 
neighbourhood off leash and unaccompanied. The dog defecates where it pleases and it is never picked up by the owners as the dog is out by 
itself. The dog does act aggressively toward other dogs. The dog has also almost been hit by cars while running around on Nanaimo Street.
Clerk notes: Dog with history licenced under tag# at address provided - SK
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2020 296961 000 00 DG Animal Attack Sep 28, 2020 18:24:34

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT -  light grey pittbull. The address and phone number I provided are mine not the dog owner who attached my 
dog. I also live from where the attack happened. The attacked happened on Thursday September 24th at about 9:30 am on Abbott 
street, between west Hastings and West pender on the west side of the street on the sidewalk right at the opening to the alley there next to the 
Pint. I was walking down Abbott street with my two small dogs on their leashes, just as we began to pass the alley it so happened that at the 
same time a grey pitt bull was leaving the alley with their owner. That is when the dog attacked, it appear that just the proximity between this 
dog and walking close to my dogs is what initiated the attacked. As In nothing happened other than us walking by the dog which we had no way 
of knowing was there. It was very vicious attacked that happened super fast the pitbull broke free from the owner, they were on leash but the 
owner obviously did not have control and let go of the leash. My dog is small half pug was picked by the neck by the pitbull. My dog was pulled 
out of his collar. The dog was very angrily just biting my dog hard to explain as I it was happening so fast and I was trying to grab the dogs. I 
managed to grab the pitbull and pull the two dogs apart. I could feel that the pitbull had a tight gripped on my dog as I felt it as I ripped them 
apart quickly. I've had my dogs for 11 years between the two of them and this was no dog park brawl. I was worried this dog was doing to kill 
my dog as the attack was happening. I did not at first see the wound as my dog as thick black fur and I was in shock. I found the wound about an 
hr later and took my dog to the vet. See pictures attached. Since my dog is half pug he has a lot of extra loose skin around his neck, we think 
that's what saved him as the dog had him in his mouth off the ground, by his neck and was probably mainly biting his loose skin and not his 
body. So we think the damage isn't to severe under wound. But if he did not have that loose skin the damage would of been much worse to his 
muscles and arteries. He's on medication and bandaged up, if he heels well the vet is hoping he will not need surgery. I would never want to be 
part of getting a dog put down. I’v lived in for a several years now I’v seen this dog before many times. This dog growls and gets very 
aggressive anytime someone walks by with another dog. I am very worried that this could happen again to either one of my dogs or that it could 
happen to someone else who lives in this area with a dog. And it could be worse next time it happens. This dog's owner was female, I did not get 
their information at the time unfortunately. First because was in shock and didnt see a wound and second because this is the type of person I do 
not feel could afford to pay for a vet bill.  

 Please let me know if you need any other information. Im really hoping there is a course of action to ensure safety without putting 
this dog down.
Clerk Notes: No pictures were attached to call. No dog licence found at  or under phone number/email provided - SK

2020 298743 000 00 DG Off Leash Sep 30, 2020 11:36:29
Off Leash - Black dog - PS Description: Lady walking her black dog unleashed photo attached CLERKS NOTES: No dogs associated with address 
provided, dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2020 299354 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression 1166 MAIN ST Oct 1, 2020 10:58:26

Off Leash/Aggression - Received via Twitter:

Reported also via case 101014387187. Unleashed large grey pitbull belongs to a Thornton Park that has set up camp.The 
dog has already attacked neighbors. Report received via Twitter.

The reported Pitbull that already attacked and tent camp is still there. Picture from this afternoon. Dog not leashed and basically guarding a 
public space!

2020 299383 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Oct 1, 2020 12:17:31

Containment/Aggression - Received in the VAS Inbox - From:   Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2020 
11:13 AM To: Animal Services Cc: DJ Graham Subject: [EXT] Pit Bull Roaming Hallways Unattended & No Muzzle  - Good afternoon,  I am the 
property manager of the located at Vancouver BC.  We have a tenant in the 
building who has a very large Black Pit Bull who is clearly unable to take care of this dog.  This tenant continues to let her dog roam around the 
building unattended and with no muzzle on.  We are  receiving weekly complaints from tenants in the building.  We are concerned that 
someone in our building is going to get hurt.  We are in the process of an eviction, however this is going to take a while as the process is not 
quick.  In the meantime we are wondering if something can be done to help protect the safety of the tenants and staff in the building?   Please 
get back to me as soon as possible. Thanks, CLERKS NOTES: No Unit provided for alleged offending dog. Dispatched to ACS 37 by 
jabber for assignment - DB

2020 300259 000 00 DG Human Attack Oct 3, 2020 13:08:39

Human Attack -  Large pit bull darker coat bit Father  on stomach, under heart. Citizen's father received care from hospital who confirmed it was 
a dog bite. Best number to reach citizen 

Clerk Notes - No other incident information provided - EL
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2020 300628 000 00 DG Barking Oct 4, 2020 19:30:32

Barking - Grey pitbull I think. is dog barks non stop in the daytime and evening sometimes for hours at a time without stopping. I happen to 
know it isn disturbing a number of people in the neighbourhood. The dog sounds quite unhappy, they leave it outside on the back porch and 
ignore its barking for hours. I feel bad for the dog and feel very frustrated with the situation. Please help and please keep me very anonymous.
Clerk notes: checked address and found an expired licence under tag# owever colour is different therefore did not associate d/o - SK

2020 300983 000 00 DG Ticketing Mount Pleasant Elementary Oct 5, 2020 15:05:25 Ticketing - Mount Pleasant Elementary - 0923-1003 hrs - | 8 on leash |2 off leash| 10 people| AC 24798 sec 3.1 & 4.2| ACO 10 

2020 301438 000 00 DG At Large
INTERSECTION: Argyle ST & E 
61st AV Oct 6, 2020 16:19:02

At Large - Brown Pitbull - Concern for dog's safety. This is a busy area, Dog is running loose near Argyle & E 61st. It was running north but then 
went south again. No owner in sight. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

2020 302148 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Oct 8, 2020 14:32:48

At Large/Aggression - submitted as dog attacked by dog, not injured - Large black dog - Citizen was walking across the street when a large black 
dog came running from the house and barking at her. She was very scared as it was very large and unprovoked. She wasn't even on the same 
side of the street as the dog. She saw another woman at the time who also said it scared her. She is concerned that the dog can just run after 
people when they are walking down the road. CLERKS NOTES: There is a dog associated with this address but hasn't been licenced since 2019, 
could fit description.  Dispatched to ACS 37 by Jabber for assignment - DB
ACS37: dogs name is Male unaltered Rottweiler

2020 302688 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Oct 10, 2020 10:18:43

At Large/Aggression - Blue Pitbull - PS Description: I was walking my dog on Oct 8 around 0730h on the south sidewalk. I noticed some 
movement out of the corner of my right eye and turned to see an open gate and a large pitbull charging towards me. This is one of my worst 
nightmares. I ran west looking for a yard with a gate where I could go but there wasn't one. The dog was coming fast so I just ran into a yard and 
was screaming at the top of my lungs since seeing the dog coming. The pitbull and my dog tussled for a bit but there was no injury. The owner 
must've heard my screams and came running across the sidewalk to get her dog (which didn't appear to be wearing a collar). The dog seemed 
older and appeared the right eye was missing. He was easily obtained by the owner. I've seen this owner walking her 2 blue pitbulls in my 
neighbourhood before although I don't know the dogs. My dog was attacked a couple of summers ago by 2 pitbulls so I'm extremely fearful. It 
was distressing to have this dog charge out of it's yard and not sure why the gate was open and the dog loose. I was lucky that my dog was not 
injured. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs currently associated with address provided or on the that fit description of alleged 
offending dog. Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2020 302729 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Oct 10, 2020 15:05:20 Licensing Follow Up - dog's name is Male unaltered Rottweiler

2020 304192 000 00 DG Animal Attack Oct 14, 2020 14:54:14

Animal Attack - submitted as Badly injured stray dog or chicken - So their dog was injured and has been in the hospital for over a week now. 
What happened was they noticed their neighbour's car window was smashed so they went to their neighbour to advise them of the situation 
and as they opened their door the neighbour's dog immediately bit their dog as they were not on a leash. They want to know liability issues as 
the neighbours dog is major safety issue. The neighbour's address is  They were advised that the aggressive dog has some 
regression issues as they have spent over $8,000 to train the dog. So the actual condition of the dog may be an issue in that sense. The 
aggressive dog that attacked seemed to be a pitbull breed. Gray/Brown coloured. Medium sized. CLERKS NOTES: 

2020 305099 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Oct 16, 2020 16:51:11

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - On the morning of Friday, October 16th, 2020 the resident of apartment 
stood waiting in front of the 3rd floor elevator, when the resident of apartment entered the hallway with his dog 
was unleashed and unmuzzled and immediately charged and lunged at biting him in the sleeve of his thick leather jacket. follows 
the dog and pulls her off  During this removal the dog rips a leather strap off the jacket. then restrains and muzzles the dog and 

can escape into the elevator. The building has video footage of the incident and there are already several reports filed with animal 
control on the same dog from the past few months.

Clerk Notes - Assigned to ACO 34 SL due previous history - Complainant telephone business contact traces back to - EL

ACO34 Notes - Cross Reference Human Attack DG20-305410.
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2020 305410 000 00 DG Human Attack Oct 17, 2020 08:31:15

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - White dog with Black Spot, Pitbull - PS Description: At 2:16am Friday, October 16th, 2020 the resident of 
apartment  stood waiting in front of the 3rd floor elevator, when the resident of apartment entered 
the hallway with his dog was unleashed and unmuzzled and immediately charged and lunged at biting him in the sleeve of his 
thick leather jacket. follows the dog and pulls her off During this removal the dog rips a leather strap off the jacket.  then 
restrains and muzzles the dog and can escape into the elevator. The building has video footage of the incident and there are already 
several reports filed with animal control on the same dog from the past few months. CLERKS NOTES: Complaint may have been submitted by a 
third party. No current DL on file as d/o has made appts to come in to pay but has not shown up for any.  Extensive history - ACO34 SL has been 
attending. Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

ACO34 Note - Cross Reference Containment/Aggression File # DG20-305099
2020 306586 000 00 DG Human Attack Oct 20, 2020 08:25:36 Human Attack - police officer is in the lobby of Hotel Canada. the police officer was bit. VA-20-185688

2020 307917 000 00 DG Police/Emergency Calls Oct 23, 2020 16:06:31

Police/Emergency Calls - VPD File VA 20-172309. VPD to serve a warrant where a Pit Bull is known to reside. VPD Const Jana McGuiness #1880 
at  is the contact person. Dog may need to be impounded or if they can make other arrangements can go to a friend or family 
member of D/O arrested. 
VPD have been provided with ACO 02's contact # and will call him when they need him. 

2020 308961 000 00 DG Human Attack Oct 26, 2020 18:04:22

Human Attack  -  Callers dog has be attacked and bitten twice by this dog. This attack happened right out her apartment. Caller had her dog on a 
leash and opened the door to her unit to leave and the owner dog owner opened his door to his unit and left the dog out without leash. This is 
the second time callers dog has been attacked. The owner of the other dog says she has not witness and being extremely rude about it. Dog that 
attacked is in the same building Caller called citizen and suggesting calling 311. Caller is calling on behalf of her friend. Her friend 
has difficultly speaking English. The attacked dog owner name is Clerk notes: no matching dogs licenced at incident 
location  - SK UPDATE: Oct 30/20 - Lagan 101014508231 received, emailed ACO11 & ACS's to follow up, see attached - DB

2020 310667 000 00 DG Animal Attack Oct 29, 2020 15:39:40

Human Attack - DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - Grey pit bull.   Citizen states that dog jumped at him and got a hold of his jacket, the owner pulled 
the dog back. The dog then bit into his foot and left puncture wounds in his foot, they were not deep.  Incident Oct 29, 2020 7:15 am.  Citizen 
states he has put in a police report, they also advised him to contact us to put in a report.

2020 313364 000 00 DG Animal Attack Nov 3, 2020 14:04:03

Animal Attack - Brown unsure.   I was at Nelson dog park. My dog was playing with another dog, then a third dog got in the middle. The third 
dog (attacker) bit my dogs neck, and hind leg. When the attacker became involved, the one that my dog was playing with immediately backed 
off. The attacker wrestled my dog to the ground and latched on to my dogs hind leg while she was trying to escape the attack. The owner of the 
attacker dog had to pull her dog off my dog's leg. This incident resulted in emergency vet services. At the time of the incident, the attacker dog's 
owner admitted responsibility for the incident & provided me with her contact information and is now claiming that her dog is innocent and 
she's "sorry that happened and dogs are dogs". It was clear that this dog is aggressive towards other dogs and should not be at the dog park in 
the first place.

2020 315107 000 00 DG Animal Attack Nov 6, 2020 19:18:45

Animal Attack - brown/black/brindle. Pitbull mix name is Pit bull mix attacked my dog without provocation.  Asked owner t leash him.  
Responded “he’s kind of fast dude!” Bit him in the cheek, refused to let go,  was quite vicious.    Has previously attacked my dog before.  Owner 
was also unhelpful at that time.
Clerk Notes: Photo attached. Complainant information comes back to a dental clinic, no dog licence found. Previous call from same complainant 
DG 19 282915 - SK

2020 316630 000 00 DG Other-Animal Concerns Nov 10, 2020 14:46:14

Other - Animal Concern - on-duty Sheriff says he has driven past the vehicle several times, its suspicious as the back window is missing and there 
is barbed wire across it, there is a Rottweiler dog inside and no one around. He is concerned about the dog. The vehicle is a  
with  Parked on the corner of 
ACS37: I phoned  which is adjacent to the vehicle and the  desk clerk confirmed the car is there and a woman (DO) has been 
sleeping in the car, assigned to ACO to check and confirm.
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2020 319208 000 00 DG Animal Attack Nov 16, 2020 11:56:08

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Received in the VAS Inbox - From:  Sent: Monday, 
November 16, 2020 2:29 PM To: Animal Services Animal.Services@vancouver.ca Cc:  Subject: 
[EXT] dog attacks at  Hello  dog,  was attacked again today by dog They 
were out front of the building, was on a leash. was sleeping in the doorway and was not on a leash and she was not 
controlling the dog. ran at and bit him. There is a half inch bleeding gash on the side of  It happened so fast that 

didn’t have time to pick up to protect him. We need someone to enforce the muzzle law with if possible.
CLERKS NOTES: Victim dog is currently licenced in renewal 

status, exp Jan 2021. no DL for alleged offending dog. Created call as per ACO11, emailed ACS's to updated regarding new call - DB

2020 319715 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Nov 18, 2020 15:47:11

At Large/Aggression - (Changed from Containment/Aggression) - 2 dogs one light and one dark brown.  pitbulls.  Citizen reported issues with the 
dark brown dog in the past(case number 101014523778). Today the two dogs were jumping and growling at an old man today. They have video 
of the incident.  - Citizen said that the owner has put the dogs in the back yard. 

clerk notes: Previous History.   
Nov 05/20 - AC 24851 | 3.1, 4.1 & 4.2 | ACO23 BKM - DB
Nov 05/20 - Containment/Aggression | DG 20-314503 - DB

2020 321024 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled Nov 22, 2020 14:53:06
Aggressive Not Muzzled - with on OCT 29/20  without muzzle in lobby of (on video) and outside of 
building on side walk with off leash (on video).

2020 321066 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Nov 22, 2020 19:20:53
Licencing Follow up - Dog Not License - with aka on OCT 29/20 in lobby of (on video). 

and partner have long claimed that was rehomed to and refused to license dog.

2020 322329 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Nov 25, 2020 11:16:13
Licensing Follow Up - derived from stat work.
DL expired Aug 10, 2020

2020 322566 000 00 DG Human Attack Nov 25, 2020 16:57:58

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - Witness - Grey Pitbull - PS Description: happened atound 4pm wednesday. man walked by dog and dog 
jumped at man and bit his stomach. minor flesh wound (tore shirt but only small scratch marks). Owner of the dog quickly started walking away 
down the alley beside the parking garage. Man seems fine and gave him my name and number. small grey pitbull, she is

I have a picture of her walking away. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB
2020 322770 000 00 DG At Large Nov 26, 2020 09:24:50 At Large - young pit bull white with brown patches

2020 324385 000 00 DG Animal Attack Nov 30, 2020 11:18:24

Animal Attack - PRIVATE PROPERTY = Doggy Day Care   - Incident Occurred on Nov 17, 2020 @ 3PM - Caller's dog received a deep puncture 
wound. Citizen is worried about taking her dog back to the daycare because the dog is still there, despite their protests. Citizen's dog, was 
attacked by another dog and was injured while at doggy daycare at  For whatever strange reason, 

says it is their policy that they do not release details of the incident, so they won't tell the citizen anything about the attacking dog 
except that the dog is in training. Citizen is hoping that Animal Control can get details about the attacking dog so they can proceed with legal 
action.

2020 324393 000 00 DG Animal Attack Nov 30, 2020 11:52:41

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Large Grey Pitbull - When citizen was grabbing her dog, she got bit slightly on her finger which did draw some 
blood. 6 months ago, the same Pitbull bit her dog and caused injuries, this time her dog is ok - Pitbull has now attacked twice so it seems like a 
violent dog towards other dogs. 
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2020 325685 000 00 DG Animal Attack Dec 3, 2020 19:41:58

Animal Attack - Chihuahua was badly injured by a pit bull mastiff cross. Incident happened at 7:15Pm on December 3, 2020. Owner of the 
Chihuahua lives in  Owner was walking her dog to the elevator when they passed by where the pit bull 
cross lives. The door was open to the unit and the pit bull cross lunged out from the unit and grabbed the Chihuahua. It injured the Chihuahua’s 
back end and it is bleeding and badly injured. Citizen said that the owner of the pit bull just grabbed the pit  bull and shut the door. There is 
camera footage available. Pit bull cross is owned by  His phone number is  Apparently Officer 41, David 
Brown, is familiar with this dog. The owner of the Chihuahua is It is best to just call the main line of the building at
for staff to pass a message on to her. She would prefer not to be contacted directly. Please call back to provide her with 
information on what the City does to help with this. was advised to contact VPD after hours, if assistance was required. is the 
building manager. She was wanting advice as to how to proceed with dealing speaking to about this issue. He never came out of his 
unit or acknowledged that this incident happened. is concerned that he could leave his door open again and this could happen again.
NOTES: This dog has previously been Considered Aggressive. Building Manager is and requests a call back
CLERK NOTES: Received call from 311 at 12:33, owner of chihuahua wanted to add her personal phone number o be contacted 
ASAP - SK

2020 326700 000 00 DG Animal Attack
INTERSECTION SHAUGHNESSY 
ST & W 70TH AV Dec 8, 2020 12:03:44

Animal Attack - PROVOKED -  white pittbull, large. Broken jaw & cuts to the face has to get surgery. 12/07/20 6:00pm. Citizen lives at 
and around 6pm citizen's partner took their small female Yorkie for a pee break in the lane behind the building, citizen recently 

adopted the dog and was off leash at the moment and as citizen dog saw the Pitbull on leash starting barking and approaching the pitbull citizen 
was told by the owner of the pitbull to call the yorkie back, by then, the pitbull had the yorkie in his mouth and lots of people gathered around 
to help and when the pitbull put the yorkie on the ground the dog was not moving and was bleeding and was rushed to the hospital so citizen 
was not able to get the contact information of the pitbull's owner, but spoke to his Building caretaker and was told that the owner lives at 

but unsure about the unit number. citizen also filed a complaint with VPD File # VA20-214665. Requested for follow up. 
Clerk Notes: no dogs matching description at address given - SK

2020 327597 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression
Musqueam Indian Reserve 

Dec 10, 2020 13:45:38

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT, (Changed from Human Attack URGENT) submitted as Attack in progress - Caller said that her 
daughter was attacked by a white pitbull at the address of The dog is believed to be owned by the residents of 

(Musqueam First Nation land). Caller has reported it to them as well but was asked to call 3-1-1 to file a report with the City 
as well. Please call Please call  as soon as possible. Please call as soon as possible CLERKS NOTES: There is a people 
ID associated with this address but as an offender, there are not dogs coming up associated with address of incident, nothing comes up for the 

address either - checked again with correct spelling - two dogs were associated but are listed as no dog status since 2016 . 
Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2020 328110 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Dec 11, 2020 18:08:57

Containment/Aggression - grey pitbull. Caller lives in a supportive housing building and does not know the unit that the dog lives in. However, 
there are staff at the front of the building who work 24 hours and are aware of the situation. Caller does not remember which month she was 
bitten but her skin was penetrated and she had to go to the dr to get a tetanus shot. She does have a record of the bite but did not have it with 
her at the time of this call. Caller has had two incidents with this dog. In the first encounter the dog bit her and in the second encounter which 
happened just a few days ago, the dog who was wearing a muzzle at the time, lunged at her. The dog is quite strong and the owners were not 
able to control it. The dog constantly goes after her and her dog.

2020 328164 000 00 DG At Large
INTERSECTION INDUSTRIAL AV 
& STATION ST Dec 12, 2020 13:07:02 At Large - black medium size dog. On Station ST near Industrial AV. Dog was rummaging through rubbish looking for food.

2020 328644 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled Dec 14, 2020 19:34:39
Aggressive Not Muzzled - upgraded from Containment/Aggression - Considered aggressive dog lunged at volunteer 
work from room, then ran down to room and prevented her form leaving. Incident caught on video.

2020 328996 000 00 DG Human Attack Dec 16, 2020 11:56:07

Human Attack - brown pitbull. 2 pitbulls kept inside room for over 5 yrs got out & attacked neighbor at SRO. Mother & daughter live with dogs & 
2 cats. Rooms covered in feces & urine. Dogs block access for senior to get care. is victim.  dog owner.
Clerk notes: no dog licence found in  Previous Containment/Aggression case DG 19-205741 located in same  SK

2020 331225 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Dec 28, 2020 12:50:46

Licensing Follow Up -  6 month old pit bull. Advised to license dog on 
DEC 24/20 by ACO 41.
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2020 331226 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Dec 28, 2020 13:03:54
Licensing Follow Up - pit bull. Owned by  and advised to license dog 
on NOV 25/20 and Dec 2/20. Dog still not licensed.

2020 331358 000 00 DG Ticketing Dec 29, 2020 14:43:45 Ticketing - AC # 24286|3.1| originated from 20-330657| ACO 4 FF

2021 171204 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Jan 6, 2021 12:55:30

Licensing Follow Up - DOG EUTHANIZED BY OWNER - Unlicensed bull breed mix, dark and brindle. Belongs to 
Do was Considered Aggressive by Animal Control on OCT 26/16.  Dog was involved in an Animal 

Attack (DG19-211932) on MAR 20/19 in Vancouver, but ACO 41 was unable to physically located dog and dog owner (only having name and 
photo to go on). was involved in aggressive incident in DEC 25/20 (File #39378).

2021 171218 000 00 DG Other-Animal Concerns Jan 6, 2021 13:42:45

Other-Animal Concern - OBSTRUCTION - DOG EUTHANIZED BY OWNER -  Unlicensed bull breed mix, dark and brindle. 
Belongs to Do was Considered Aggressive by Animal Control on OCT 
26/16.  Dog was involved in an Animal Attack (DG19-211932) on MAR 20/19 in Vancouver, but ACO 41 was unable to physically located dog and 
dog owner (only having name and photo to go on). was involved in aggressive incident in DEC 25/20 (File #39378).

2021 172832 000 00 DG Ticketing 1020 MARINASIDE CRESCENT Jan 8, 2021 11:58:13 Ticketing - Coopers Park - ACO28 DM

2021 173533 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jan 8, 2021 08:41:41

Containment/Aggression - submitted as Human attack - no injury - Grey Pitbull - PS Description: The owner lives in my building and was holding 
the front door open while i wheeled my bike out and her dog bit me in the leg as I passed. Left a small bruise with it's tooth through my jeans. It 
is a big powerful dog and could have done a lot of damage if it has that tendency. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs associated with address provided 

 (comes up as a business) alt address in incident location is that does have lots of dogs and is more likely the 
location.  Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 173927 000 00 DG Human Attack Jan 10, 2021 17:54:25

Human Attack - 2 Pitbulls, both black. Daughter had injuries on the right arm. It is red and blue with damaged skin. There is visible blood and 
scratches. She is feeling pain. says that the dogs came onto her and her daughter's chest. The dog owner lost control. She would like a 
follow up response to know what will happen with the dog owner. She asked for medical advice on how to dress the wounds. She says she is 
new and doesn't have a doctor. She was given the 8-1-1 number.
ACS37: Jan 11, caller phoned me back, limited English but understandable, says her daughter is red & blue marks, scratch 
on skin. N/K DO name, says he is could see wrinkles around eyes, wearing a navy blue 
jacket with grey trim, big black ski clothes,  Happened near Fraserview Golf Course so she thinks he lives in the neighbourhood. Says she doesn't 
have  so the hospital bill was $1,130.

2021 179430 000 00 DG Barking Jan 20, 2021 09:52:30

Barking - 2nd. Black and brown Rottweiler.  Hi It’s 10:00 on a typical day and the dog is barking next door like every other evening. As it 
sits/sleeps underneath the deck in pitch black out in the cold it’s no wonder why it would be barking. 4 degree C.
Clerk notes: Lagan came in late Jan 19/21 but call was added to Amanda on Jan 20/21. First barking of the year is under DG 21-173532 - SK

2021 180172 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jan 21, 2021 11:34:46

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Black, Bully type bull mastiff, pit bull all black, PS Description: A female named with her dog 
aggressive dog does not like other dogs wants to kill dogs urgent she is in the area now CLERKS NOTES: Tried searching but nothing 

comes up as unsure how to spell (No dog owner with as first name come up with dog named ) Dispatched to ACS 12 by 
jabber for assignment - DB

2021 180775 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jan 22, 2021 12:25:37

Containment/Aggression - CASE CLOSED DUE TO REPORT BEING UNFOUNDED - WITNESS REPORTED - submitted as Vicious dog not muzzled - 
Brown & black, Rotweiller - An unusal situation with a dog at this address in the laneway house. The dog in question is handled by a male not 
family of the owners of the house. The dog is left in the laneway house with this individual who sleeps on the floor with it since it arrived.. Caller 
and other neigbor have been told by this handler the dog is a stud and very aggressive and will kill anyone elses dog if it gets loose. Caller has 
tried to talk to owners of property but they don't talk to anyone. This dog is trained not to bark but rushes at everyone who pass the laneway 
house at the window. Caller is very worried about being next door to this dog and on the street walking near the dog. Another neighbor at

were told that the dog will kill their dog if it gets loose.  Please contact caller with outcome. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs coming 
up associated with or to phone number or address provided, no DL's at address provided for alleged offending dog either.  Dispatched 
to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 182431 000 00 DG Human Attack Jan 26, 2021 08:32:41
Human Attack - came in as a Police/Emergency Call - A "code 3" animal attack. Victim is in the field. dog is contained and with owner. VPD and 
paramedic on scene. call came through the backline via VPD. DG21-201084 was duplicate call and was incorporated into this file.
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202118298100000 DG Human Attack 

2021184433 000 00 DG Human Attack 

2021184627 000 00 DG Animal Attack 

2021185075 000 00 DG Ticketing 

202118526100000 DG Other-Animal Concerns 

2021186195 000 00 DG Containment/ Aggression 

2021188639 000 00 DG Ticketing 

2021189955 000 00 DG Off Leash 

2021190433 000 00 DG Human Attack 

857 MALKIN AV 

.22 1 
727 TEMPLETON DRIVE 

INTERSECTION E 37TH AV & 

Human Attack - brown and black pitbull. The dog grabbed the staff member's right arm. The individual has bruises. The attacking dog lives in 

.22 On Jan 26, the dog was brought up the door and scared the staff again. Staff are refusing work for safety reasons at the SRA. A 

WorkSafe claim has been started. 

Jan 26, 202115:41:55 NOTES: ACS 12 checked the address and unit# provided and found a dog named ,_· --'.....,__. Added 0/ 0 name to fi le. 

Human Attack - Self Reported - CLOSED DUE TO VICTIM NOT WANTING TO --~~-- dog 
.2 was being w ~~~===~--boyfriend ___ when __ _ 

· 1) _______ ontacted ACO 41 (due to him 2 1 ersonally) requesting he 

=-~~::::!J .22( 1) ained incident to ACO 41 and stated that _______ would be bringing .22 1 a muzzle 

.__......_......_ _ __. S. 2 stated that . 22 ( 1 and might not report bite. ACO 41 conferred with ACS 12, 

Jan 28, 202113:18:26 whom stated that no complaint had come in matching details. 

Animal Attack - 0/ 0 UNKNOWN - White Pitbull - dog required stitches in the back and hip area, aggressive dog and owner Incident occured near 

the fountain, by the chapel. CLERKS NOTES: Victim dog in renewal status since Oct/20, dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB 

UPDATE: Lagan 101014751825 received with updated info from Victim's owner - white, short hair, with spots/ markings that were other light 
grey or light brown, pitbu ll looking- PS Description: owner: .22( 
.22 have a havanese/ poodle mix, 

lllbs. We were walking towards the Queen Elizabeth Park/ Bloedel Conservatory parking lot, along the right side of the water fountain ( on the 

side where the Chapel is) .. My .22 was leashed. The bigger white dog approached us, off-leash. Almost right away, the 
dog was aggressive and tried to dominate my dog by putting its mouth around .22 1 hen when I saw that the bigger dog kept trying to bite, I 

pulled on the leash to get .22 lose to me so I could pick him up. My leash is 4' long. I hugged . o my chest, with my arms crossed in 

an "x" in front of him. The bigger dog still tried to lunge at my dog by jumping on my body. I kept turning to my left to shield my dog. I was trying 

to walk away but the bigger dog did not stop jumping up at us. When the bigger dog managed to bite .22(1 again, this t ime, from his left hip to 

bum, I used my body to come between them and eventually the dog released it 's grip of my dog. We then rushed towards the car. That' s when I 

heard a voice saying something along the lines of, "hey, what are you doing?" . I thought he was talking to his dog, but he meant the question for 

me. I told him that his dog has bitten my dog but the man denied it. He insisted I was attacking his dog. He utter some more aggressive phrases 

but I kept my focus on getting my bleeding dog to the car. He made sexist comments, like "you' re just a woman, what are you gonna do about 

it" . It was as if he was purposely agitating me to get a rise or to create conflict. I did not feel safe in his presence and continued to get into my 

Jan 28, 202116:44:01 car as he yelled. - Updated ACS 37 by jabber that I added more info - DB 

Jan 29, 202113:44:27 Ticketing-Templeton Secondary School - Foot -AC028 OM & AC034 

Other-Animal Concerns - S.22 as seen in breach of court order in possession of a tan pit bull by ACO 41 at 1735 hours on JAN 

Jan 29, 202119:39:09 29/ 21 on the .22 ACO 41 has uncomfirmed leads on .22( address. 

PRINCE EDWARD ST Feb 1, 202117:11:51 

Containment/ Aggression - DOG OWNER UNKNOWN_ NO STATEMENT_ grey pitbul l. Citizen was walking her dog, when a man in his late 30s 

was walking by with a pitbull on a chain leash. The dog got very aggressive and was trying to attack the cit izens dog. Citizen pulled her dog away 

and was starting to walk away. The pitbul l's ow ner got verbally aggressive with the cit izen and started verbally harassing her. To get away from 

him she walked to the nearby park, where he followed her and was continuing to swear at her. Until someone in the park told him to go away. 

Another individual indicated they have seen him and his dog around .22 --------1499 ARBUTUS ST Feb 5, 202119:22:33 

.22 1 Feb 8, 202118:53:48 

Feb 9, 202117:35:19 

Ticketing- KITSILANO BEACH PARK-AC 25151 I 3.1 I 4.2 I 4.4-ACO 02 TG 
Off Leash - Vicious dog not muzzled Grey Pitbull Large. Pitbull was growling and snarling and looked like it was going to attack. White female 

approximately in her .22( was walking a grey Pitbull on Water Street near Alexander Street. The 

Pitbull was snarling and grow ling and seemed very vicious and citizen feels the dog should have been using a muzzle. The dog was on leash, but 

the woman let the dog off leash as she went inside the building at .22 ) He thinks the dog and woman live in that building, but 

unsure of which unit number 

Human Attack - .22 hallway near elevator. Attack happened on FEB 3/ 21 at 2041 Hours. .22 was 
attacked by dog---:'":--;~;;:;';===:....-....:._ Incident reported to ACO 41 by ._,.... __ (manager of _ .2_2 ______ _ 

due to another Human Attack fi le . . 22(1 rovided ACO 41 video footage and statement ____ ......_ __ __ 
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2021 190688 000 00 DG Holding Stray
INTERSECTION - Wall St and 
Trinity St Feb 10, 2021 09:11:12

Holding Stray updated from At Large - Brown and white Pit Bull. In front of property but not contained. Caller advised that a few folks have 
gathered around the stray but are unable to contain or put a leash on it. The stray is taking a treat from one of the bystanders but they don't 
know if it will take off. Most folks are on their daily morning walks and cannot stay for extended period of time with stray. 0852 hrs Update: 
Citizen is currently at Trinity and Wall st and called to get an ETA as she is not dressed for the weather and is outside.  Spoke to animal control at 
604.871.6861 who noted an officer is on the way and eta would depend on traffic, possibly 5 to 10 mins. 

2021 191395 000 00 DG Off Leash
Unit Not 

Provided Feb 11, 2021 16:50:05

Off Leash - One white, one brown - PS Description: Dogs are always off leash, barking and running up to other residents, not picking up after the 
dogs and leaving them to other residents to watch. CLERKS NOTES: No Unit provided, dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

CROSS REFERENCE
DG21-191410
DG21-191408
DG21-191395
DG21-191859

2021 191408 000 00 DG Off Leash/Waste Feb 11, 2021 17:33:47

Off Leash/Waste - PS Description: was taking her dogs out again today without a proper leash around 4:30pm. The dogs are 
secured to one another, but she's not holding the leash or in control of them. Another resident that was holding a small dog in the lobby 
confronted her about it, and she yelled until her dogs urinated on the carpets inside. CLERKS NOTES: Dogs are currently in renewal status.  
Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

CROSS REFERENCE
DG21-191410
DG21-191408
DG21-191395
DG21-191859

2021 191410 000 00 DG Off Leash Feb 11, 2021 17:36:54

Off Leash - one white one brindle owned by  am staff  CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

CROSS REFERENCE
DG21-191410
DG21-191408
DG21-191395
DG21-191859

2021 191415 000 00 DG Barking
Unit Not 

Provided Feb 12, 2021 17:59:21

Barking - 1st Complaint - Black/Brown Rottweiller, PS Description: Our neighbours below us constantly allow their young Rottweiler to sit 
outside (alley side of the building, main floor) at night and bark. It happens almost every single night at unreasonable hours. Sometimes 
midnight-1am. Sometimes 4-5am. Latest was last night at midnight, they quietly try to stop her and when she doesn’t they go inside and ignore 
her. We’ve had issues with them before about many things, so much so we’re leaving the building but it doesn’t mean the next tenant 
should have to deal with it. CLERKS NOTES: No Unit provided for this complaint and building is quite big, nothing comes up as per breed and 
street address Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 191677 000 00 DG Barking Feb 12, 2021 08:22:32

Barking - 1st Complaint - Black and brown Rottweiler - PS Description: By 8am the dog is left on the porch barking at people who walk by, such 
as children going to school. It is a very aggressive bark that can be heard across the street every single 
day! I am unable to return to sleep every morning past this time and am getting sleep deprived since moving in the house in CLERKS 
NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 in person for assignment - DB

2021 191859 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Feb 12, 2021 15:42:44

Off Leash/Aggression - and  ACO 41 received voicemail from stating 
that both dogs lunged at her in lobby. ACO 41 also received email from manager stating that dogs 
lunged at and her dog in the lobby.
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2021 191894 000 00 DG Human Attack Feb 12, 2021 17:10:32

Human Attack -  DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - brown and black Rottweiler. was bitten in the middle of her left thigh. She says it was very 
painful and has already sought out medical attention. was doing her exercises in the park when suddenly the rottweiler came up to her 
and bit her left thigh. She is unsure if the dog was leashed or not and says she wasn't paying attention until she was bit. She says she has seen 
the owner in the park before always at the same time. She says his name is and she's been told he is the dog walker. He comes with two 
rottweilers. The one that bit her is named At first the man came to apologize but when asked for his phone number and
could see her injuries he then refused to give his information and fled. said it was very painful but she followed She said he 
eventually went in the back yard of but when she knocked on the door no one came. She is not sure if he actually lives there or if 
he was trying to hide out and lose her from following him. later talked to two friends from the park and they told her that this dog has 
attacked others before. says many people in the park would recognize him as he comes same time everytime. She hopes we will 
investigate further. She filed a report with VPD, VA21-25520. 
Clerk notes: no DL found at - SK

2021 192744 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression 1255 COMMERCIAL DRIVE Feb 15, 2021 10:14:53 Off Leash/Aggression - Grandview Park - Male with black Pitbull in men's bathroom - ACO28 DM

2021 193741 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Feb 17, 2021 14:14:45

Containment/Aggression submitted as vicious not muzzled - Black German Shepherd, The owner has the dog off the leash hanging over a picket 
fence. The dog has not attacked or hurt anyone citizen explains it is a large dog with an aggressive bark. CLERKS NOTES: Dog associated with 
address hasn't been licenced since 2016, didn't associate anything as breed nor colour aren't really a match.  Dispatched to ACS 12 & 37 by 
jabber for assignment - DB

2021 194287 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Feb 18, 2021 18:08:33
Containment/Aggression - FEB 8/21 at 1015 hrs - 131 W Hastings - 10th floor.  dog lunged at another resident near 
laundry room. Incident caught on video. Reported directly to ACO 41 by manager 

2021 194654 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Feb 19, 2021 13:49:21

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - White, Pittbull. Citizen says that his tenant downstairs has a white female pittbull but it is very 
aggressive. They dog is poorly contained and their family is unable to go outside without feeling afraid the dog will attack them. The dog also 
also has no licence. 
Clerk notes: no DL found for a female white pittbull at address provided - SK UPDATE: Feb 25/21 - Lagan 101014826050 received requesting 
follow up from complainant, forwarded to ACO 23 - DB

2021 194743 000 00 DG Human Attack 2111 ALBERTA ST Feb 19, 2021 17:08:38

Human Attack - Black pitbull.  I was walking on the sidewalk outside the Beaumont Studios at 316 W. 5th. A woman was headed inside, and 
trying to get her dog, who was off leash, to come to her, but he wouldn't. As I walked by, he (she?) jumped up and bit me on the arm. He 
jumped up a couple more times, and I fended him off until the woman got ahold of him. I didn't think I was injured, and I just left. I got back to 
my office, and saw I had two small puncture wounds. I've made an appointment at a clinic tomorrow to get it looked at. I didn't really think of it 
at the time, but if it were someone smaller, or older, they could have easily been knocked down - it's a big dog and it bit quite hard (I had a big 
coat on). So I'm not sure what to do - I just don't want anyone else to get hurt. You can absolutely contact me for more information.
Clerk notes: the original address on the Lagan was 316 W 5th AV but was updated to 2111 Alberta ST, no DL found at either location - SK

2021 195012 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Feb 20, 2021 11:11:36

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Black Rottweiler - PS Description: Aggressive dog lives here. If out in front yard jumps up against 
fence/gate and managed to open gate doing so(Feb.19,2021) but luckily closed it right after. If it manages to get out there is a children's 
playground across the street. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs associated with address provided, dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 195394 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression Feb 21, 2021 11:31:04

At Large/Aggression - black and brown rottweiler  spotted at 10:45 am.  Caller says the dog charged at him, no owner in site
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2021 195463 000 00 DG Human Attack Feb 21, 2021 18:43:53

Human Attack -  NO STATEMENT - Only VIDEO RECORDINGS - On the night of Friday February, 19th approximately 11 pm outside my apartment 
building I was attacked by the dog of a former resident. My boyfriend and I were walking along

 I noticed the owner and the dog coming around the corner from the entrance of the building, and the dog was jumping up and biting 
her arms. She let the leash go and the dog walked ahead of her a bit, I don't know if the dog bit her again, but as we were passing, the dog came 
up and started biting my forearms too. The owner had tried to get the dog away from me but I was left with eight lacerations (calling it that 
because by my own observation, the skin is torn and jagged where the dog had bitten) around my wrists and elbow. A staff member of the 

 apartments saw to my wounds right after the incident when she just arrived to work at 11 pm. I don't know her name either, 
but she cleaned off the blood. The police arrived and they talked to the first aid attendant and reviewed the footage with her afterwards. I was 
told to wait for the paramedics so I did. Unfortunately I didn't go to the hospital or to see a doctor afterwards as it took quite a while for the 
paramedics to arrive. Being someone who wouldn't have known what to do after that and the first aid attendant at the building saying there 
weren't any puncture wounds, I questioned whether a hospital visit was necessary, and I wasn't able to think about what I would need to do to 
report the incident. I do not know the owner's name or contact info, but the police were contacted right after the incident took place, and 
arrived pretty quickly after they were called. The police file number is VA21-29761 The police reviewed the video footage with a first aid 
attendant I believe after they were done talking to me. I was pretty panicked right after the incident happened, so I only did what I was told, 
rather than thinking about what I should do like taking pictures of the injuries. I believe the dog attacking me was an accident, meaning I don't 
think the owner meant for that to happen to me, but I have seen the same dog get aggressive on another occasion towards her. I don't 
remember when it happened about a month or so ago, but I got on the elevator on the third floor in the same building, and she was on the 
elevator already with her dog, I believe they were going to the fourth floor, but the dog was confused, walked off the elevator and she called 
the dog back onto the elevator. The dog came back but was visibly frustrated, as it jumped up and started biting on her arms. I apologize for not 
having photos from the night it happened, or medical records that would have been helpful for investigation. I was unsure of whether I felt an 
investigation from animal control should happen, I didn't feel confident that I had the support of my immediate circle to report the incident as 
soon as I should have, or to get medical attention straight afterwards.
ACS37 Note: XREF 21-196335 Feb 23 (may be same dog and same complainant)

2021 195838 000 00 DG Off Leash Feb 22, 2021 12:41:57
Off Leash - 1 white 1 brindle, amstaff, footage labeled on camera computer. 
Clerk notes: 2nd lagan 101014819616, brindle & white amstaff. video footage on security desktop - SK

2021 196331 000 00 DG Ticketing Feb 23, 2021 12:22:23 Ticketing - AC 19616 | 3.1 -  ACO11 MA

2021 196335 000 00 DG Human Attack Feb 23, 2021 12:25:29

Human Attack - Black with white marking.  Pitbull.  Caller is the manager of Caller was attacked by the pitbull yesterday at 
around 10am outside this address while the owner of the dog was sitting on the curb. Caller knows the owner. The owner was evicted from the 
building caller is managing and she is now living at the  Caller indicated she often let her aggressive dog runs 
free off leash. 2 people from caller's building got attacked by the same dog over the weekend. 
ACS37 Note: XREF 21-195463 on Feb 21

2021 196987 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled Feb 24, 2021 18:20:49
Aggressive Not Muzzled - Upgraded from Off Leash - cali brown pitbull owned by pitbull, footage on camera desktop CLERKS 
NOTES: Dog has extensive history, dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 198573 000 00 DG Aggressive Not Muzzled Feb 26, 2021 08:14:41
Aggressive Not Muzzled - Upgraded from Off Leash - Grey Pitbull owned by 208 CLERKS NOTES: Number provided for complainant is associated 
with a few people ID's, all at  Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 201084 000 00 DG Human Attack Mar 2, 2021 17:53:59
Human Attack - Duplicate call as DG21-182431 - Incorporated into DG21-182431 - came in as a Police/Emergency Call - A "code 3" animal 
attack. Victim is in the field. dog is contained and with owner. VPD and paramedic on scene. call came through the backline via VPD.

2021 201467 000 00 DG Off Leash Mar 3, 2021 12:09:14
CANCELLED - DUPLICATE CALL - DG21-201472 - Off Leash - 1 white 1 brindle, amstaff, footage labeled on camera computer. 
Clerk notes: 2nd lagan 101014819616, brindle & white amstaff. video footage on security desktop - SK

2021 201472 000 00 DG Off Leash Mar 3, 2021 12:12:05
Off Leash - 1 Bindle, 1 white, amstaff owned by PS Description: footage on desktop CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for 
assignment - DB

2021 202206 000 00 DG Human Attack Mar 4, 2021 17:16:45

Human Attack - URGENT - VPD REQUESTING ASSISTANCE - Dog bite occurred. Pitbull attacked a Doctor at the Doctors office. Dog bite occurred. 
Pitbull attacked a Doctor at the Doctors office. Owner of the dog is there and the dog is barking and uncontrollable etc. *Need animal control.  
CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACO 41 in person - DB UPDATE: VPD requesting ETA, provided 20 min at 5:21pm - DB

2021 202525 000 00 DG Ticketing 2095 BEACH AV Mar 4, 2021 12:59:03 Ticketing - English Bay Beach Park - Foot - AC 25257 | S3.1 x2 | S4.2 x2 | S4.4 x2 | AC 25258 | S3.1 | S4.2 | S4.4 -  ACO28 DM
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2021 203244 000 00 DG Human Attack 

2021203317 000 00 DG Ticketing 

2021204172 000 00 DG Off Leash 

2021 207529 000 00 DG Holding Stray 

2021207621000 00 DG At Large 

2021207789 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up 

2021 208452 000 00 DG Animal Attack 

2021208490 000 00 DG Barking 

2021208492 000 00 DG Barking 

2021210451000 00 DG Human Attack 

2021 211240 000 00 DG Human Attack 

2021211251000 00 DG Human Attack 

s.22( 

.22 1 

.22 1 

.22 1 

s.22 1 

Human Attack - Dog owner - . N/ A (It was dark at night) . 
. 22 1 Dog Owner: . Home Address: s.22 1 ancouver BC 2021/ 03/ 06 22:53:29 ~-" Public Stuff~~ 

Public Stuff comment: Stained Shirt 2 2021/ 03/ 06 22:52:58 ~~ Public Stuff~~ Public Stuff comment: Stained Shirt 1 PS Description: I am 

report ing this incident on behalf of my father. He was bit by a dog at approximately 7:45PM on Saturday, March 6th at specified location. He 

was having an evening stroll along the sidewalk while this incident took place. He was walking on the sidewalk next to the church (specified 

location). Suddenly, a dog behind the fence of the church jumped over the fence and bit my father on the upper left arm. My dad acknow ledged 

that the owner was there, and the dog was unleashed at the t ime. We live less than a 5 minute walk away from the specified location. He 

accompanied the owner of the dog back to our house. We spoke and exchanged our names and personal numbers. After we exchanged our 
information, I immediately took my father to North Vancouver Urgent and Primary Care Centre to have him medically treated. I do have the 

owner's name, cellphone, and home address. I can provide this information to you at your request. I may not be able to return your calls. My 

Mar 7, 202110:57:05 best contact method wou ld be via. email at .22 1 ---------------Mar 7, 202117:23:04 Ticketing- Carnarvon Park-AC 23733 -ACO 10 

Off Leash - downgraded from Aggressive Not Muzzled - submitted as Off Leash - Grey & White Pitbull - PS Description: ___ agressive dog 
.22 ot muzzled CLERKS NOTES: Number used to submit complaint is associated with 4 people ID's, at least one dog is in renewal and one is 

Mar 9, 202113:30:50 currently licenced. Dog was considered aggressive 2015. Dispatched to ACS 37 in person for assignment - DB 

Holding Stray - NO PICKUP - Pit Bull boxer cross. No collar or id on it. Citizen has dog in fenced area and requesting someone come by and pick 

up dog asap. Dog is friend ly. 
Mar 17, 2021 08:22:48 NOTES: ,_.2_2_._. ______ _ 

At Large - two pitbulls 2 dogs lashed together let loose without handler into the street.~ ootage on desktop in dog folder. 1 brindle 1 

white. 

Mar 17, 202110:12:03 clerk notes: footage on desktop in dog folder." I do not know what this part of the complaint means - an 

Licensing Follow up - · for Animal Attack 21- 205088 DG-

Mar 17, 202121:17:23 victim of the dog attack 

Animal Attack - 0/ 0 UNKNOWN - my dog- tan / red the other dog- white, my dog - American Staffordshire Terrier the other dog pitbull PS 

Description: On Tuesday night around 9 pm My Staffy Terrie mix who was on a leash was attacked by a dog who was off leash and came running 

across the street towards us as we were minding our own buisness. the owner was with his dog and called for him to come back but the dog 

didn't listen. Cops did show up and I was given a police file VA21-44189. my dog was taken to the vet after it happened and has damage to his 

face and muzzle requiring stitches. I have photos and a vet bill and will have another vet bill as his stitches will need to be removed in 10-12 

days My name is .22 1 ~nd can be reached at .22 1 nd the other owner is .22(1 nd can be reached at .22 1 CLERKS 

NOTES: Incident location didn't come up, alias provided may not be where actual attack happened. Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for 

Mar 19, 202111:33:10 assignment- DB 

Barking - 1st Complaint - Large brown dog - Used to run free and seemed aggressive without a leash and or gate but now there is a temporary 

gate stil l off leash. Dog is in a trailer that is parked on private property in the back lane. The trailer has people residing in it and the dog is in the 

backyard. The dog barks in the morning and is non-stop. *Unsure if dog cruelty is an issue but does not seem like they walk and or take care of 

the dog. **The dog barking stopped in the past due to complaints but due to the trailer in the backyard the dog started to bark again. Also 
created a Property Use Complaint for the trailer. The dog is barking more often and the barking is coming from the backyard could be due to 

less space as a result of the trai ler being parked in the lane. The dog maybe living in the trailer at night t ime but not sure. CLERKS NOTES: 

Mar 11, 202114:14:32 Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB 

Barking - 2nd Complaint - 3 dogs next door and the t wo smaller ones are in the back yard and constantly barking, especially when she comes out 

into her back yard, The dogs belong to the person living in a trailer in the back yard. Incident Date/Time: 03.15.2021 @ 13:45 

Mar 15, 202114:19:51 Clerk NOTE - Complainant DL in renewal status since March 2018 - ajh 
Human Attack - - 6th floor elevator------- as in elevator. __ ......_ ______ entered with her dog ___ _. not 

Mar 24, 202118:51:25 wearing muzzle 1 ,__,_ ........ trying to bite. Video footage. 
Human Attack-____ ...._ ___ .... - MAR 25 211930 hours - 1 .-......-...------ .22 1 bit _ _, ____ in front of main 

Mar 26, 202112:39:19 office. Video foota e avai lable. Reported directly to ACO 41 by manager -----------. HUMAN ATTA ______ . MAR 25/ 21- 2139 hou 1 was out front of __ _ 

esiden.__ on stomach by _________ _.ACO 41 was notified directly by .22 1 .22 1 
,_ _ _. -------Mar 26, 202113:16:58 available. 
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2021 211284 000 00 DG Human Attack 

2021 211645 000 00 DG Animal Attack 

2021212824 000 00 DG Containment/ Aggression 

2021212865 000 00 DG Ticketing 

2021 212988 000 00 DG Animal Attack 

2021 214904 000 00 DG Human Attack 

2021215462 000 00 DG Off Leash/ Aggression 

2021216474 000 00 DG Containment/ Aggression 

2021 216660 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up 

2021217624 000 00 DG Off Leash/ Aggression 

s.22 1 

3210 W 22ND AV 

2929 E 22ND AV 

. 22 1 

s.22 

3525 FOSTER AV 

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT- (changed from Containment/ Aggression) - submitted as Imminent danger to or from a dog-The dog bite 

tenant and also previously a delivery driver. Caller states the dog owner lives above them in the main house and caller lives in the basement. 

Mar 26, 202115:19:27 CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment, there is a dog with aggression history at this address but in .22 DB 

Animal Attack - Not injured. Grey Pitbull - My Bernese mountain puppy got attacked by a grey pitbull today at the (Valdez) dog park on 
22nd and Blenheim. The dog walker left with the dog in a .22 efore we could get any of their contact information. -----------
Clerks Note: No DL listed under complainants phone# 

Mar 27, 202119:36:43 

Containment/ Aggression - 1 grey and 1 brown. pitbull. - Fence has fallen down. Dogs are often let out into the yard. She does not want them 

Mar 29, 202112:33:31 coming after her children when they are walking by. There are 2 Pit Bull dogs at this address. 

Mar 29, 202114:42:07 Ticketing - AC 19622 I 4.2 - ACS 37 SG 

Animal Attack - SOC UNKNOWN- Primarily white and black spots, pitbull. The dog can cause injuries. Also, the owner's behavior was concerning. 

Please see addit ional details. 03/ 29/ 2021 6:15 pm. .22 1 and her friend .22(1) were walking their 

dogs at the ravine in Renfrew Community Park (on the 3500 block of Renfrew St. side of the park) by Nootka Elementary school. The pitbull 

was bleeding. The attacking pitbull has wide set eyes and was not on a leash. There are 2 Caucasian men in their 30s. One of the men bit the 

attacking pitbull with a hockey stick to move him away. · was provided the Animal Cruelty Hotline number as well. 

Mar 29, 202118:57:56 Clerk Notes: complainant has DL that expired today Mar 29/ 21 under tag# .22 1 SK 

Apr 1, 202119:07:30 

Apr 2, 202112:23:50 

Apr 5, 2021 09:44:52 

Apr 6, 202115:30:06 

Apr 7, 202110:35:28 

MAR 7 / 21 1300 hours - At approximately 1pm on Sunday March 7th, 
,__ ....... ___ _. ----------------

was entering the elevator on the 8th floor when .22 ) who was already in the elevator with her dog, tried to push him 

back out into the hallway. · ushed .22(1 ack and this turned into an altercation that lasted well over a minute. .22 1 i:fog 

managed to bite .22 1 and several times during this altercation which left puncture wounds despite the dog having a muzzle around its 

face. While it is understandable .22 clog would try to defend her in this situation, the fact that the dog still managed to injure 

despite having a muzzle on adds to the growing safety concerns the dog has presented within the building recently. - .22 1 
anager .22 1 otified ACO 41 directly of incident . -------

Off Leash/ Aggression - NO STATEMENT- Brown Medium Pittbull. Cit izen was waiting for elevator. Dog was in elevator, off leash, coming up with 

owner. Owner never had control of the dog and when citizen went to get in to the elevator, the dog started growling at him and charged citizen 
up against the wall. The ow ner was able to intervene. Cit izen said that this dog is known amongst residents as being aggressive and police have 

dealt with the owner on other occasions. There is video footage of this incident that the citizen is going to email to Animal Services and is also 

available through the concierge of the building, if needed. Citizen believes that the pitbull could possibly have a litter of pups in the suite as 

well, since they can hear w hining from inside the unit. Citizen didn't know if there were welfare issues, but was aware that SPCA is the one to 

contact if that is a concern. Citizen is more concerned about the aggressive behaviour of this pitbull. He said there are children and other dogs in 

the building. Dog that lives in .22 1 charged cit izen up against a wall and was aggressive. The dog did not bite citizen 

as owner was able to intervene, but he's concerned that it could potentially injure a child or other dog, in the future. lndicent date: 04/ 02/ 2021 

11:40am. 

Containment/ Aggression - NO STATEMENT- (changed from Animal Attack) - No injuries. Pitbull, brown and black. Dog went into unit 311. dog 

owner seemed unable to control dog, caller says the building also has rules against having large dogs. Incident Date/Time: Apr 05/ 21, 16:00 hrs. 

CLERK NOTES - No dog licensed at Comp. address - ajh 

Licensing Follow Up - Surrey Animal Services requested a license follow up from a dog bite that occurred in a Surrey Park. License plate tracked 

to .22 Vancouver, BC, dog ow ner .22 Dog named · grey pitbull - ACO40 MK 

Off Leash/ Aggression - NO STATEMENT- When I was walking my dog on leash there were 2 guys with 2 pitbull dogs,one black and one white 

both off leash, then suddenly the white one came to attack my dog. It is unacceptable as this park is not off leash and also my dog has anxiety. I 

had to hold her on my lap and he jumped on me. 
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2021 217936 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Apr 8, 2021 19:29:14

Containment/Aggression - Brown PS Description: Resident Dog Owner violent threatening and stoned after his off leash dog jumped 
up at & approached 3 passer by neighbours CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB
ACS37: 19:45 phoned caller to get more info, got caller's name & address description of dog and dog owner. Dog: Pitbull X, Dog Owner: 

 I advised him to phone the police to report the threatening. Caller says he was 
visiting a friend at so thats how he found out where the DO lives.

2021 218329 000 00 DG Ticketing 1166 MAIN ST Apr 9, 2021 14:13:52 Ticketing - Thorton Park - AC Notice 25296 | S3.5 | S4.2 | ACO28 DM

2021 218624 000 00 DG Holding Stray Apr 10, 2021 07:54:38
Holding Stray - Dog, no other info - could be holding stray from last night? CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 in person for assignment - DB 
UPDATE: called, dog is a Pitbull so not the same dog as last night - DB

2021 219738 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Apr 13, 2021 10:34:00
Containment/Aggression - COMPLAINT UNFOUNDED - Dog is always unleashed, walking around jumping on people and owner does not have 
control My wife and others in area do not feel safe.  Light Brown.  Pitbull.  

2021 220275 000 00 DG Animal Attack Apr 14, 2021 14:31:15

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Injured. White Pitbull x PS Description: I was in our lobby waiting for the elevator at @ 8:15 this morning. 
When the door opened up this dog came flying out not on a leash and attacked my little 5lb dog who was on leash. The two people with the dog 
tried to get their dog under control but it took a while. He got ahold of my dog twice in the process. I didn't notice any problem with my dog at 
first but an hour later i noticed blood all over his right rear leg. I took him to Atlas Vet and he is having surgery this afternoon to repair a 
ligament and close the very deep wound.  is contacting the owner of the dog on my behalf.

2021 221071 000 00 DG Animal Attack
Unit Not 

Provided Apr 16, 2021 11:50:06

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Black and white pitbull - Callers daughter was walking into the building with her dog  on a leash. The caller dog 
was injured by a bite to the head. INCIDENT Apr 12 @ 6:30pm Manager will not say what uniit to the citizen but will give to animal control. 
Please call manager at Daughter of caller is her phone number is  as she was the one walking the dog at the 
time. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2021 221074 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Apr 16, 2021 11:55:20

Off Leash/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - (Reference to DG21-217936) - Light Brown Pitbull - Citizen reported this twice online 14942436 and 
14933615, however used the wrong address . The correct address of the dog owner is Caller is from 
the same building. He has emailed the property manager 6 times. Nothing is being done because he is an associate of his. His is really worried 
for his and his wife's safety. The dog owner has no control of the dog and never has him on leash. The dog is always wondering in the area 
without leash.  CLERKS NOTES: Previous calls DG 21-219738 & DG 21-217936, both assigned to ACO 23, dispatched to ACS12 by radio for 
assignment - DB

2021 221374 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression
INTERSECTION: Dumfries ST & 
E 51st AV Apr 17, 2021 11:53:17

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Brown pitbull - Caller states he was attacked by a pitbull last night. The pitbull came towards him 
and caller fell to the ground hurting his hands and his cellphone went flying. Caller went to get his cellphone but the dog owner/dog was gone 
by then. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 in person for assignment - DB

2021 221412 000 00 DG Animal Attack
INTERSECTION: McGill ST & N 
Slocan ST Apr 17, 2021 16:18:02

Animal Attack - Black Pitbull type dog - 6 puncture wounds and bruised neck to his husky. Incident Location: McGill and Slocan Street Incident 
Date: 9:30pm on April 16th 2021 VPD file number: 21-63187 Attacking Dog: Black pitt-bull style. White splashes. There is a blue collar on him. 
90 lbs. Dog’s name is   Owner of Attacking Dog: Still trying to find it out. TBD. They are about 9 houses away 
from citizen apparently.  Two people there with attacking Dog. Man gave business card and his name is Citizen left message for
Apparently this guy knows the owner (woman at the scene) but hasn’t responded to citizen’s phone call or email yet. tried to pay off 
citizen $150 and the other incident that took place earlier - the same guy tried to pay off previous incident by trying to pay $300 to the woman. 
Incident Details: had just gone to the corner store with his 2 dogs. Attacking dog ran across the street and directly attacked his 80 lbs Husky. 

was able to get the dog off his dog but it was quite a fight. Meanwhile another fellow had come to help and went and got the attacking dog 
off their dog. That person was He gave his business card to citizen and tried to pay him $150. He said he would get n touch with the 
owner’s information. Neighbour who is a nurse patched up the Husky last night. Husky went to the urgent care centre today and had 6 puncture 
wounds. The neck was shaved and the dog looks very unpleasant and has antibiotics and pain pills.  Coincidentally today an into a woman 
who had a similar incident with the same attacking dog yesterday at 4pm. This woman has video footage and is compiling up her data for 
Animal Control. was given email for Animal Control should he have further information he can provide. Please contact him. CLERKS NOTES: 
We may know owner, need to confirm more details of alleged offending dog - didn't associate people ID. Dispatched to ACS 12 in person for 
assignment - DB Apr 24/21 - Follow up request received in the VAS Inbox, forwarded to ACO41 - DB
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2021 222198 000 00 DG Animal Attack 1025 BOUNDARY ROAD Apr 19, 2021 18:10:32

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - not injured. Tan, Terrier ? Pitbull ? Medium. No injuries. Dog was not on leash - no longer in area - Both dogs 
were off-leash in the park. The caller's dog went to play with this other dog but the other dog got very aggressive and started biting their dog's 
neck. The other dog's owner separated them but then she started yelling that their dog bit her. He didn't see any blood and their dog is not 
aggressive normally. She said that she was going to report their dog for biting but the caller said that if their dog did bite, it wasn't intentional. It 
was trying to defend itself from her dog. 
ACS37: I phoned the DO and advised him that an ACO would contact him on Thurs or Fri when back to work. He says his dog is a friendly, 1 year 
old  named 

2021 223082 000 00 DG Animal Attack Apr 21, 2021 19:15:57

Animal Attack - Intersection of McGill & Kaslo (laneway) - APRIL 16/21 at 1550 hours. Pit Bull (later identified as ran out of rear 
door of and attack who was walking dog (no injuries sustained). Dog owner (later identified as  came 
out of house and pulled dog inside. Reported directly to ACO 41 BROWN by on APR 21/21 while ACO 
41 was investigating DG21-221412 (involving . Approved by ACS 37. X-REF DG21-223403 (merged).

2021 223317 000 00 DG Holding Stray
Intersection Glen Drive & 
Union St Apr 22, 2021 10:48:27

Holding Stray - black and brown undertones.  Kitty corner of the Gelatio shop on Glen Dr. and Union St.  Urgent. Please pick up asap caller was 
biking by and is holding onto the dog.Caller is sitting on the grass on the kitty corner of the Gelato shop. 

2021 223403 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Apr 22, 2021 14:51:22

Off Leash/Aggression - CROSS REF DG21-223082 (merged into file) - Black & White Pitbull - PS Description: I was walking My female German 
Shepherd Down Kaslo towards McGill at 355 PM when a black and white pitbull came running down the alley (between McGill and Eton) from 
the west. The pitbull hit my dog on her lefts side and appeared to bite her. after a short scuffle i separated the two dogs and the pitbull calmed 
down immediately. A good Samaritan came with a leash to help with the other dog while my partner came and took our dog home. the dog was 
very calm while we tried to contact animal services. after 20 minutes on hold the owner showed up to collect the dog. she appeared distraught 
but happy to find the dog. we sent her home to get a leash and ID. she returned with a leash, ID and brought the dog a muzzle. after confirming 
her address and taking a photo of her ID we returned the dog to her. She attempted to discipline the dog and put the muzzle on, the dog stayed 
calm the entire time. She offered us $300 cash for any vet bills that we might encounter we accepted her offer hesitantly as we were still 
stunned from the attack. I took my dog to the vet and he found that there was no damage to my dog. Having gotten the womans phone number 
I messaged her that I wanted to give back the money that was left over from the vet costs. She refused. The womans name was 

I did not get the dogs information other than Name, We have a 
video of the interaction with and have the money that she gave us still. I am aware that dog attacked another dog and person on 
the same day which resulted in his and his dog injury. We have given them still from the video of our interaction with so that he was able 
to confirm that it was in fact her and her dog that attacked him and his dog. Please contact me by email as I am currently working out of the 

CLERKS NOTES: Unit for is different than the one we have on file, please have ACO confirm if she is not 
in this unit.  May be a duplicate complaint as yesterdays Animal Attack was submitted by the d/o associated with this victim dog, Dispatched to 
ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 224414 000 00 DG Patrol 1150 NELSON ST Apr 25, 2021 17:59:00 Patrol - ROBERTS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ANNEX - ACO11

2021 226385 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Apr 29, 2021 13:33:29

Off Leash/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Dark grey/brown Pitbull - PS Description: there is someone that lives in the neighborhood that walks 
his pit bull off leash usually around 5-6pm everyday. im wondering is there anything that can be done about that it is very frightening as the dog 
runs in to ppls yards and the owner doesn't do anything about it. im worried that dog is going to attack either one of my dogs or someone's kid. 
the owner looks questionable so i dont want to approach him. Please note the address I have included is my own address. I have two black dogs 
which are licensed and don't walk off leash. We are afraid to walk or go outside fro 5-6 pm we don't want a run in with his dog. Is there anything 
that can be done? I'll try and take a picture next time CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 & 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 227181 000 00 DG Animal Attack
Musqueam Indian Reserve - 

Apr 30, 2021 10:05:41

Animal Attack - CASE CLOSED DUE TO PROVOKED - Submitted as an Emergency - injured dog due to dog attack and owner is taking his dog out 
for a dog walk right now , Citizen was walking his dog around 9:15am in front of  and a medium size Pitbull on leash with his 
dog owner was leaving their house, sniffed citizen's dog and then bit the dog's face. Citizen's dog was taken to vet with blood dripping down the 
dog's face. The dog owner is out for a walk right now in the area.  The dog that was attacked is described as a Both dogs 
were on a leash. The other  owner during the attack did not react to the attack.  CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - 
DB

2021 227779 000 00 DG Animal Attack May 1, 2021 14:12:51

Animal Attack - Injured. Large Black pitbull - Dog can run out unrestrained. was walking her dog on the sidewalk and out of nowhere a pit-
bull came running at them.  Dog came and got a hold of her dog and neck area.  She tried to protect her dog but the pitbull dragged her dog 
from cement onto the grass. Owner of the dog came out and restrained the dog however she didn’t get a chance to get his details but he lives at 

  She went to the animal hospital right away with her dog.  Has pictures if needed.
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2021 228084 000 00 DG Animal Attack May 2, 2021 10:02:58

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Mostly white with some spots pitbull.  Dog broke free from his leash, ran across the street (near the corner of 
McGuigan and Heather), and immediately attacked my dog. It happened extremely fast. My dog was repeatedly bitten and it took a while 
before the owners were able to pull the other dog (a pitbull) away. My dog is a small Pomeranian so could have easily gotten killed. I am taking 
him to the vet tomorrow. I don't know yet if he is seriously injured but currently is walking with a limp. I got a cut on my knee and my leggings 
ripped while trying to save him. Someone related to the owner, named drove me home and gave me her phone number. It is 

 I did not meet the actual owner. I believe they left the scene right after. Thanks for your help.

2021 228121 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression 685 PACIFIC BOULEVARD May 2, 2021 14:04:07
 Breach of PROBATION ORDER  - Came as Holding Stray  fie # 21- on Apr.30/2021- VPD called in requesting ACO attend 600 Pacific Blvd (Rogers 
Arena) - Owner arrested.

2021 229960 000 00 DG Off Leash May 6, 2021 10:17:36

Off Leash - Black pitbull Owner at this address always has his viscous dog off leash at Norquay Park and the pitbull scares all the children.

clerk notes:  no dl on file.-an

2021 231104 000 00 DG Off Leash May 7, 2021 17:07:48

Off Leash - D/O UNKNOWN - Light brown Pitbull puppy. Dog off- leash, untrained and owner does not pickup after dog. Last night owner of pit 
bull let his dog run out to the front lawn. says the dog went to the bathroom outside. And then the pit bull ran up to dog 
and then picked her dog up. She says the owner of the pit bull said that his dog is not trained with other dogs and said sorry. 
says clearly the dog is not trained, leaves dog waste everywhere - kind of roams around free on French street without a leash.  is 
concerned that by him letting his pit bull roam the streets it may result in an attack against another person or animal as owner did advise his 
dog is not trained as to how to approach people and other animals.

Citizen would like a call back as to the process and outcome of complaint. Dog is usually off leash in the evenings on a daily basis around 6 PM 
and in the mornings between 7 AM and 730 AM. She is concerned that someone will get hurt in the future (animal or individual). Citizen says 
the dog owner appears to be in his She says they normally head southbound towards Marpole Park. 
*Citizen not sure what unit number he resides in but has seen him come out of this address. 

2021 234378 000 00 DG Human Attack May 13, 2021 16:16:03

Human Attack - White and pink.  Pitbull. Bite marks to left forearm and right hand. Stitches and a shot are expected to be needed, but not 
confirmed yet.  a superintendent with Canada Post, Richmond called to report a dog attack to a Canada Post Delivery Agent today at 

in Vancouver. (Lagan would not popluate this address. It is located in the ) CLERKS NOTES: UPDATE May 
21/21 - Lagan 101015045765 received requesting follow up from ACO, forwarded to ACO41 DB - DB

2021 234798 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression May 14, 2021 13:37:37

Off Leash/Aggression - Submitted as Human attack. Large Black dog. Dog no longer in area - No cruelty concerns. Citizen was walking down the 
street and the dog began chasing the citizen. The dog was unleashed and not listening to the owner. The citizen felt like the dog was coming 
after him. Citizen is unsure if the dog is aggressive. Citizen says the owner was 10-15 meters away from the dog. The citizen was asking the 
owner to leash the dog. Eventually the dog owner grabbed the dog by the collar. The citizen believes the dog lives at  
Citizen will be emailing in a photo of the dog. CLERKS NOTES UPDATE: Email received in the VAS Inbox, forwarded to ACO23 - DB

2021 234929 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression
INTERSECTION Bute st & Davie 
St May 14, 2021 18:44:28

Containment Aggression - no statement - NO COMP INFO -medium Brown and white Pitbull Mix. This dogs name is the owner is This 
dog bit someone last week and the police showed up and so did animal control. Citizen thought this dog needed to be muzzled because of 
multiple bites and attacks. She has seen the owner and his dog at least 3 times this week and there is no muzzle. She is concerned for everyones 
safety as this dog has had multiple attacks.

Clerks notes: See DG 21-228164 as I'm almost certain this is the call the complainant is referring too. Offender possibly  People ID 

2021 236752 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression May 18, 2021 18:17:26

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - poorly contained dog - aggressive - Brown Pitbull - The strata would like to evict the tenant from 
the building because they had an incident of the dog attacking a smaller dog who was on a leash.  The Pittbull was on a leash with a muzzle but 
he was able to get out of the muzzle despite the owner wrestling it to the ground.  The owner of the strata property advised the tenant that the 
strata had given them a 30 days notice to have him evicted. The tenant has responded back that since there is nothing in the strata he is not 
going to move.  The Strata member is asking what the  city bylaws are in this situation. The Pittbul is one year old. The owner of the dog has said 
the dog is undergoing training but the Strata would still like to evict the tenant and the dog. is the Strata President. CLERKS NOTES: No 
dogs currently associated with Unit provided, not positive it is where the alleged offending dog lives.  Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for 
assignment - DB
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2021 238569 000 00 DG At Large/Aggression
300 BLK W Pender ST, in North 
Lane May 22, 2021 11:41:42

At Large/Aggression - URGENT - Pitbull, no other description - VPD File# VA21-84978 - victim is at  Ambulance reporting At 
large dog has bitten someone, dog owner may have been there & dog may have been let off leash on purpose as per victim. Security was in 
area, victim bit outside and went into Lobby of address.  Last sighting is at 300 BLK W Pender ST, in North Lane, VPD members may also be on 
site CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2021 239329 000 00 DG Human Attack May 24, 2021 16:55:22

Human Attack - Rottweiler tore off owner's arm. VPD requesting animal control assistance. 2021/05/24 12:19:49 ~~ Jenevive Ho Dog is being 
euthanized by SPCA who is on site right now. 
Nicholas from SPCA 604.879.7343 VPD Officer Hallaway  Badge 2752 2021/05/24 12:05:38 ~~ Jenevive Ho ~~ Update as of 12pm: 
SPCA has attended and will be euthanizing the dog. Please cancel this request.  SPCA officer on site is Nicholas: 604-879-7343. VPD officer on 
site is Constable Vanessa Hallaway (Badge 2752):  VPD Jeff Harris, Police case # 21-86062. This is in the coach house in the rear 
lane.  ACO - attended scene to see if SPCA required any help and was advised by VPD that SPCA never attended and told the VPD that this was 
not their concern/job.   

All information was provided to vet. Dog is a Black and brown intact male Rottweiler name: Could not 
make contact with owner No NOK information provided for dog. Manager: Grey was updated on all call information.
SUI - CN Clerks notes: O information Phone numbers given to ACO32 via VPD

2021 239833 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression 101 E WATERFRONT ROAD May 25, 2021 15:02:36

Off Leash/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Medium beige pitbull - dog was not on leash and is still in the area - Dog is aggressive and not being 
kept on leash There is a Pit Bull staying with people who are camping in the park. This dog is not being kept on leash and today it attacked 
another dog in the park. The other dog was not injured but there is concern it may attack again.  

Note ACS37: I phoned the complainant and she says they're camped right beside the washrooms at Crab Park. She says the dogs started by 
playing then the other dog got aggressive and the other dog owner separated them. She sent me a photo of the attacking dog and DO, see 
attached.

2021 240261 000 00 DG Animal Attack May 26, 2021 10:20:18

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - black/brown rottweiler/ doberman 

My dog was attacked in the face and left a deep cut on her muzzle. This is not the first incident. It happened May 23rd, Sunday at around 2pm. 
There also was another incident where my dog was grabbed by the neck by the same dog. Lucky that the dog did not bite down. Durring the 
incident last Sunday, the dog also bite a human in the face when he tried to stop them. He probably won't come forward for reasons because 
maybe they are friends and dont want anything bad to happen to the dog. My only request is that they find and contact the owner and request 
to put a muzzle on it for everyones safety. Attached is a photo of my dogs injury

2021 244761 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jun 3, 2021 14:15:52

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Submitted as Human attacked by dog - not injured - Tan Pitbull - BIt her left wrist and bruised her, 
did not break skin  and the tenants upstairs have a pittbull. Yesterday when she was trying to access her 
suite the dog was loose in the backyard and bit her. The owners of the dog were on site when it happened. She has spoken to the owners and 
advised them of the attack and showed them the bruise. She is wanting to report the incident to the city but does not want the city to take any 
action right now. Please follow up. CLERKS NOTES: There is a dog currently licenced at address with no history but doesn't really fit description 
of breed so didn't associate people ID. Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 245173 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jun 4, 2021 09:14:37

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - submitted as Human attacked by dog - not injured - Brown Pitbull - PS Description: The dog is not 
wearing muzzle, and is known to be aggressive. I don’t know specific address it belongs to. But the guy that walks the dog is incapable of 
handling the dog. I almost got attacked this morning when I was riding my bike around 7:50 - 8:00 am I almost fall out of my bike
between Dumfries st. and Fleming st. The dog started barking and tried to approach me, the guy was barely capable of holding him. CLERKS 
NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB
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2021 245806 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jun 5, 2021 19:30:46

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Not injured. Large tan and white pitbull. There was a dog scuffle as the caller walked through the common 
lobby with his dogs. Caller will check his dog for injuries after the call as the dog is crying. Dog was on leash at time of attack, no cruelty concern. 
Caller believes this dog is dangerous because the owner can not control it. Caller was walking into the lobby of the building with his dogs but did 
not see the attacking dog and it's owner sitting in the corner.  The dog slipped out of it's leash and came towards the caller's dogs.  The female 
owner of the attacking dog came up and was kicking the caller in the head as he was trying to break up the scuffle.  The incident should be on 
video from the building's security footage.  Caller has had previous incidents with this dog/owner as related to court file 73488.

Clerks Notes: Complainant has two dogs licensed Both considered aggressive. is deemed aggressive. Re: 
Attacking dog, there are several pitbull type dogs licensed in this building it is unclear which one could be associated with this particular attack.

2021 247402 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Jun 9, 2021 11:41:57

Off Leash/Aggression - Over the past year, owners have walked this large dog, named unleashed around and the 
neighbourhood. Our family feels uncomfortable with this and we avoid going near the dog if we see the dog. For the past few weejs, we have 
noticed that the dog is walked unleashed between 7am-8am on the northside of our street
and traverses through our front lawns. On one occasion recently, as I was setting out the water sprinkler at around 715am, the dog came very 
close to me on our property. It was not aggressive but it startled me and the dog was unleashed with the owner somewhere further behind on 
the street. If my young children were outside with me then I would be concerned that something would happen. Please advise as we would 
request that the dog be walked leashed. Thank you.  dark brown/black pitbull (not confirmed, just based on appearance)

2021 248838 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Jun 12, 2021 19:22:01

Off Leash/Aggression. - Dog owner unknow - Large Pitbull Brown w/ white spots and white w/ brown spots. The owners of the dog just moved 
into the area. The walk both dogs off leash in the lane which is upsetting the area residence as they don't know the temperment of the dogs.  
The female of the household when walking the dogs on leash cannot control them. The is small building with four apartment (walk up) the caller 
does not know what suite they are in.  IF they are registered... Clerks notes: No DL's at this building UPDATE: Jun 24/21 - Lagan 101015146056 - 
Received at 1342 - Brown w/ white spot & white w/brown spots Pittbull, called to update case:101015111456 Owner lives on the 

 The unit with   Owner has 2 pit bulls and never 
leashes the dog while they go for walks. One of the dog charged at  wife and would like to update the status of this pit-bull to 
animal services. would like to mention that the owners are also not picking up after their dogs. Emailed ACO11 the update - DB

2021 249504 000 00 DG At Large 1725 COTTRELL ST Jun 14, 2021 08:08:36

At Large - Walking around parking lot of Rocky Mountaineer Station; primarily at entrance doors. calling from Rocky Mountaineer 
Station to confirm we've received her report. She says the dog does not seem harmful but she is still cautious. She says they have staff arriving 
in about 20 minutes and hopes we can come as soon as possible. can be reached at  PS Description: The pit bull has been 
seen walking around our parking lot for a couple days now. He has been following around staff members and let himself into our building when 
there has been an open door. When he can see people inside he stands or sits at our glass doors whimpering and bumping the closed door. He's 
now been laying in front of our building entrance for the past 30 minutes and intermittently stands up to pay at our door. Dog doesn't have any 
registration tags, but coincidentally I can see a beaded name on the collar-- no association to the property this dog is on (Rocky 
Mountaineer Station). I will have staff coming onsite at 8 AM this morning and cannot have this dog following or scaring my team. Not sure if he 
belongs to one of the individuals living in the RVs, trailers, vans etc. on Cottrell Street but no one has come looking for him or seems concerned 
about his whereabouts.

2021 250497 000 00 DG Barking Jun 16, 2021 14:14:41

Barking - 1st Barking. Brown Pitbull Dog barks late at night.

Clerks notes: No DL at this address 
2021 251336 000 00 DG Patrol 1204 BEACH AV Jun 18, 2021 14:05:37 Patrol - Sunset Beach Park  - ACO 23

2021 251679 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression
INTERSECTION: E Broadway & 
St. Catherines Jun 19, 2021 12:32:41

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Tan American Bulldog - Caller said tan bulldog lunged at her baby yesterday, unprovoked, possibly 
a rescue dog. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACO23 BKM for assignment as the senior ACO on shift - DB

2021 252383 000 00 DG Human Attack Jun 21, 2021 10:42:56

Police/Emergency Call - HUMAN Attack June 20/2021 - VPD Mental Health Unit requested  assistance due to last night incident when the dog 
went after one VPD officer .
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2021 253153 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jun 23, 2021 09:50:58

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - grey/white possible pitbull cross.  The citizen started for 
the area and when he was delivery mail today, he entered the property via a front yard gate.  While he was putting the mail in the mail slot, he 
heard what sounded like yelling from the back of the property and saw a beware of dog sign and immediately ran out of the area and as he was 
leaving a 70 pound dog came running up to him growling.  The citizen was able to leave the property and close the gate before the dog could 
reach him (it didn’t appear that the owner was home).  The citizen stated that he spoke to his supervisor and there were two other animal 
control incidents at the location this year (one on Feb 5th and the other was April 8th) involving another Canada Post employee. The citizen will 
speak to his supervisor tomorrow and email us the details of the report (it doesn’t look like the previous incidents were reported to animal 
control).  I gave him Animal control’s email address and the reference number. 

2021 253291 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression
Musqueam Indian Reserve - 

Jun 23, 2021 19:07:20

Off Leash/Aggression - Tan or Grey - Pit Bull/Mastiff type dog - Large off leash dog ran towards me and my aunts dog growling and barking - 
Citizen stated that he is in good shape and if it were an elderly person they may have not been fast enough to react; it could've ended badly. - 
ACO 02 TG spoke with Musqueam Security lead who stated that the dogs' name is and belongs to of 

(Border of Musqueam/Vancouver.) - ACO 02 TG

2021 253694 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jun 24, 2021 19:27:05
Animal Attack - Entered as Aggressive Not Muzzled - Incident at address with dog CLERKS NOTES: ACO41 to pick up video footage of 
incident - DB

2021 254350 000 00 DG Animal Attack
INTERSECTION: W 1st AV & 
Wylie ST Jun 26, 2021 08:25:21

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - as reported by VPD, info provided was services dog was attacked with injuries by other dog, d/o's are not 
happy with each other and the VPD will be attending CLERKS NOTES: Advised VPD dispatch we typically wouldn't attend if both dogs are 
contained and not a risk to the public, advised ACS 12 of call by phone, ACO34 to attend - DB - VA21-106514

2021 254452 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jun 26, 2021 18:49:49
Animal Attack - Entered as Aggressive Not Muzzled - Incident at address with dog CLERKS NOTES: ACO41 to pick up video footage of 
incident - DB

2021 256375 000 00 DG Holding Stray Jul 1, 2021 13:12:56

Holding Stray - Complainant advised he located the female, white and black Pitbull out front of his home running at large. No DL, collar. ACO 32 
arrived on scene and transported dog back to A/C office, dog was placed in kennel # 11. 
Animal Reg

Dog did have micro chip

2021 256738 000 00 DG Human Attack Jul 2, 2021 16:18:44

Human Attack - UNABLE TO LOCATE D/O as he have NFA -  Injured. Medium Light Beige Pitbull. Dog was on leash and still in area. The dog is 
aggressive and dangerous. Staff and residents aren't safe. no welfare concerns. is calling on behalf of resident  
The incident happened in the courtyard of the modular housing site. The dog owner who is not a resident was visiting the place. His name is 

He appeared to be inadequately housed. His dog named was sitting. walked by the sitting dog. The dog 
unprovoked attacked her and bit down on her right forearm, shook and did not release immediately. He released it after 4 seconds of being on 
her arm. It did break skin. She was bleeding and required medical care. has the photo of the victim's injury and a footage 
of the incident. would like ACO Mariana Ardeleanu to be assigned to this as she has worked well with them in the past. 

Clerks Notes:

2021 257968 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 6, 2021 09:16:55

Animal Attack - tan/brown dog.  I was outside of Purebread coffee shop at 159 W Hastings St. Vancouver with my
waiting to pick up a coffee on Sunday July 4th around 10:00am. A man and his pit bull walked past us and the pit bull attacked unprovoked. 
He bit on the neck and face, lifting him fully off the ground and pressing him up against the side of the building was screaming in pain 
and myself and bystanders were extremely shaken by the incident. The man just walked away with his dog, never stopping to ask if we were ok 
despite bystanders yelling at him to stay put. One of the bystanders was able to capture him on video as he walked away. The police were called 
and luckily they were already nearby as they had received another call about a man abusing his dog in the same area (I am unsure if it was the 
same man but they suspected it was). I took o the emergency vet for testing and to receive antibiotics and pain medication. He has injuries 
to his neck and mouth and is emotionally very traumatized but luckily he was not fatally wounded. The police followed up with me and said they 
found the man and talked to him but there is nothing they can do as it is not a crime. They said they talked to the staff at the

where he lives and they said this is not the first incident with this man and his dog. The police filed a report with the SPCA as well 
however I am not sure if the SPCA investigates dog attacks or just animal cruelty? I am very worried this dog will attack again, it was very 
aggressive and I was shocked that it would go after such a small dog that obviously cannot defend itself. The police said the man tried to deny it 
was him but they had video evidence of him. So obviously this man has no remorse and will likely not do anything to prevent future incidents. I 
believe this is a matter of public safety as this man will be roaming the streets of the downtown east side and the dog could do serious harm to 
other animals and humans.
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2021 258474 000 00 DG Holding Stray Jul 7, 2021 17:50:57
Holding Stray - Pitbull, Tan and White chest - At this house in the yard CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 by radio for assignment - 
DB

2021 258790 000 00 DG At Large
INTERSECTION: E 18th Av & 
Slocan Jul 8, 2021 10:48:05 At Large - grey pitbull. Dog is wandering around and citizen is concerned it could get hit by a vehicle. 

2021 258805 000 00 DG Holding Stray Jul 8, 2021 11:48:15
Holding Stray - pitbull Grey.  Citizen unable to care for dog and is currently holding him in her garage.  has sores and toe nails are 
overgrown. Dog looks to be in poor shape. 

2021 261642 000 00 DG At Large
Intersection E 1st and 
Woodland Jul 15, 2021 08:28:26 At Large - black and white pittbull mix. Dog was heading eastbound from E 1st and Woodland Drive. No leash or collar on the dog.  

2021 261743 000 00 DG Animal Attack Jul 15, 2021 15:40:57

Animal Attack - COMP NOT WANTING TO PRESS CHARGES - CLOSED WITH TWO BVNS FOR NO LICENSE; LA #22782 for 3.1 and LA #22783 for 3.1 
- Injured. White/beige with dark ears and muzzle. My husband was walking our dog on-leash on the skytrain path at Vanness and Rupert. They 
were approached by another dog on-leash with its owner. The other dog ran from its owner (owner let go of the leash or lost hold of it) and that 
dog attacked and bit our dog. Our dog required stitches. We got the owner's contact information and address, and they paid the vet bill.

2021 261766 000 00 DG Human Attack Jul 15, 2021 17:09:32

Human Attack - Injured. Large dark brown pitbull. Citizen tells me that her tenant was in the alley behind reported address and the door was left 
open for this property. The dog ran out the door and attacked her tenant. The dog bit her hand and she had to go to the hospital.  She was on 
city property not even in the yard of the address. The dogs owner refuses to give any information about the dog. Dog was not on leash. Dog still 
in area. Citizen is worried about her kids and her tenant. She doesn't want them getting hurt if the owner of this dog is being irresponsible. They 
also don't leave there gate or back door closed. No welfare concerns. Citizen also is unsure whether the dog has been vaccinated or not and is 
concerned about the attack.

Clerks Notes: No DL or people ID associated with address.

2021 262039 000 00 DG Human Attack Jul 16, 2021 08:59:32

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - Brown and white Pitbull - PS Description: At around 5:30 pm July 15, I was walking down the path of a public 
green space beside the apartment and three men 

 were drinking beer when their large pitbull charged at me and almost bit me. I dodged it, but the three men would not 
apologize and threatened to attack me, with the men walking straight towards me as I tried to back away. They intended to assault me, with 
verbal and physical threats. The photo attatched is where this incident happened. Map attached. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by 
jabber for assignment - DB

2021 264020 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression 888 Terminal AV Jul 21, 2021 08:47:42
Containment/Aggression - Brown Pit Bull. Caller says the pitbull is acting aggressive and makes it impossible to walk past it on the sidewalk. 
There is a pitbull tied to a tan coloured, of this address, near the alley. 

2021 265418 000 00 DG At Large 8137 ONTARIO ST Jul 24, 2021 08:11:02

At Large - Lg Grey Pitbull - dog has been tied up for several hours - 2021/07/23 20:24:41 ~~ Geoff Stowe ~~ Second report of dog tied up, 
potentially abandoned Dog is tied up to a garbage can outside of Marshalls store, located in parking lot on south side, on upper level. Dog has 
no tag and is in a red harness. Dog has been tied up for about three hours. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 266444 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Jul 26, 2021 18:23:28

Containment/Aggression - came in as an Animal Attack - Not Injured. tan pitbull There was a dog attack on my floor ( 21st floor) as I was waiting 
for the elevators. The elevator door opened and my neighbour’s dog lunged in towards my small senior dog. I put myself between the dog and 
my dog and hoisted my dog up by the leash to get him out of harms way. The owner pulled the dog back and proceeds to smack the dog on the 
nose as he was unable to control the dog. I told the person to stop hitting their dog and they noted that they were discipling the dog. I 
proceeded to the lobby and reported the incident to the building front dest and was informed that the dog was in other altercations which have 
been captured by lobby video cameras. The owner came to the lobby and proceeds to berate me for standing by the elevators and refused to 
acknowledge that his dog reactive dog should be wearing a mussel for their own and others protection.Luckily my dog was not injured in this 
incident but I am afraid as the owner does not have the necessary tools to control their dog, or the willingness to accept responsibility for this 
situation a repeat of a similar incident with more detrimental outcomes maybe inevitable.

2021 268507 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Jul 30, 2021 11:58:29

Licensing Follow UP from Animal Attack file. Issued AC 25851 for 3.1 x 2 to and mailed to his address - Injured. White/beige with 
dark ears and muzzle. My husband was walking our dog on-leash on the skytrain path at Vanness and Rupert. They were approached by another 
dog on-leash with its owner. The other dog ran from its owner (owner let go of the leash or lost hold of it) and that dog attacked and bit our 
dog. Our dog required stitches. We got the owner's contact information and address, and they paid the vet bill. CLERKS NOTES: Oct 05/21 - 
Father of listed dog owners attended shelter in person, would like to discuss the tickets, emailed ACO41 DB info,  DB

2021 270673 000 00 DG Human Attack Aug 5, 2021 11:08:25
Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - red pitbull. Red nose pitbull named boy dog is the owner lives on 

 she apparently uses the dog to kick doors in and Rob people is what a couple of homeless people told me
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2021 272242 000 00 DG Human Attack Aug 9, 2021 17:18:53

Human Attack - DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - Attack in Progress - VPD requesting Animal Services attend to a call that they are on their way to 
now. Outside of a shelter at a pitbull attacked another dog and when people tried to break the fight up, the dog bit 3 other 
people. No known injuries at time of call. Please call VPD at 604.215.4907 to provide an ETA. Thank you.

2021 272740 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Aug 10, 2021 17:48:07

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - Black Pitbull x2 - Caller says there is an ongoing issue with two Pitbulls in this building that continue 
to attack people daily. Today one of the dogs slipped out of its collar, and this caller had to run out onto the street to avoid being bitten. The 
dogs are supposed to have muzzles on which they did not today. He says the reception staff would be able to let you know which specific unit 
these dogs and their owner live in. CLERKS NOTES: No dogs come up at address with same Unit, no Unit provided. Complainant has dog 
associated with number provided in renewal status. Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 274777 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 15, 2021 11:31:52

Animal Attack - Dark black/brown patches.  Rottweiler.  Bite the callers dog's nose. The skin is removed and open wound on top of the caller's 
dog's nose. Caller states a female Rottweiler stuck it's head through the caller's fence and bit caller's dog. There is a bunch of skin removed and 
a open wound on top of the callers dogs nose. Caller states there are 3 Rottweilers in the area. This dog specifically had a docked tail and caller 
believes the dogs name is Bella. 

2021 276289 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 18, 2021 17:17:40

Animal Attack - D/O UNKOWN - Attacking dog is light brown, unsure but maybe American Pitbull, Citizen was walking with his dog and he saw 
the dog running towards the citizen  and his dog the leash was on the  attacking dog however, the dog was not contained by the 
owner .. loose dog with a leash around the neck. The owner of the dog ran away. At the beginning of the situation the owner of attacking dog 
was very calm. He gave the citizen his name and number BUT then advised them to go home and take care of the dog. Attacking dog 
owner said if you go to the vet they will charge you a lot of money. The attacking dog owner says he was going through some issues and he was 
broke not sure if this is true or not not sure if true or not. Citizen says it appeared he 
was trying to make himself vulnerable but no idea. After this he went to check if his dog was okay but she was bleeding from the mouth not 
much but there was some blood and punctured holes on her face (dogs face). He told the attacking dog owner this that he would be responsible 
for the associated vet costs and then he pretty much went to the other side of the spectrum from behind calm to being aggressive. The owner 
of the attacking dog stood about an inch away from face and said something like this was not his problem and he had two options 
take care of his dog at home or just go away and then he left. And at one point he thought the attacking dog owner was going to punch citizen in 
the face (but  never did). Also advised to tell VPD and citizen has reported it to VPD. VPD called citizen back an hour after advising to 
call the City. Aggressive dog - may attack more dogs or people. Citizen is concerned about his dog as well but her face was wounded. 
Citizen is worried dog and dog owner are aggressive and it seems like dog owner of attacking is creating stories to get sympathy (but not sure).  
Exact location was in the lane behind the property which is (this was not found in VanMap).  Medium to large in size mostly 
medium. Unsure if animal cruelty issue the owner of the attacking dog says he was trying to rescue his dog (not sure what this meant though). 
Approx. at 1230 PM today was when the attack occurred. *The attacking dog owner's name is (not sure how to spell) and phone 
number for him is: (not sure if fake number). Attacking dog owner's description is:

and that is all citizen can remember. He also had black colored headphones around 
his neck (hard to remember exactly what color). VPD file no. is: VA21-140206. Please contact citizen back as soon as possible. Citizen says he 
will be going to in two days. Please contact citizen via email as he would like to speak to someone in Animal Services 
about the process and what will happen next. He says this situation has never happened to me and the attacking dog owner was rude and does 
not want to take responsibility and citizen is concerned about his aggression and attitude etc. and citizen says he will have to pay at 
least $1000.00 in vet costs. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 277045 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 20, 2021 08:12:02

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - White and Black Pitbull - 2021/08/19 20:57:48 ~~ Public Stuff ~~ Public Stuff comment: Here is a photo of his 
neck. PS Description: I was walking my dog on leash at Oak Meadows when we turned the corner in the forested area on the corner of 
37th Ave and Willow and spotted a man with his white and black pitbull. The dog was leashed however the man had the leash dropped on the 
ground. The pitbull's name was and according to his owner,  was recently adopted from up north. charged at us and 
bit my on the body and neck. I thought my dog was a goner at the sounds he was making but luckily his injuries seem minor. I 
have attached photos of his injuries. I know many dogs that walk in this area as the dog off leash section is further down from the forested area. 
I spoke to another couple with their dog and they had advised me that and his owner were spotted in the same area the day before. I 
think they frequent this area often. CLERKS NOTES: No DL's come up for info provided by complainant for their dog and no photo was attached. 
Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB
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2021 277074 000 00 DG Human Attack Aug 20, 2021 09:32:32

Human Attack - D/O UNKNOWN - Light grey, short hair Pitbull, was walking along Burrard and a pit bull came out from homeless tent and 
bit his arm. was taken to the hospital by a bystander but the owner and the dog disappeared after the attack. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched 
to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 277519 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Aug 21, 2021 09:18:13

Licensing Follow Up - Pitbull or mastiff, unknown colour, Call came in from VPD member 3165 after receiving a report of a dog being mistreated 
Initial caller is concerned for the dog's welfare - see notes below VPD member received a report of the resident at
mistreating their dog.  The claimant advised the owner is punching, kicking, and using a choke collar on the dog.  VPD Constable Scurrah will not 
investigate this matter but has asked for AC to be informed.  Agent advised animal cruelty should be reported to SPCA to which Cnst Scurrah 
replied the claimant has already notified SPCA.  The owner of the dog is reportedly CLERKS NOTES: There is a 
dog associated with this d/o at a different address, no DL on file since 2016. Dispatched to ACS 12 in person for assignment - DB

2021 277621 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Aug 21, 2021 16:23:15

Containment aggression - NO STATEMENT - Medium grey brown pitbull. Caller said dog lunged at her today, has seen dog around area before. 
no cruelty concern. 

Clerks notes: Property is not in Amanda

2021 277857 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 22, 2021 09:16:32

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - White Pitbull - Dog came at me and my dog when we went to exit the elevator. This dog is an extremely 
aggressive dog and well it was wearing a basket muzzle it is capable of pulling that it off with its paw. The owner is really irresponsible. The dog 
was seized last year as a result of an attack on my dog. Scheduled to be put down. The dog was assessed and deemed okay to be in public. The 
reality is the owner is unfit to own a dog like this and enjoys it when the dog engages in attacks on other dogs. When I returned on the elevator 
to attempt to get home I stuck my head out of the elevator and demanded that they close their door so that I felt safe and the dog was secured. 
At this point in time they refused. Then when I stepped out of the elevator the person standing at the door insisting on the remaining it open 
the door further and gave the dog a command get her. Better known as sick her or attacked her. They would have enjoyed watching that dog 
attack me and my dog. These individuals need to be dealt with and this dog needs to be seized and put down once and for all before another 
attack happens. This incident was witnessed by a neighbour and I can get a sign verification from her acknowledging it. I'm in number and 
the person that owns the dog, That's Vancouver. I require acknowledgement of receipt of this when this is 
dealt with

2021 277905 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 22, 2021 15:13:13

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Grey/White Pitbull - Individual that owns the dog was unknown but the incident is on security camera for 
another few days in the building office. The man and his dog were passed out in front of the entrance of my building and when I stepped out the 
dog took after my dog and attacked it and wouldn't release. Well I was trying to make it stop I got seriously injured to. Cops were present but I 
didn't give my information because they didn't know who the guy was or how to find him. I was encouraged by reception at the city's file this 
report anyways. This dog was not muzzled or leashed. My dog is considerably smaller than this dog and sustained injuries to. It shouldn't be 
unsafe to step outside exit where I live at

Dispatch Notes - X-Ref DG21-272242

2021 278766 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Aug 24, 2021 13:08:09

Off Leash/Aggression - is a Canada Post employee, this is not the first complaint regarding the unleashed dog that resides at the address. 
The last time he reported this incident ACO by the name Brad provided update to advising ticket issued and that the dog was unlicensed.

Clerks Notes - Previous DG 21 234798 May 14, 2021

2021 279257 000 00 DG At Large
INTERSECTION E KENT AV 
NORTH & PRINCE EDWARD ST Aug 25, 2021 14:59:11

At Large - Medium light brown pitbull. Unknown if aggressive or what the size of pitbull is as citizen reporting online through chat. Just said 
something like there is a stray dog at this busy road. 
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2021 279329 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 25, 2021 17:33:23

Animal Attack - Injured. Large dog, unknown breed 2 dogs - 1) milky brown 2) black w/ white spots The dog was attacked on the left side on the 
face. The whole flesh has come out and the bone is visible. There is bleeding. Dog was on leash at time of attack. Safety concerns: Yes, the dogs 
can cause future injuries. A male individual had the two dogs on leash but couldn't control them. The dog attack was not witnessed by 
homeowners. It happened in the yard. They have a fence but there are spaces in between. Homeowners confronted the dog owner and they 
said that the dogs did not attack the dog and left thereafter. The dog belongs to the homeowner's son. They were very upset in the background 
and felt rage over the incident. Please contact them back. CLERKS NOTES: 2nd Lagan 101015317854 submitted at 1359 by

 - Dark Brown with some white spots Pitbull type dog - PS Description: My corgi was viciously attacked yesterday while 
in our fenced yard at Killarney and Kingsway in Vancouver. My beloved corgi was fenced in and was no threat to any other dog. He could only fit 
his snout passed the fence. An irresponsible owner let his dog walk up the 4.5 wide foot, 2.5 foot high embankment towards the fence and 
ripped half my dog's face off. My mother was a witness and asked the owner to stop. She said, "Your dog bit my dog, stop!" but the owner 
said,"No" and left. My baby had to go straight to Emergency surgery to get his face re-constructed. He did not deserve this and we are in tears. I 
went to the Chevron gas station today to ask if I could look at the footage and we found the dogs and the owner. We are desperately looking for 
him. That dog is vicious and should not be allowed in public. What if this was a kid reaching his hand out to pet them and was attacked? No one 
or pet should be in danger especially in an enclosed fence. no D/L coming up for victim dog based on info provided, updated 
ACO34 SL - DB

2021 280562 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Aug 28, 2021 13:49:20

Containment/Aggression - Submitted as Imminent danger to or from a dog - There is a female pitbull living with the dog owner in an RV (there 
are propane bottles all around it and appears to be stationary) on the corner of  Citizen does not have the 
licence plate of the vehicle, but it has not moved for weeks. In two days, the female pitbull has lunged at citizen and his two 8 lb dogs 
aggressively. Today around 11:15am, the pitbull followed his dog owner who was riding on his bike by Canadian tire and encountered the 
citizen and his two dogs. Citizen states the dog owner told him he was not aware the dog had followed him out of the RV and down the street, 
and the dog attempted to bite his dogs but was able to block his body from her. The dog was not aggressive towards citizen, but does not like 
small dogs. There were no reported injuries.  Yesterday citizen was walking by the RV, and the door flew open and the pitbull came charging 
out, and the dog owner ran out of the RV pulling his dog back in. In both situations, the dog was not on a leash at the time of the attack. CLERKS 
NOTES: No DL's come up based on info provided for complainant dogs.  Dispatched to ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2021 281355 000 00 DG Animal Attack Aug 29, 2021 11:39:49

Animal Attack - came in as an At Large/Aggressive - Black and brown Rottweiler.  Rottweiler got free from its dog owner and chased this callers 
dog all the way from a park to the house. The Rottweiler bit her dog and left puncture wounds on her dogs hip and back side. The dog is just 
waiting outside of her home off leash meanwhile her dog has been sent to the animal hospital. She would appreciate and ETA as this dog is 
aggressive and could attack anyone else or another dog passing by. 

UPDATE: offending dog owner will be taking dog back home to  also VPD member on site as well- an

2021 283453 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 2, 2021 11:54:04

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT -  (changed from Other-Animal Concerns)
Citizen said that there is an agressive dog in the shelter at the above address. Citizen said that the owner can not control the dog and the dog is 
agressive with people and other pets. Citizen said that they heard from the owner (but have not witnessed) that this dog has killed cats in the 
past. Citizen also stated that the dog appears to be unlicenced. 
Shelter manager asked the owner to get a muzzle for the dog but they have not purchased one. Citizen got a crate for the dog but the crate is 
not being used regularly when the dog is inside. 
Citizen said that they have a cat and they are concerned that the dog will kill their cat (or another cat in the shelter). Citizen said that the dog is 
not properly leashed and controlled when outside. 
Citizen said that the dog lunged at another dog today(and they have video of this). 
Citizen said that the dog is an intact 5 year old male. The owners name is  N/A but the dog is on or off.

2021 283508 000 00 DG Ticketing 1204 BEACH AV Sep 2, 2021 14:56:14 Ticketing - Sunset Beach Park  - ACO 23

2021 284047 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression
INTERSECTION FIR ST & W 1ST 
AV Sep 3, 2021 16:15:56

Containment Aggression - Large Black Pitbull. Callers Dachsund was not injured because luckily the Pitbull owner was able to pull her dog away 
and it was on a leash. It did not have a muzzle on her however and as this citizen was walking by the Pitbull owner told her to move as though to 
warn her that her dog was dangerous. 
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2021 285869 000 00 DG Off Leash Sep 8, 2021 11:15:38

Off Leash - CASE CLOSED UNFOUNDED -  PS Description: Dog running loose all over the place  The owner was 
just standing there not paying any attention. She's been warned several times to keep the dog on a leash and the hang on to the leash. She is 
never obeyed the rules and she never will. This dog becomes aggressive towards people and other dogs, especially when she investigates verbal 
conflict what she does on a regular basis. She frequently sits outside in front of a building beside the entrance openly using drugs and doesn't 
seem mentally capable a managing a dog, let alone a pitbull... owner lives at Known to staff at the front desk as

This incident occurred Tuesday night around 8:20 p.m. and was witnessed by staff member CLERKS NOTES: Dog is currently 
licenced, dispatched to ASC 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 285991 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression 1169 RICHARDS ST Sep 8, 2021 16:59:18

Off Leash/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - EMERY BARNES PARK - submitted as Imminent danger to or from a dog - Aggressive pitbull/lab mix off 
leash and currently at the park playing frisbee with the owner.  On Monday Sept 8th the citizen was walking with his kitten on his shoulder, this 
dog came up from behind, grabbed and bit the citizens arm and nearly killed the kitten.  The owner of the dog did not care.  The dog is now 
there again right now. CLERKS NOTES: Submitted as INTERSECTION: Davie ST & Seymour ST.  Dispatched to ACO's on duty by radio for 
assignment - DB

2021 286780 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 10, 2021 12:36:52

Containment/Aggression - - White Possible Bull Mastiff - complaint of owner using their dog as a guard and threatening, 
Caller and her partner were walking their dog and walked into Jericho Lands at around 9:30am this morning. A man claiming to be authority 
(resident) told them to leave and brought his dog out of his vehicle to guard between himself and this couple. They were only out to walk their 

 this morning. They were unsure if he would let them pass, and they told him that they would contact law authority if he or his dog 
touched them. The man allowed them to pass. They later called Jericho Lands and spoke with the resident manager. The manager said that they 
know who this resident is and told them to file the report with Animal Control and VPD. Agent advised to contact VPD to file a report. The 
couple had walked through this area and was not aware it was private property: aid that 
her if Animal Control needs to follow up, they can call her or even her partner  The dog was not aggressive, but the 
man was using the dog as protection from what they believe placing the dog between the two groups. CLERKS NOTES: Put in as 
containment/aggression but dog doesn't sound like it was actually being aggressive.  No dog is associated with address provided. Dispatched to 
ACS 12 by radio for assignment - DB

2021 286781 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression 2325 FRANKLIN ST Sep 10, 2021 12:53:49

Off Leash/Aggression - D/O UNKNOWN - PANDORA PARK - Grey Pitbull - Agressive dog at the off leash park. The dog keeps sniffing other dogs. 
The owner is very rude. She is telling people to leave the park. Caller's neighbor saw them in the park before. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 
12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 287136 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression
Unit Not 

Provided Sep 11, 2021 15:08:31

Containment/Aggression - NO STATEMENT - submitted as vicious dog not muzzled - Black Pitbull - Ongoing issue, the dog is supposed to be 
wearing a muzzle in all public spaces, however the dog is often left unattended without a muzzle in public spaces. Case 101015332090 was 
reported on Sept 1, 2021, regarding the same dog biting another dog and human. The dog after that incident is still seen without a muzzle in 
public spaces. CLERKS NOTES: DG 21-282989 assigned to ACO41 DB, didn't associate people ID's as in different units but no dog licence. 
Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 290274 000 00 DG Animal Attack 1020 MARINASIDE CRESCENT Sep 19, 2021 14:27:46

Animal Attack - Caller was at Cooper's Park and as soon as he entered the off leash area a white pitbull came and attacked his dog. The pitbull 
bit the caller's dog's neck and would not let go. Caller kicked at the pitbull repeatedly and eventually got the pitbull to let go. Pitbull owner, a 

took the pitbull and ran away. Caller took his dog to a Vet. Could not get pitbull owner's name or contact info. CLERKS 
NOTES: UPDATE Nov 05/21 - Victim owner called in to provide more info, may have video, provided ACO34 SL's office extension to 311 & let 
ACO know of call - DB

2021 291047 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 21, 2021 10:06:24

Containment/Aggression - Barking aggressive dog on leash. Black Rottweiler. Caller went for a walk with his wife. He said they passed the owner 
of this dog which was on a leash.  The dog lunged and was barking very aggressively at the caller. He crossed the road to avoid the owner and 
dog. He later approached the dog owner for an apology but the dog owner said he should apologize to the dog.  He wants to know more about 
muzzle bylaws on dogs that are aggressive on leash.
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2021 291566 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 22, 2021 18:01:13

Containment/Aggression - White PItbull mix - Dog was wearing mesh muzzle and the dog owner lost control of 
the dog (it was off leash) and it chased after an employee .  She ran away from the dog (it got as close as a foot away, she wasn't 
injured).  The dog chased her until she got to safety and the dog owner eventually got possession of the dog again. The location is a Supportive 
housing location (the dog in question was reported previously cases 15017559 and 15019260. Caller is 

  They are requesting Mary Anna (ACO) as she is familiar with the situation and is going 
and while she is away and  can be reach via 

the general number (if they are not there they can speak to regular staff). They have video footage (no audio) of the incident.  I will also be 
creating a case for a second incident case 101015385650 with this dog that occurred on Sept 21st). I advised that the ACO will need to 
speak to as well (she advised me that wouldn't be an issue). The dog name is (at the time of the incident the dog had no leash or 
collar which is a violation of building rules in common area). CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 for assignment, didn't check other calls 
referenced - DB 2nd Lagan 101015385650 received from same complainant at 17:48, White Pitbull mix, No one was physically injured.
Reported that a resident who lives in the building walked by (Dog owner lives at – Dog is and owner is ) and 
punched the door and walked by (to annoy/agitate the dog owner and dog).  The dog owner opened the door and saw the other resident and 
then let go of his dog.  The dog chased the resident to the first floor vestibule, the resident pushed the glass doors shut to stop the dog from 
getting to him (the door can’t be locked).  The dog was barking and lunging at the door for a few minutes and then the dog owner showed up to 
the vestibule and tried to pull the glass door open to allow his dog (which had no collar, muzzle or leash) to get into the vestibule with the 
resident.  Another resident who was sitting by then yelled at the dog owner to take the dog away and staff  spoke to the dog owner as 
well.  This took about 4 minutes in total, while the original resident was trapped in the vestibule trying to hold the door shut.  The dog owner 
then left the area (with his dog running around) and then called him back to his unit (to sit) and the dog followed his command.  The location is 
a Supportive housing location the dog in question was reported previously cases 15017559 and 15019260. Caller is 

.  They are requesting Mary Anna (ACO) as she is familiar with the situation and is 
going and while she is away and can be reach 
via the general number (if they are not there they can speak to regular staff). They have video footage (not audio) of the incident. I also created 
case 15385595 for an incident that occurred on Monday with   The resident who was trapped in the vestibule didn’t call the police or 
Animal Control.  They stated that they will need to speak to the resident (before they are allowed to give out his name or have the ACO talk to 
him).  - DB

2021 292361 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Sep 24, 2021 12:33:25

Containment Aggression - NO STATEMENT - 2 Large pitbulls One black dog and one tan dog. Citizen reporting that at the above address there is 
a resident with two pitbulls that are approximately 70 pounds in weight. They walk them in the neighbourhood regularly (Usually around 6PM) 
unmuzzled but on a leash. Citizen said that the owner will yell to people to get out of her way and say that the dogs will bite them. Citizen said 
that they do not understand this behaviour as if the dogs are aggressive they should at least be walking them with a muzzle. Citizen said that the 
owner also appears to be using the dogs to threaten people. 

Clerks Notes: No Unit # provided and many licenses at this building. 

2021 292427 000 00 DG Ticketing 801 E 6TH AV Sep 24, 2021 15:59:27 Ticketing - China Creek North Park - Foot - AC Notice 26286 | S4.2 |AC Notice 26287 | S4.2 |S3.5 | AC Notice 26278 | S4.1 | S3.1 - ACO28 DM

2021 296045 000 00 DG Animal Attack Oct 1, 2021 11:34:47
Animal Attack - CASE CLOSED DUE TO LACK OF EVIDENCE - FATAL - Cat attacked and killed by Rottweiler belonging to  Phoned in 
directly to ACO 41 by manager ACO 41 created file and notified ACS 12.

2021 296784 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Oct 3, 2021 10:09:37

Containment/Aggression - White with brown spots Pitbull. It was that pit-bull. Citizen said it could have have attacked her dog if her dog was 
right there when she opened up her door. She has photos and she got staff to leave a written statement and there’s video footage. Dog also 
tried to jump up on her, wasn’t aggressive in that moment but still. Dog off leash, no muzzle, no person in front of her door. Citizen said not a 
soul around. No one was in the elevator. Citizen stated this has gone for months and she is really upset about this. Citizen wants to make sure 
someone calls her back. They can do all the assessment on pit-bull they want but citizen said the owner isn’t capable of looking after themselves 
let alone a dog.

2021 298687 000 00 DG Holding Stray 1499 ARBUTUS ST Oct 7, 2021 17:04:03
Holding Stray - NO PICKUP - KITSILANO PARK - Pitbull, Grey - Tied to a pole at the N/W corner of the Kitsilano Beach parking lot, Caller can't stay 
long but has tied the dog to a pole it is not really secure though. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACS 37 for assignment - DB

2021 299347 000 00 DG Animal Attack Oct 9, 2021 11:07:43
Animal Attack - Pitbull attacked another dog that may be badly injured or deceased. Requesting ACO attendance at  File 
number is 21-169915. CLERKS NOTES: Dispatched to ACO's on duty for assignment - DB
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2021 299859 000 00 DG Holding Stray Oct 11, 2021 13:48:11

Holding Stray -  - ACO28 & ACO32
The owner of the dog went into  The employees have been looking after it since then. They have tried to contact the 
owner a number of times but she is not returning their calls. She is hoping that animal control can pick it up from them. Please call ahead of  
time and they will meet you in the lane. Some of the residents are quite aggressive. The dog owner’s name is phone number 

2021 299860 000 00 DG Licensing Follow Up Oct 11, 2021 14:05:18

Licensing Follow Up - ACO28
The owner of the dog went into  The employees have been looking after it since then. They have tried to contact the 
owner a number of times but she is not returning their calls. She is hoping that animal control can pick it up from them. Please call ahead of  
time and they will meet you in the lane. Some of the residents are quite aggressive. The dog owner’s name is  phone number 

ACO28 DM - DL is in application status.

2021 300279 000 00 DG Human Attack 1161 DAVIE ST Oct 12, 2021 15:39:13

Human Attack -  DOG OWNER UNKNOWN - Dark brown dog. The dog attack occurred on Sunday, October 10, 2021 near the curb-side patio on 
the north side of the 1100-block Davie Street (approximately 1161 Davie) at about 3:00 in the afternoon. A man was standing near the patio. He 
had two dogs with him, one larger and one smaller. The larger one was leashed but the smaller one was not. The smaller dog was a pit bull or 
similar. It was barking aggressively. I walked past on my way to the drug store. I did nothing whatsoever to provoke the dog. Suddenly, it 
jumped at me and clamped onto my leg, continuing to bark. It took some effort on my part and the part of the man to pull the dog off me. The 
man muttered that he was sorry. I was shaken and did not attempt to get his name or any contact information. There were numerous 
witnesses, but no one offered me any support. When I got home, I checked for physical injuries. My clothes were not torn, but there were 
several scratches and bruises on my leg. The attack was also psychologically distressing.

2021 300710 000 00 DG Animal Attack Oct 13, 2021 13:19:04

Animal Attack - NO STATEMENT - Grey female pitbull. Dog is living in makeshift shelter outside the doors of the overdose prevention site, alley 
entrance, 166 East Hastings. While walking to work this morning with co-worker, dog exited tent, dragging small retractable leash behind and 
attacked my dog. I put myself between my dog and pitbull and was bit on right-rear thigh (no significant injury to myself or my dog). This is the 
second time this dog has attacked my dog at the entrance of my workplace, the first one was unreported, but this dog is dog aggressive and not 
being minded in a manner that coming to or leaving my workplace feels safe.

2021 300733 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Oct 13, 2021 14:33:43

Containment/Aggression - Dark brown Pitbull - PS Description: Dog came out of the condo elevator, saw my small dog, started snarling and fixed 
gaze and lunged/dragged owner, owner pulled dog away but it continued fixed stare and growling for many minutes while I waited with my dog 
to enter elevator. I informed building manager but owner told building manager her dog was “extremely friendly” CLERKS NOTES: Unit provided 
in incident location is which has a current valid licence for a  didn't associate anything as probably isn't correct.  Dispatched 
to ACS 12 in person for assignment - DB UPDATE: Oct 13/21 - Received in the VAS Inbox from 311, Public Stuff comment by Eternalnowrider: 
The encounter with the aggressive dog would likely have been video taped as it happened in the elevator and lobby. You could ask the 
concierge to see it? It happened between 10-11am… I think about 10:45… today Oct 13th. I’m scared to use the elevator now in case the dog is 
around again. She wouldn’t tell me when I asked two times if her dog was aggressive in the past and she lied to the concierge about the 
incident. So for now the manager hasn’t asked for it to be muzzled but it would have attacked my dog if it weren’t on a leash! There was also a 
witness but I don’t know who she was. The concierge might know from the video? Forwarded email to ACO23 BKM - DB

2021 301955 000 00 DG Off Leash/Aggression Oct 16, 2021 17:53:07

Off Leash/Aggression - 2 dogs, Black Rottweiler and red dog with black nose. Rottweiler and u/k red dog. Dogs lives upstairs and are off-leash in 
common area of home and no leash used in back yard. Issue: Upstairs tenant have aggressive dogs, one is aggressive and encourages the 
Rottweiler when aggressive. They keep the dogs off leash in the common areas that are needing to be used by both tenants upstairs and in the 
basement. 2 dogs are upstairs. Citizen does not know names of the dogs. Dogs are always barking as well and citizen has captured a one minute 
video of this.
Incident today: Red dog tried to attack his wife. Incident took place in the backyard Upstairs tenants of the house 
put their 2 dogs near washing machine and dryer that is located outside in the backyard. Citizen said  Landlord who lives 

 is aware of the dog issue and hasn't done anything to assist the 2-3 times they were notified. Both dogs are approximately 40 
kg. Citizen wants assistance from the city. Please call him.

Clerks Notes: No dogs licensed at this address. 

2021 302252 000 00 DG Holding Stray Oct 17, 2021 08:13:48
Holding Stray - Brindle Pitbull cross - Please pick up asap as dog is aggressive. Caller is manager at DTES shelter, and dog was abandoned.  They 
are requesting pick up asap
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2021 303207 000 00 DG Human Attack 400 BLK E 5TH Oct 19, 2021 17:26:36

Human Attack - NO STATEMENT - Witness Report. Medium dark beige pitbull. Citizen witnessed a dog bite while driving along E 5th Avenue, 
between Guelph Street and St. George Street on October 19, 2021 at approx. 4:35PM. Citizen pulled over to try to help. There was a pitbull 
pulling on the arm of a small child on the boulevard. Citizen said that the dog's jaw just seemed to be locked and both the owners of the dog 
and the family of the young girl couldn't seem to get the dog to release it's jaw. They realized that the dog just had ahold of the girl's shirt, so 
they took the girl's shirt off. The girl did have some scratch marks on her. The owners of the dog tried pinching the dogs jaw and pushing on the 
pressure point of the jaw to release, but it wasn't helping. Citizen tried reaching and grabbing the groin area  of the dog to try to make it release 
it's bite. The dog did end up biting the woman that was with the owner of the dog on the hand and it drew blood. Citizen said that the dog 
seemed to be in a shocked state and everyone was screaming. It almost looked like the dog was pulling as opposed to attacking. The owners of 
the dog were extremely upset and said that the dog is a nice dog and nothing like this had happened before. Citizen just wanted to file this as a 
witness report in case anyone else reports this incident. She didn't have any contact information for the owner of the dog, or the victim of the 
dog bite. Dog was on leash at time of attack. Dog had ahold of the t-shirt or arm of a young girl and was dragging her.

2021 304456 000 00 DG Barking Oct 22, 2021 09:35:36

Barking - 1st Complaint - Brown and black, a mutt - There is dog that is constantly barking throughout the day (Every 5 to 10 minutes) and also 
into the middle of the night. Citizen stated that this has been an ongoing issue. She also mention that a lot of people who walk their dogs in the 
neighbourhood, and every time there's dog that walks by , the dog from the yard will bark.  CLERKS NOTES: Previous 
complaint in 2016 assigned to Kim, no dogs associated with this address. Dispatched to ACS 12 by jabber for assignment - DB

2021 306552 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Oct 28, 2021 08:37:31

Containment/Aggression - 3 pitbulls

Barking dog and aggressive dogs in common area. 
Incident Location: - BC Housing
Owner of the dogs name is  You can verify with front desk staff. 
She said she has no description of pit-bulls but they are pit-bulls.
Incident Date: Oct. 27th 8:45pm. Citizen told staff to make a note of it. Whether they do or not she doesn't know. Also happened last night Oct 
26th. 
Citizen said 3 dogs in studio unit. Dogs are aggressive in common room. Citizen wants to report it to city. BC Housing property. Management 
and staff do nothing. No one was attacked and on leash. Citizen stating owner cannot handle the dogs. She's walking them 2 or 3 at a time. They 
bark aggressively and lunge at people. They are in attack mode. 
Citizen wants an ACO to call her back about this.
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2021 309848 000 00 DG Human Attack Nov 3, 2021 10:43:08

Human Attack - CLOSED WITH LA FOR 4.14 - black rottweiler ( I think) I’m making this complaint on behalf of one of my
who encountered the dog at  Vancouver, on Wednesday, October 27th, 2021, when walking to her lesson. He was on a 5-6 
foot leash, on the opposite side of the sidewalk from the owner’s house. The dog jumped up on her roughly and left a large bruise on her arm, 
requiring a tetanus shot and antibiotics. (The attached picture below was taken on the day of the incident; it became larger/puffier in the days 
afterwards.)

 The dog’s owner apologized but said “he doesn’t like people”. My student received his name and phone number (which was given as
 and agreed to pay for my student’s antibiotics. However, he has not returned her phone calls since that time and we 

aren’t sure if it’s a fake number (or name).

 This isn’t the first time there have been problems with this dog on the street. It has on numerous occasions jumped over the wire fence of the 
house’s backyard and wandered off-leash. I had a roommate some years back who was cornered by the dog while trying to get into our house; 
my roommate eventually had to retreat to his car. 

 Neither myself nor my student wish any harm done to the dog (we truly believe it isn’t the dog’s fault), and hopefully it will not need to be 
rehomed - but I also want to ensure that my are safe. We’re hoping that the dog owner can be educated about proper 
monitoring/training, including wearing a red and/or “do not pet” collar to advise others to stay well away, and ensuring that the dog isn’t able 
to jump over any fencing or is otherwise able to roam off-leash at all. 

 Please feel free to contact me at the above phone number if you’d like me to connect you with my student (I’m intentionally leaving her 
name/phone number out of this report for privacy reasons.)

 Thanks for your assistance in advance!

2021 310708 000 00 DG Human Attack Nov 5, 2021 11:18:57

Human Attack - Injured. Grey Dog. Citizen also called to report the dog bite while waiting at Emergency. He confirmed the attack happened 
while he was walking in the opposite direction of the dog owner in front of Dog owner has an

 He told citizen the dog was friendly. The heavy build, large grey dog smelled the citizen as he passed and 
then snapped and bit the citizen on the right arm. There are lacerations that broke the skin, so citizen is awaiting medical care. He indicated the 
dog owner lives in the area at Citizen would like to speak with ACO as soon as possible..sw PS Description: I am a mail 
carrier. Owner of dog lives at bite occluded while dog was walking in front of

Clerks Notes: No DL attached to address provided 
2021 312065 000 00 DG Animal Attack Nov 8, 2021 08:14:41 Animal Attack - D/O UNKNOWN - Tan Coloured Pitbull, large male.  
2021 317107 000 00 DG Ticketing 1001 E 7TH AV Nov 20, 2021 16:14:18 Ticketing - China Creek North Park - 0915 - 0930 | 4 Dog On Leash | 4 Dog Off Leash | 6 People | 26364AC | S4.2 | ACO34

2021 317578 000 00 DG Animal Attack Nov 21, 2021 13:09:00

Animal Attack - SOC unknown - Imminent danger to or from dog. VPD called to advised that there were two dogs, possibly  pitt bulls fighting. 
One dog is injured, still on scene  another one is on the  loose. VPD  got a call from citizen , it happened in 400 block of West 
Waterfront Road.
ACS37 Notes: Attacking DO: Pit Bull on a leash, last seen walking w/b through the cruise 
ship tunnel below Canada Place. Was 15-20 min time delay before we got the call. Attacking DO: 

Pit Bull on a leash, last seen walking w/b through the cruise ship tunnel below Canada Place. Was 15-20 min time delay before we got 
the call. Victim DO: phone # is  was driving a  went to N/K vet with their dog

Clerks Notes: XREF Witness Report DG 21 317579 
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2021 317579 000 00 DG Animal Attack 999 CANADA PLACE Nov 21, 2021 13:32:08

Animal Attack - WITNESS REPORT.- Attacking dog UNKNOWN - Large Brown Pitbull. Citizen called to report that he witnessed dog attack near 
Canada Place, citizen was driving towards his apartment and saw 2 dog fighting middle of the road, the brown pitbull belong to homeless man 
with walker and his dog was off leash the other dog was also grey pitbull, the brown dog pinned down the grey dog and started to bite his head 
and there was blood coming out and as that was happening pulled up and pulled off the brown pitbull and the homeless 
person quickly started to walk off with his walker & dog and left. Citizen called VPD to file a report and also his girl friend received a call for 
Animal Services while citizen was speaking to 311. Dog was not on leash at time of attack. 
Victim DO: phone # is 

Owner was driving a went to vet with their dog

Attacking DO:  Pit Bull on a leash, last seen walking w/b through the cruise ship tunnel 
below Canada Place. Was 15-20 min time delay before we got the call.

Complainant:

Clerks Notes: XREF DG 21 317578
2021 318530 000 00 DG Patrol 101 E WATERFRONT ROAD Nov 22, 2021 18:20:57 Patrol - CRAB PARK - ACO11 MA
2021 318531 000 00 DG Patrol 101 E WATERFRONT ROAD Nov 21, 2021 18:23:34 Patrol - CRAB PARK - ACO11 MA

2021 320073 000 00 DG Containment/Aggression Nov 29, 2021 09:22:03

Containment/Aggression - WITNESS ONLY - Ryan is a CoV employee for Sewer Ops. Witnessed today at around 8:30am, female
owner walking pitbull on the 200blk Abbott. Owner did not have any control over her dog. The dog was lunging at people and other 

dogs that walked by. Ryan was across the street and believes the dog may have nipped at a black poodle that was passing by them. Saw the 
owner and dog who he belives may live at the  Similar issue witnessed last week as well.
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